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introduction
it is a challenging task to adequately analyze the theology of
george albert smith the eighth president prophet seer and revelator
of

the church of jesus christ of latter

gospel with others

1

day saints

except for sharing the

a compilation of his writings edited by preston nibley

there are no books of theology which bear his name

albert smith are limited to discourses

the works

of george

found in the general conference

re-

ports editorials in church periodicals and a few letters to relatives and
friends

his name is seldom referred to in critical writings of the church

20

npreston
1preston
preston nibley sharing the gospel with others salt lake city

deseret book

1948

2
2brief

roy
doxey latter day prophets and the doctrine and covenants salt lake city
deseret book co 1956 vols 1144 daniel ludlow latter day prophets
speak salt lake city bookcraft 1951 alma P burton doctrines from
the prophets salt lake city bookcraft inc 1965 duane S crowther
everlasting salt lake city bookcraft inc 1967 V dallas
life everlas
leadership salt lake city deseret book co 1963
merrell family leaders
Vet terii
terll the constitution by a thread salt lake city paramount
teril
richard vetterli
publishers 1967 gerald newquist prophets principles and national survival salt lake city publishers press 1964 alice K chase sayings of
a saint salt lake city wheelwright Litho
graphing co 1951 and glen
lithographing
A biography of george albert smith 1870 to 195111
195
unpublished
R stubbs
ap 403
425
403425
doctors dissertation brigham young university 1974 pp

brief reference to his doctrinal teachings can be

1

found in

2

added to this is the fact that his writings were never intended to be objective works in theology

instead they were exhort
ive in nature given to
exhortive
extortive

move the audience toward a love for god
by the occasion

3Q

most of his talks were determined

nowhere did george albert smith give a detailed outline

of his theology

though george albert smith did not present a systematic outline
of his theology his basic beliefs formed the warp and woof of every discourse
which he presented

like jesus president smith did not reveal the truths

he taught so much through the written word as through the vocal word

and as

christs

4

theology is revealed through the extemporaneous occasion

passing a fig tree that did not bear fruit observing a woman being stoned
for adultery and watching in rapture the birds of the air and the lilies of
so george albert smiths theology sprang from the time and the

the field

place of his discourse

the sorrows of mothers lamenting the departure of

their sons to war a conversation with the governor of utah and a train
ride with a roman catholic bishop who comments on the high morality of
the

latter

day saints

george albert smith general conference address official report

of
general
of
the
church
conference
one
annual
hundred
thirteenth
of the

jesus christ of latter day saints april 1943 salt lake city the church
CR
as
cited
89
p
n
d
hereafter
day
saints
of
jesus
nd
of
christ latter
may
302
p
1949
IE
see also improvement era hereafter cited as LEJ
led
4

he did write editorials for the improvement era but other than
those there are few other doctrinal writings that he has published

3

one must also approach an analysis of elder george albert smiths

writings in the same manner that one approaches an analysis of
writings that is through the logic of poetry

As

christs

christ revealed his teach-

ings primarily through the method of the poet that is through the metaphor
found especially in his parables and exemplar
exem
exempla
pla through the repetition of key

likewise george albert smith revealed his

words images and ideas

theology through his use of both stories found in the scriptures and the inci-

dally life and through the repetition of such key terms as
daliy
dents of his own daily

our heavenly father
and rejoice

TT

privilege

obedience to the commandments

11

it is to be noted here then george albert smithes
smiths unique manner
of presentation for it is through a study of his manner of presentation that
we can determine his key theological ideas

the reading of only

a few of

deceptively
this prophets discourses should make the reader aware of how howdeceptively

simple his teachings appear

yet in a study of the organic structure of these

discourses we can note the simplicity of a fine mind able to use one story
to reveal mutliple ideas
1942

for example

in his conference talk of april

we notice with what ease he slipped into the story of the

israelites be-

ing attacked by the Ama
lekites and moses holding the rod of god above his
amalekites
head

yet this story formed the organic unity of his theme and it became

analogous to six major themes in his talk

first and foremost

there is the

power of prayer second the parallel between the war of the israelites and
Ama lekites and the war that exists not only between the allies and the
the amalekites

4

nazis but between the children of god and the adversary third the lesson
of the importance of obedience to the authority of god and his command-

ments fourth the parallel between the victory of the israelites and the ultimate victory of those who keep the commandments fifth the analogy be
tween the weakness of moses and the weakness and infirmity of president

heber J grant and sixth the great lesson that just as aaron and hur upheld the hands of moses so it behooved the members of the church to uphold the hands of president grant in order that god might achieve victory

through his chosen people

5

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

the purpose

of this study is

1

to analyze the discourses and

brief writings of george albert smith from 1904 when he was called to be an
apostle in the church of jesus christ of
his death in 1951

2

latter

day saints until the time of

to examine the relationship between his medium of

teaching and his theological message

r6

and

3

to analyze the main doctrines

and prophecies which he set forth

51e

may 1942 p 286

am
6m
M McL
uhlan has popularized the term the medium is the mesmcluhlan
mclahlan
sage ff and it is to be noted here that president smithy
smithb
smiths medium is not
exem pla but also in the love and charity which he radiexempla
merely found in his exemplar
ates toward the gardener the ushers the members of the choir and all of
mccluhan
Luhan understanding media the extenmcluhan
his brethren see marshall Mc
sions of man toronto new american library of canada ltd 1966
pp
ap 23
35
2335
11

5

definition

OF TERMS

because the membership of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints is relatively small compared with the memberships of other

religions and because there are a number of terms found in the writings of

george albert smith which must be interpreted in the strict sense of this
faith it will be necessary before proceeding in this thesis to define the following terms so that the reader will have some idea of how such terms are

being used in this study
1

the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints

refers to the church organized by joseph smith on april
monly
conly called the mormon church

7

referred to sometimes as saints
church

1830 and

11lds
LDS

11

tl

and its members

or simply members of the

11

2

prophet seer revelator

the greek and means to flow

11

the word of god

the word prophet is derived from

to utter

that the term is used in the church

A

11

to declare

11

it is in this sense

prophet is said to be one who declares

vates
ivates
the term seer is derived from the latin word ivales

which means one who sees by vision or dream the purposes of god

7

7however
however it is to be noted here that george albert smith
cerned with the use of the term mormon he preferred instead to
church by its full name so that there would be no confusion that is
would realize that the church was the one and only church of jesus
CR april 1948 p 160 also CR oct 1948 p 167 IE nov
14
p 7714

is com

the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints will hereafter be referred to as the church
11

6

this name

A

reve

was concall the
so people

christ
1945

6

lator Is one who reveals the will and mind of god

within the church these

three callings are said to be united in the same person or persons that is
in the persons of the

first presidency

patriarch of the church

the quorum of the twelve and the

the president of the church is called however the

prophet seer and revelator of the church
3

n

general authority in order of their precedence the general

authorities of the church include members of the

first

presidency the

council of the twelve apostles the patriarch to the church the assistants
to the twelve

the first council

of seventy and

the presiding bishopric

these men with the exception of the patriarch to the church are all delegated general administrative authority by the president of the church

they

are called to preach the gospel to direct church conferences to choose other
church officers to perform ordinations and settings apart and to handle the
properties and interests of the church generally

the labors of their minis-

tries are not confined to stake ward or regional areas but include a general
jurisdiction in all parts of the church
4

first presidency the first presidency

of the church consists

of the president of the church and his chosen counselors

it is the supreme

governing body of the church
5

quorum of the twelve apostles

twelve men holding the apostle-

ship properly organized constitute the quorum of the twelve apostles also

designated as the council of the twelve

the unanimous decisions of this

quorum are equally binding in power and authority with those of the

first

7

presidency of the church
6

patriarch to the church the office of patriarch to the church

is conferred as a result of lineage and worthiness

he is a man who holds

the keys to patriarchal blessings over the church
7

assistants to the twelve from time to time as the needs of

the church require men are called by the governing authorities of the church
to serve in an administrative capacity in assisting the quorum of the twelve

these assistants to the twelve are appointed as general authorities
8

first council

of the seventy

this council is composed

men who are general authorities in the church

of seven

they act under the direction

of the quorum of the twelve with the specific responsibility to direct mission-

ary work
9

presiding bishop

the presiding bishop is responsible for

many of the temporal concerns of the church

he directs the aaronic priest-

hood and receives money for the care of the poor and is called to travel and

preach as an aid to building up the church
10

presiding bishopric

the presiding bishopric is composed

of

the presiding bishop and two counselors
11

wards the basic ecclesiastical district or church unit in and

through which the programs of the church are administered is called a ward

members of a ward form a congregation of the saints
frequently for spiritual and social purposes

they meet together

8

12

stake

A

stake is an ecclesiastical unit of the church comprised

of a number of wards
13

conferences of the church conferences are gatherings of the
con-

membership of the church held on a ward stake and general basis

ces are held for the purpose of conducting church business and for the
feren
ferences
giving of counsel and direction to officers and members of the church
14

general conference it is important in this study to indicate the

importance of the general conferences of the church

these are held annual-

ly and semiannually
semi annually and are open to the entire membership of the church

with those occupying leadership positions especially invited

at these confer-

ences the general authorities of the church give counsel and advice

it is be-

lieved that their messages when inspired by the holy ghost are scripture to
the church membership and should become the walk and talk of their lives
until the time of the next conference
15

revelation in a theological sense the term signifies the making

known of divine

truth by communication from the heavens

from god to man in various ways

revelation comes

god gives his mind and will to receptive

mortals in whatever ways seem appropriate as circumstances require
some of these ways includes impressions to the minds of men dreams
visions and personal appearances

revelations are recorded in the stan-

dard works and are given in the teachings of the leaders of the church
16

the standard works the standard works of the church com-

prise four volumes of scripture

the bible

the book of mormon

trine and covenants and the pearl of great price

the doc-

9

the doctrine

17

and covenants

this is

a book published by the

church that contains many of the major revelations received by joseph smith

the book of mormon this volume is accepted

18

by the church as

a record of the early inhabitants of the american continent and

gods dealings

joseph smith reportedly translated it by the gift and power of god

with them

from metal plates

the pearl of great price the name

19

the pearl of great price

has been adopted as the title of a book accepted by the church as a volume of

scripture containing a choice selection of the revelations translations and
narrations of joseph smith
20

the word of wisdom

A

revelation in the doctrine and cove-

nants section 89 received by joseph smith in 1833 showing forth a standard
of health to the saints in the last days
21

when

the second coming of christ this term refers

christ will return to earth in power

to the event

and glory to meet the righteous and

destroy the wicked
22

the latter days this expression indicates the period

of time

prior to the second coming when the major signs of christs coming will be
it will also be referred to in this study as the last days

manifest
23

the world the term world as used in this

TT
11

study will refer to

the people inhabiting the earth

8Q

christ

of

and covenants salt lake city the church of
day saints 1969 891 hereafter cited as dac

the doctrine

latter

jesus

10

24

the end of the world in this thesis this term will

be used to

indicate the period of time when the wicked will be destroyed and the millennium ushered in by the second coming of the savior

world

TT

the term

end of the

then refers to the end of unrighteousness or of worldliness
25

the millennium this refers

to a period of time after the

second coming of christ when the earth will be at peace and the kingdom of

god will prevail on earth in its fullness

christ will reign during this time

as lord of the whole earth
26

the priesthood priesthood is

the power and authority of god

delegated to man or to men on the earth
27

prophecy

the inspired utterances

of prophets are called

these declarations may pertain to the past present or future

prophecy

new truths or unknown events may be revealed in them or they may contain

expressions which confirm and give added witness to truths already revealed
and testified to by other prophets
28

the celestial kingdom members of the church believe that

jud gement people will be assigned to one of four kingdoms
after the final judgement

three of these kingdoms are kingdoms of glory
doms of glory is the celestial kingdom
in which god dwells

the highest among the

king-

it is believed that this is the kingdom

in order for a person to attain to this glory he must

obey the gospel and religiously live the teachings of the church
29

the final judgment after all men have been resurrected the

day of the great final judgment will come

every living person will stand be

11

fore god to be judged according to the way he has lived

the assignment to

the different kingdoms will be made at this time
30

the resurrection the resurrection is the uniting or reuniting

of the physical body and the organized spirit after death

A

resurrected being

is one for whom body and spirit are inseparably connected in a state of incorruption a state in which there never again can be decay or death

this term

applies not only to the resurrection of christ but also to the resurrection of
everyone who has lived on the earth
31

the godhead in latter day saint philosophy three beings

occupy the godhead or supreme presidency of the universe
the

father god the son god

the holy ghost

they are god

the most succinct statement

regarding these three personages is found in the doctrine and covenants

the father has a body of flesh and bones as tangible as mans the

13022

son also but the holy ghost has not a body of flesh and bones but is a perssonage of

spirit

32

means

I1

diccio
dictio
foreordination this term as defined by websters dictionary

to dispose or appoint in advance

tt

in

latter

day saint theology the

god spirit children being assigned in their pre earth life
term refers to gods
to special missions or callings during their mortal life
33

patriarchal blessing in this thesis this term will refer to the

recorded blessing given to members of the church by men appointed as patri-

archs

A

patriarchal blessing includes an inspired declaration of the lineage

of the recipient and also where so inspired prophetic statements of the life

12

mission of the recipient together with such blessings cautions and admonitions as the patriarch may be prompted to give
34

eternal increase this term refers to the right of those

who

are worthy to have a continuation of their posterity in the resurrection
35

prior

to

pre
preearth
earth life in

LDS thought this

term refers to the period

mans mortal existence during which he had a conscious existence

as a spirit child of god
36

mortal life

this term refers to the period

of physical or

temporal life
37

post
postmortal
mortal life

this term refers to life after the death of

the physical body
SOURCES OF DATA

in order to understand the teachings of george albert smith it was

necessary to consider briefly both his life and his times

As a background

for this study use was made of the church historians library of the

church of jesus christ of latter day saints the brigham young university

library

and the university of utah

library

personal interviews with

selected descendants and associates who knew george albert smith well were
also made

information on his doctrinal teachings

were compiled from

the general conference addresses editorials and articles in church publica
eions as follows
tions

soei
the improvement era the instructor the relief society

13

news and the journal history
magazine the church ne

9

to indicate

some-

thing of the background of elder smithes
smiths times reference was made to

recognized authorities in the fields of history and sociology

procedures

METHODS AND

the methods

and procedures of this study involved a careful reading

and analysis of all the general conference talks delivered by george

albert

smith as well as all the articles which he wrote for church periodicals during the time he was a general authority
in each chapter the main doctrinal statements were analyzed and
divided into major areas which were important themes in the teachings of

president smith

delimitations

DE
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

this thesis

did not attempt to make a comprehensive study of the

life of george albert smith nor deal with all of the theological ideas and

implications found in his discourses
cand
and

it was limited to the key doctrines

ideas found in his discourses and editorial writings

though some study

of his use of scripture was included in this thesis no attempt was

9

9the
athe
the improvement era the instructor and the relief society magazine are monthly publications now defunct of the church the church news
is a weekly publication the journal history is the daily recorded history of
the church located in the church historians office in salt lake city utah

14

be made to give a complete study of his use of scripture

10

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS

this thesis contains eleven chapters
chapter

2

following the introduction

serves as an overview of his life and character

ing chapters treat the major part of this thesis

george albert smiths
smithes theology

the succeed-

that is an analysis of

since his teachings on the godhead form the

central doctrine for all his theological ideas this subject is considered in

chapter

because the eternal plan of progression sets in perspective the

3

manner of conduct for members of the church it is considered in chapter
4

chapter

5

is a study of the principle of revelation including presi-

dent smithes
smiths doctrine pertaining to the standard works

the role of the

prophet and the importance and significance of the general conferences

because george albert smith was primarily concerned not so much with an

abstract theology as with a living theology based on the love of christ and

ones neighbor chapter
tance of the family

6

deals with the study of his concept of the impor-

this is

followed by chapters

the importance of missionary work

saints relationship to government
of

the church
10

appendix

A

of jesus

for the

chapter

9

7

and

8

on charity and

deals with the

latter

day

finally since one of the unique aspects

christ of latter

day saints is contained in its very

favorite scripture references of george albert smith see

15

name that is a theology founded on the concept of the latter days

11

thi
thl
thiss

subject forms the final chapter before the thesis summary

11

this term has previously been explained in the definitions of

terms number 24 and will be considered in greater detail in chapter
on the latter days

10

chapter

2

THE LIFE AND CHARACTER OF
GEORGE ALBERT SMITH

the epitaph on the grave

of george

albert smith summarizes his

life his character and his aspirations

he understood and disseminated the teachings of christ and
was uncommonly successful in putting them into practice he was
kindly patient wise tolerant and understanding he went about
doing good he loved utah and america but was not provincial
he had faith without reservation in the need for and in the power
of love for his church and his family he had unbounded affection
and served them passionately yet his love was not limited it included all men regardless of race faith or station to them and of
them he frequently said
tii
til
DREN

WE ARE ALL OUR FATHERS CHIL-

AGE OF TURMOIL

the year

of george

albert smiths birth

1870 was

characterized by

great changes in the political scientific and literary worlds and by great
persecutions against the church

this year marked

the outbreak of the franco

prussian war wherein the victory of bismark led inevitably to the first world

war which in turn sowed
bowed the seeds for the second world war

ulysses

1this
athis
this epitaph was written by his son george albert smith jr

the complete inscription see appendix B

16

S

for

17

grant who had begun his presidency the year before george albert smithy
smithw
smiths
birth would the year after sign the famous treaty of washington which
would mark one of the major beginnings of the united statest
states
slatest engagements

in international affairs

in europe one of the major concerns was the build-

ing of the suez canal which had begun its first year of operation in 1870

and while this canal would extend the benefits of trade between east and west

it would also create special tensions as european nations would vie with

one

another for colonies and trade concessions in the orient

origin
in the scientific world charles darwin who published his ori
orl
of species in 1858 which divided the western world into camps

those who

accepted the literal interpretation of the bible and those who rejected it as
not being scientifically true
book

the descent

of man

would continue to expound his doctrine in the

published in 1871

in 1870 alexander graham bell

was working on the invention of the telephone and edison was working on the

electric light and phonograph which would be followed by later inventions that
would eventually lead to the beginning of the film industry

the year of the birth of george albert smith would also mark the
death of charles dickens who had written extensively in his novels on the

necessity of social reform

it marked too the beginning of the symbolist

movement in france which would affect the entire literary world to the

present time

in the united states the most cherished literary novel would

18

be louisa may Al
cotts
alcotts

little women

20

while the world saw many changes at this time for the faithful of

the church of jesus christ of latter

day saints there were many enactments

restricting and threatening the growth of the church

these included the anti

bigamy law of 1862 the edmunds law of 1882 and the edmundstucker
edmunds tucker law
of 1887

3

george albert smiths life would be intimately bound up with the
events and the movements of his age

in this chapter consideration is

given to the life of this prophet under the following headings
1889
early life from 1870
18701889
3

2

1

his birth and

1902
his years of preparation from 1890
18901902

1945 and 4 his presidency from 19451951
1945 1951
his apostleship from 1903
19031945

4

1889
BIRTH AND EARLY LIFE FROM 1879
18791889

latter

day saints believe that one called to stand at the head of the

church must assuredly have been a noble and great spirit in his pre earth

3

2for
an
ifor
see
to
of
scene
his
birth
the
world
at
the
time
references
for
encyclopedia of world history
ed william L langer boston houghton
his
of
historyof
mifflin co 1960 also henry W littlefield new outline history
of
europe since 1815
Q

new york

barnes and noble

3for
ifor
for further information

1951

pp
149
ap 136
136149

on the laws enacted to stop the church

from practicing plural marriage see russell rich ensign to the nations
provo brigham young university publications 1972 pp
391
ap 363
363391
4

4for
ifor
for a chronological listing of

see appendix

C

the important events of his life

19

ordained to a special ministry
foreordained
life fore
a faithful servant the

this

5

they further believe that for such

lord prepares a special lineage to

give him birth

n
6

lineage was provided for george albert smith a lineage that boasts of

progres
proeres
and
educators
colonizers
pioneers
kings rulers magistrates
sive church and political leaders

the book

7

jr

of mormon infers that joseph smith

were direct descendants of joseph who was sold into egypt

and his father
80

albert smithes
smiths great grandfather was john smith a brother
smith

sr

he is therefore of the same ancestral line

9

father of these two brothers john and joseph smith sr

since george
of joseph

asael smith the
was a soldier in

the revolutionary war and was a son of captain samuel smith another patriot
who was chairman of the boston

tea party

counting asael as a convert to

the church there have been four more generations of saints up to george

albert smith john smith patriarch to the church and the first president

christ

5the
athe
the pearl of great price salt lake city the church of jesus

latter

day saints 1969 abraham 322
23 see also joseph
32223
smith history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H
60 VI 364
roberts ad2d ed rev salt lake city deseret book co 1959
195960
of

hereafter cited as

for further information see chapter 4

HQ
HC

r

1855

6journal
journal of discourses liverpool england F
vn
VII
290 hereafter cited as JD
289290
vil 289
77john
ajohn

john

D

giles

george albert smith

IE

D

richards

ap 430july 1945 pp

432
8Q

the book

9asee
9see

of mormon

see appendix

pedigree

D

11
II

nephi
20 hereafter cited as B of M
neph 314
31420

for a chart that indicates george albert smiths

20

of the salt

lake stake george

smith apostle and member of the

A

first

presidency and george albert smith apostle and president of the church

10

born april 4 1870 of pious parents who profoundly influenced his
entire life

11

george albert smith spent his boyhood in a religious environ

ment doing simple household chores as well as playing near temple square

across from his home

at age thirteen he attended the brigham

young aca-

demy where he had an experience that was to have a profound effect upon his

life

his teacher dr karl

G

maeser said

ot only will you be held
not

accountable for the things that you do but you will be held responsible for the
very thoughts that you think

ilikeaburr
likeaburr

11

TT
11

this statement president smith says stuck

continuing he added

why of course you will be held accountable for your thoughts
because when your life is complete in mortality it will be the sum
of your thoughts that one suggestion has been a great blessing to
me all my life and it has enabled me upon many occasions to avoid
thinking improperly because 1I realize that 1I will be when my lifes
ilfe
life
12
my
completed
product
thoughts
the
of
labor is

this counsel came at an
life

opportune time in young george

that same year as a boy of thirteen

10

appendix E

for further

alberts

he started out in the world of

information on george albert smiths ancestry see

11

see chapter seven marriage the home and family n p 99
also for an account of his childhood see george albert smith collection
marriott library university of utah salt lake city MS 36 hereafter
cited as GASC
12

1946 p

1

deseret news the church news salt lake city
hereafter cited as DNCS

february

16

21

business by working at ZMCI zions cooperative mercantile institution

a

church owned manufacturing plant and department store in salt lake city

he was employed as a laborer in the overall factory

later he rose from

this position to that of president of the entire cooperative
while material pursuits occupied much of george

alberts time his

life was still punctuated with spiritual experiences that befitted a future proone of these experiences was the receiving of his patriarchal

phet of god

blessing

the circumstances surrounding

ordinary

according to his daughter emily one day a knock came at the

door of the smith house

the giving of this blessing were not

george alberts mother lucy answered it and

found a man standing in the doorway who inquired if this was the home of john

henry smith

lucy replied that it was whereupon the visitor further inquired

if young george albert were at home

again the reply was in the affirmative

patriach in the
patriaco
the man went on to explain that he was zebedee coltrin a patriach

church and that he had not been able to sleep or be at peace with himself for
the past few days because of the feeling that he should come and give george

albert smith a blessing
no

she replied

he then asked lucy if she would mind if he did so

13

this blessing was

given on january 16 1884 and contains in part

the following

13

statement by emily stewart personal interview august

12

1972

22

thou was called and chosen of the lord from before the foundation of the earth was laid to come forth in this dispensation to
assist in building up the zion of god upon the earth and thou shalt
be enabled to go forth to proclaim the gospel unto the inhabitants
of the earth and shall be enabled to bring many to a knowledge of
the truth for thy voice shall be as the voice of a trumpet in declaring the words of the lord to the nobles of the earth and many shall
believe in thy words and embrace the gospel of the son of god
and thou shalt become a mighty prophet in the midst of the sons of
zion and the angels of the lord shall administer unto you
wrapt in the visions of the heavens and thou shalt
and thou shalt be wrape
be clothed with salvation as with a garment for thou art destined to
become a mighty man before the lord for thou shalt become a
mighty apostle in the church and kingdom of god upon the earth for
none of thy fathers family shall have more power with god than
thou shalt have for none shall excell thee for thy reward shall be
great in the heavens for the blessing of thy father and of they grandfather shall rest upon thee and thou shalt become a mighty man of
faith before the lord even like unto that of the brother of jared
and thou shalt remain upon the earth until thou art satisfied with
life and shall be numbered with the lords
lord annointed and shall become a king and a priest unto the most
mast high for thou art of the pure
blood of jacob and have a right to all the blessings of the house of

joseph
josep

14

this blessing had a permanent impression

on george

albert smith for the

rest of his life
during his later teens george albert smith worked at several different occupations ranging from an implement assembler to a railroad surveyor
when he was working for the railroad a minor tragedy occurred in his life

while surveying near green

river utah excessive heat

sunglade
sun glare damand sunglare

aged his eyesight causing an affrication
afflication he would suffer for the rest of his

life

14

emily stewart collection mss610 located in church historians
office 50 east north temple salt lake city utah hereafter the church
historians office will be cited as CHO

23

YEARS OF

1890 1902
preparation FROM 18901902

because of the damage to his eyes george albert smith was forced
in 1890 he became a representative for ZCMI as a

to leave the railroad

salesman

in the fall of the next year he was called by president wilford

woodruff to serve a mission in southern utah in the interest of the young

mens
mes mutual improvement association

upon his return from this mission

he was married may 25 1892 to his childhood sweetheart lucy emily

woodruff in the manti temple

he left his new bride in june of that same

year to fulfill another mission this time to the southern states

she joined

him however during the latter part of his mission and they served together

until 1894

during the course of his mission he had two near fatal experiences
one occurred when after taking a wrong mountain road he almost fell off
the edge of a precipice

the other occurred when

he narrowly escaped being

shot to death by a gang of angry foul
mouthed mormon hating hoodlums
foulmouthed

four years after his release from this mission

he became the

15

first

member of the church to be appointed receiver of public monies and disbursing agent for utah

this position

which he received from president william

mckinley he occupied for nine years

in spite of his heavy responsibilities

with the government he continued to serve his church especially in the

15

served

for his

own narrative of three occasions when his life was
see appendix F

pre-

24

young mers
mens mutual improvement association where he served as superintendent of the salt lake stake
HIS

1945
apostleship FROM 1903
19031945

the sixth day of october

1903 was a day never to be forgotten by

this young man who was then thirty three years of age

in his journal for

this day he wrote
m 1I left
have had a busy day in the land office at 330 ppm
for him to take my children to the fair was met at my door by
sister nellie C taylor who congratulated me with much earnestness 1I was confused at first but she soon told me that 1I had been
voted in that afternoon as a member of the quorum of the twelve
apostles 1I thought she was mistaken and told her so she felt
confused and returned to the tabernacle to ascertain if she was
wrong later 1I was met by her and others who corroborated the
matter 1I was completely dumbfounded and could hardly believe it
possible at this time although 1I felt that 1I might someday succeed
my father as my patriarchal blessing under the hands of zebedee
coltrin indicated that 1I might become an apostle
1I didnt feel capable or worthy but if it pleases the lord 1
I will

try to

do my full duty 16

A few days

the church

later george albert smith was ordained an apostle in

one of the first major tasks given to him by president joseph

F smith was to improve the image of the church for at this time the church

was still suffering from persecution over plural marriage

this negative

image was due in great part to the mass media of the day

many magazine

and newspaper articles appeared in the

1 fi
16

eastern united states which pictured

george albert smith journal october 6 1903 CHO
account of his feelings at the time of this call see appendix G

for

an

25

ttmormonsn
cormons
the mormons
Mormons as a people possessed by lust and greed

the majority of

these articles printed about the church in the latter part of the nineteenth
century and opening of the twentieth century were negative

17

the ssteps

which he took to improve the image of the church reflect his basic philosophy

namely the importance of the saints being involved in secular as well as

religious service

some of his secular involvements included his active role

in the boy scout movement in which he achieved the highest award in scouting

the silver buffalo

throughout his life elder smith endorsed the boy scout movement
it is the opinion of D arthur haycock president smithy
smithb personal secretary
smiths
that it was the active support of the church that aided in the survival of the
180
1

boy scout movement and organization in america

the breadth of elder smiths concern

and interest is vividly exem-

plified by his election in 1916 as the president of the international irrigation

congress

further civic honors

and responsibilities came to him as the

president of the international dry farmers congress and his vice presidency
of

the sons of the american revolution

and

the mayflower society

19

addi

17

james B alien
ailen and richard 0 cowan mormonism in the 20th
allen
century provo utah brigham young university press 1969 ap
cen
pp 63 64
18

statement by

D

arthur haycock personal interview april

19

4

1972

george albert smiths pride and love for his american heritage
can be seen throughout his discourses for further information see chapter 9
the saints and the united states government elder smithy
smithb
smiths daughter edith
says that he frequently wore a pin in his lapel symbolizing his membership
in the sons of the american revolution while on a trip with him to england
TT

26

dional public involvement included his active role in the organization of the
tional

utah pioneer trails and landmarks association which was highlighted when
he dedicated the

this Is

the place monument in emigration canyon

yet involved as he was in secular activity
self from his religious duties

20

he never excused him-

he served on the general board of the young

mens
mes mutual improvement association and as the european mission president

he also spoke extensively concerning the church throughout continental

united states europe and the south pacific
while elder smith indicated that these were happy years they
were not without some trial and affliction
1912

for three years

from 1909-

he suffered a serious illness which affected his entire life

followed by the death of his wife in 1938

this was

speaking of this period of sorrow

he wrote

she indicated her fathers sense of humor and love for his country they
entered a spacious building to meet in a social setting some of the elite of
england edith was quite concerned that her father might not be accepted as
well as she thought he should be As they entered the building a man in a
tuxedo came down a beautiful stairway to greet them he looked at president
smith and said and who might you be
president smith replied 1 I am george albert smith president of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
the man then noticed the
pin in his lapel and said and what kind sir is that funny looking little
pin in your lapel
oh ies
elder smith replied itoh
les
its just to remind me that
my grand daddy beat your grand daddy
edith reports that they all broke
out laughing and the tension of the moment was eased
statement by edith
1972
elliott personal interview august 12 1972.
11

20

see the church of jesus christ of latter day saints church
history student supplement provo utah department of seminaries and
institutes 1966 p 80

27

have been in the valley of the shadow of death in recent
years so near the other side that 1I am sure that for the special
blessing of our heavenly father 1I could not have remained here
the nearer 1I went to the other side the greater was my
21
assurance that the gospel is true
1I

five years later he was set apart as president of the quorum of
the twelve apostles which responsibility he said made him realize even

more his need for the help of the lord

22

GEORGE ALBERT SMITHIS
SMITHS presidency
FROM 19451951
1945 1951

the year

1945 which marked the end of world

the advent of a kind and wise leader over

latter

war 11
II also marked

the church of jesus christ

of

day saints whose task it was to guide nearly one million members

of the church

As a

result of the war there were special problems which

george albert smith had to face as president of the church

these included

the plight of the members in the war torn countries the inability of mission-

aries to spread the gospel the inability of many church members to comcate with one another and the general feeling of hatred distrust and
muni
municate

despair that prevailed throughout the world
george albert smithy
smithw
smiths personality and character were ideally
suited to cope with these problems

21
22

CR

oct

president J reuben mark
clark
dark

jr

stated

1921 p 42

for his

reply to this call see appendix H for the blessing
given him by president heber J grant at this setting apart see appendix

1I

28

0

at president smiths funeral

noo man that we have ever had in the church

had a greater love for humanity than president george albert smith

11

23

president smiths love for mankind his church and his god were
evident in his life during the six years he was president of the church

while

the united states was dropping the atomic bomb on hiroshima and nagasaki

president smith was spreading the gospel of love by directing the shipment
of relief goods to the european saints and by travelling
tra velling widely visiting the

saints in the united states mexico hawaii and czechosolvakia

while

president truman and general george marshall were trying to solve poverty
in europe and communist aggression in turkey elder smith was directing
the reorganization of missions to spread the gospel of peace

in spite of

the seeming early successes of the united nations george albert smith

cautioned

we can legislate until doomsday but that will not make men
righteous it will be necessary for people who are in the dark to
repent of their sins correct their lives and live in a righteous
24
way that they can enjoy the spirit of our heavenly father
throughout elder smithy
smithw
smiths presidency he instructed the saints as to
the true path of peace

though his health was fragile during these six years

his energies and efforts were untiring in spreading the love of god and the
love of neighbor

23

he directed the commencement of two temples initiated

IE june 1951 p 405

fellowmen
his fel
lowmen see chapter
24

CR

7

for nfurther examples

charity

october 1949 p

6

of his love for

29

a church program to aid the indian people increased missionary labors and

visited members throughout the world

april

4

1951

was a day of reflection and prayer for members of

the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

for

of failing health george albert smith died at age 81

following a few weeks

perhaps the best sum-

mary of his life can be found in the eulogies which were given at his funeral

he was a man without guile a religious man and a spiritual
leader not only in his own church but in any group even alone
25
with him you had a feeling of this mans spirituality
he kept the second great commandment as faithfully as any
man 1I ever knew his thoughts were constantly employed in the
interest of the wayward whom he tried to bring into a better way
of life he never spoke evil of any man although he deplored the
actions of the wicked he was ever ready to extend the hand of
26
forgiveness to them if they would repent
it seemed to me that every act every thought of our president
would indicate that with all of his heart and soul he loved the lord
and he loved his fel
fellowmen
Is there a mortal being who could have
lowmen
27
more
loved them more27
god attracts the godly and 1I am sure that the shortest journey
this man of god ever made in all his travels has been the journey
28
which he has just taken

25

eulogy by john F fitzpatrick a non
member of the church
nonmember

IE june 1951 p 405
ae
1e
0
26

27
00
28

eulogy by joseph fielding smith IE june 1951 p 405
eulogy by doyle green IE june 1951 p 405
eulogy by matthew cowley TE
IE june 1951 p 405

30

george albert smiths life was an exemplification of a man who
lived the doctrines of christ
have lived the teachings of

possibly few men in the history of the world

christ as closely as did president smith not

only his words but his actions in all facets of his life were built on the

teachings of jesus christ

A thoughtful study of

his life cannot but convince

the serious student that here was a man who lived as he taught

chapter

3

THE GODHEAD

the doctrine of the godhead is of paramount importance to members
of

the church

of jesus

christ of latter

day saints

joseph smith stated that

princple of the gospel to know the character of god
it is the first principle

this doctrine was also central
smith

to the teachings of george

albert

his belief in the existence of an all loving and all powerful father

in heaven in the existence of jesus christ the divine and beloved son of

god the father and in the existence of the holy ghost prompted every sen-

tence which he uttered every doctrine which he emphasized and every
counsel by which he directed the church

on one occasion he said

take from you the knowledge that god really lives the
assurance that jesus christ was the manifestation of god in
the flesh take from you the assurance that there will be a
literal resurrection from the dead and you will find yourselves in the condition that our fathers children are in
throughout the world and 1I ask you what comfort remains
2
to you then these are the truths that are fundamental

1teachings
teachings of the prophet joseph smith ed joseph smith salt
lake city deseret book co 1965 p 345 hereafter cited as TPJS

2cr
bcr
CR oct

see also CR april 1927 p 82 where
he said
of all the blessings that have come to me in life the most precious is the knowledge that god lives
1921 p 39

TT

31

32

traditional christianity teaches of a godhead or trinity composed
of three persons in one who are without body parts or passions

30

the

church on the other hand affirms that the godhead is composed of three
distinct personages

ghost

4

god the father jesus christ the son and the holy

this chapter will deal with elder smiths teachings

about each of

these personages
GOD THE FATHER

A

personal god

the testimony of the reality

of a living personal god was charac-

te
ristic of nearly every talk of george albert smith
teristic

5

elder smith expressed

his disappointment following a survey of five hundred protestant ministers

that some ministers did not believe in the existence of a personal god nor in
6r

the divinity of jesus christ

church
he consistently reaffirmed the churchs

teach-

ing that god is not merely some kind of essence nor that he is incomprehens-

ible but that he is our heavenly father a personal god in whose image we

are created

7
117
TT

at the april

1946 conference

he said

3

see for example st thomas aquinas basic writings of st
thomas aquinas ed anton C pegis new york random house 1945
pp
ap 18
41
1841
4

103
102
102103
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d&c 13022
1302223
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p 39
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761je
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we know there is a god in heaven that he is our father
that he does interest himself in our affairs and he has done
this ever since the world began when his first children were
8
placed upon the earth
in this teaching we find elder smith supporting the statement of

life eternal is to

christ that

know the only

true and living god

119
tig9

elder

smith stressed on several occasions the truth that joseph smiths vision of
god the father and jesus christ the son restored to man the knowledge of a

personal god who is intimately concerned with the salvation of his children

10

he emphasized this teaching by concluding discourse after discourse with his

personal testimony of the story of joseph smith
of his testimony

1 I know

as 1I know that 1I live

11

the

following is typical

that joseph smith was a prophet of the living god

12
ij2
ija
n

an analysis of elder smithy
smithw
smiths discourses indicates that the title which
he most often favored was that of

our heavenly father

13
1113
TT

it would be diffi-

for

cult to find a discourse wherein he did not use this title repeatedly
example in his brief talk entitled

8cr
bcrR april
9

10

the foundation

of happiness

TT
11

he used

1946 p 4

john 173

april

see also CR april 1923 p 76 for an
evaluation of the number of times elder smith refers to joseph smith see
appendix A
CR

1934 p 26

11

see for example JE
1944 p 710
IE nov
jE may 1944 p 32
710je
1
nov 1946 pp
ap 765
IE may 1946 p 332 TE
766 IE may 1949 p 403
765766
IE
IE may 1950 p 412
IE nov 1945 p 67
412je
12

IE june

13

see appendix J for an analysis of his favorite words

1943

p 3383
83

34

this title twenty times

14

it is not surprising therefore to find that one of

president smiths favorite themes was the fatherhood of god
on this subject were

clear and direct

his teachings

while the controversy raged over the

19201s elder smith emphasized that man did not
origin of man during the 1920

evolve from some lower form of life but rather that man was created in the

image of god and that his spirit was begotten by god
this when he said

15

he further clarified

god is the father of our spirits and we belong to the

royal family because he is our father

TT

i16r

this teaching is

smiths personal philosophy that is the emphasis
every individual as a son or daughter of god
a statement he made in 1946

a key to

elder

on the inherent worth of

this is clearly illustrated

by

he said

esteem it a great privilege to be here with you my brethren and sisters and when 1I say brethren and sisters 1I am reminded of the fact that every man is a son of god every woman
a daughter of our heavenly father wherever they may be all
17
that have been born upon the earth are the children of the lord
1I

14
15

oct

IE
CR

may 1944 p 2274
74

oct

1925 p 29

p 39 see also CJR
cra
CR
cr9
clr oct 1928 p 90 CR
subject will be treated further in chapter 4

1921

this

16f

je

IE may 1946 p 39 see also CR oct 1925 p 33 where he
we did not come from some menial order of life but our ancestor is

said
god our heavenly father
17

oct

11

since the truth of the above is so vital
to the theology of george albert smith an entire chapter will deal with the
principle of love and charity which flows from the doctrine that we are all
children of our heavenly father see chapter 6
CR

1946
19469 p 147

35

we noted earlier that elder smith was not concerned with purely

abstract theology rather his emphasis was on the practical application of
180
1

the theology to the life of man

since the doctrine of the fatherhood of

god was for him so intimately connected with the conduct of man he repeat
edly stressed this doctrine

19

it is also apparent from his discourses that

he followed faithfully the teachings of joseph smith with regard to the charac-

ter

and attributes of god the

father joseph emphasized six important

attributes of god his knowledge his faith or power his justice his judg
ment his mercy and his truth
A

20

god of know
knowledge

like joseph smith george albert smith taught that god has all
knowledge

A

careful reading of his discourses would convince the reader

that elder smith had great faith in gods omniscience and because of this
had great faith in

gods ability

to help man with his problems

he repeatedly emphasized this by referring to the many times god
revealed a future event to one of the prophets

10
18

see chapter

citing the incident where god

1

19

this doctrine was stressed by joseph smith and was also central
to the teachings of jesus christ for a summation of joseph smithy
smithw
smiths teach479 jesus christ consistently stressed the
317 473
ings see HC 6302
473479
6302317
importance of the fatherhood of god in his prayers and parables
20

nd

ft d

lectures on faith compilation by N R lundwall salt lake city
pp
ap 41
46 in his discourses elder smith does not make reference to
4146

these attributes in any specific order but mentions them at random

36

told abraham that his seed would go to a promised land elder smith said

it wasnt a matter of guessing

it was a matter of knowledge on the part of

god and he gave the information to abraham

TT
11

21

the year

he was sustained

as president of the church he added

great importance that has happened in
the world that the lord through his prophets has not advised the
people beforehand so that they have not been left in ignorance
22
of what was to develop but would plan their lives
1I

know of nothing of

god advice is for mans
gods
man eternal happiness
god omniscience
smith is due to gods

and this according to

elder

commenting on this he said

want to say that the only way to happiness is the pathway
of righteousness there is no other way we refer to them
as commandments though 1I have always looked upon them as
the loving advice of a kind heavenly father who knowing all
za
things has pointed the way that his children might be happy z3
1I

this teaching

of elder smith was further emphasized when he said

that we are being guided by a wise father

who knows the end from the

24
124
beginning
he therefore looked to god as the ultimate source of wisdom
TT

and knowledge

21
22

he indicated in 1926
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p 660

the wisdom of man is not sufficient

see also IE may 1950 p 362

1944 p 274 underlining mine for purpose of empasis
1907 p 21 and CR april 1940 p 108

pp 44
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45 see also CB
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1907 p 21 and CR april 1940 p 108
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it takes the wisdom of our heavenly father to solve mars
mans
mais problem
A

god of power

george albert smith also emphasized that god is all powerful

I1

it

should be noted here that elder smithy
smithb term as a general authority was
smiths

during some of the most trying years in history

0
26

elder smith used this

period of turmoil to stress his belief in the omnipotence of god and in the
need for man to seek

gods help in solving this turmoil

he emphasized the power of god when he said
he is the father of us all

universe

he is all powerful

prior to this statement he said with relation

he is the god of the
TT
11

27

ten years

to the problems in the world

and specifically to the obstacles preventing world peace
no way to remove it except by the power of our heavenly

there seems to be

father

TT
11

QQ
28

one of president smiths favorite teaching methods was to use an
example from the scriptures and relate it to current events

stories as daniel in the lions den
OK
25

n
0
26

27
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CR april 1954 p 383
1948 p 185

april

IE june

and the deliverance by moses of the

1926 p 146

see chapter

CR

he used such

se
seee also CR oct

1922

p

94

and

1934 p 27

it is to be noted here the frequent
references president smith made to scriptural accounts see appendix
for an evaluation of this
1943 p 383

A

38

children of israel from bondage

30

to illustrate that man can be saved from

his problems through the power of god

referring to these examples

he

said
doesnt
doean make any difference how strong our armies we
it doesn
are outnumbered by those who do not believe in god it doesnt
make any difference how powerful the engines of destruction we
prepare they might be destroyed by that which may be brought
against us by the enemy but if we have the confidence of our
heavenly father if we have his love if we are worthy of his
blessings all the armies of the world cannot destroy us cannot
break down our faith and cannot overcome the church that is
named for the son of god he is all powerful and he promised
31
us protection if we will live worthy of it

god blessings
how is man to be worthy of gods

president smith answered

if we will honor god and keep his commandments and live
as we should no matter where the storms may strike the winds
may blow and the lightnings may flash we will be as the children
of god always have been when they kept his commandments we
32
will be under the protecting hand of him who is all powerful

george albert smith was also aware that keeping gods commandments could be difficult

he was aware of the power of satan the adversary

in leading men away from the true paths of righteousness

yet he empha-

sized that when an individual truly seeks the lord he receives power to
overcome satan
30

ibal
ibkl
ibid
31
32

ibicl
ibid

elder smith used as an example of gods power the many discover-

ies of science speaking about electricity he said as a matter of fact nobody can tell what it is today but it is one of the powers in this universe that
b3 our heavenly father
IE may 1949 p 305 CR april
is controlled by
1926 p 143 see also CR april 1932 p 45
TT
11

39

he illustrated this on one occasion with a story from the mission
field

the congregation had just finished singing do what Is right

TT
11

and

elder smith told the following story from his life
went into a section of country where that hymn do what Is
right was known to the community apparently two humble
missionaries walking until late in the afternoon in the sun in the
heat of summer came to a small house that was at the bottom of
a hill when the missionaries arrived they found friends who invited them in to partake of their meager refreshment and then
they were asked to go outside in the cool of the afternoon shade
on one of those comfortable open southern porches between two
rooms and sing some hymns the people were not members of
the church but they enjoyed latter day saint hymns
the missionaries had been threatened in that section one of
the men who had threatened them kept watch of the road and in that
way learned that they had arrived he sent word to his associates
who saddled their horses and took their guns and rode to the top
of the hill overlooking the little house the missionaries knew
nothing about it they did not know that right over their heads not
very far away were a considerable number of armed horsemen
but they had the spirit of the lord and as they sat there in the
cool of the afternoon and sang hymns the one hymn that seemed
to have been prepared for the occasion was do what Is right
they happened to be good singers and their voices went out into
the quiet air they had only sung one verse when the leader of
the mob took off his hat they sang another verse and he got off
his horse and the others got off their horses and by the time the
last verse had been sung those men were repentant upon the
advice of their leader they rode away without making theirpresence
their presence
known the leader was so impressed with what he heard the misa mistake
made
sion aries sing that he said to his associates we madea
madeamistake
sionaries
these are not the kind of men we thought they were wicked men
cant
cart
eart sing like angels and these men sing like angels they must
be servants of the lord it
the result was that this man became converted to the church
and later was baptized and 1I never hear that hymn sung but 1I think
of that very unusual experience when two missionaries under the
influence of the spirit of god turned the arms of the adversary
away from them and brought re
of
entance
those
the
repentance
minds
enhance
into
93
who had come to destroy them
1I

11

00
33
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1945 p
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40

he concluded by saying remember that as long as we seek the lord
and keep his commandments as best we know the adversary will have no

power over us to lead us into transgressions that may forfeit for us our place
in the celestial kingdom
A

TT
11

34

god of love and mercy

frequent reference to the mercy and love of god toward his children
was characteristic of elder smiths discourses

he used such phrases as

our god still lives and loves us and desires our happiness
of our heavenly

father has always been extended in love

through his prophets

0
1136
tl

and

TT
11

35

f 1I

the hand

to his children

we hope that wherever you go you will keep

in mind that our heavenly father loves you

7
3
37
tt
it

he stressed this point fur-

ther with the story of noah a seeming tragedy to emphasize the mercy of
god

from the beginning of time it seems to me our heavenly father in

his wisdom and mercy cleansed the earth by the flood and cleared the way
OQ

for a righteous people to dwell here if they would

34

t138
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ibid
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IE may 1945 p 314
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oct
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and CR

41
A

god of justice

though elder smith believed in the mercy and love of god he still
emphasized the justice of god

true god loves

us but he loves us to con-

form to his teachings for by conforming to his teachings man achieves his

true happiness
be so

though he is long suffering and patient he will not always

george albert smith emphasized that it would be foolish for man to

anticipate that god would always overlook mans
mais mistakes

he said

our heavenly father loves us and he loves our lives when
they conform to his teachings he is long suffering and patient
although he has told us plainly that he will not always be so that
he will not always overlook our mistakes but he has helped us by
39
do
ought
to
us
we
informing
what
giving us counsel and advice

he emphasized that gods counsel and justice are directed toward the happiness of man as he stated in october 1935

from the beginning of time so far as this earth was concerned when it was populated our heavenly father has been
advising his children what to do in order that they might be
happy he has never coun
counselled
counseller
selled them to do anything that would
40
make them unhappy
A

god of truth
some readers of george albert smith might be inclined to believe

that he did not speak about the attribute of truth possessed by god

however

perhaps on no other subject did he speak no extensively for the truth of god
was fundamental to the entire theology of george albert smith as it was to the

OQ
39

40

OR
CR

oct

1935 p 119

74
IE may 1944 p 2274

42

entire theology of joseph smith

in november of 1943 he stated

the

the truths of god are fundamental

philosophies of men vary and change
41
141
and never change
TT

speaking in 1928 on the seeming conflict between science and religion he further emphasized that god is a god of truth

there

he said

is no conflict between true science and true religion the truth no matter
from what source we derive it all originates with our heavenly father
A

42
1142

gement
god of Jud
judgement

finally elder smith taught that god is a god of judgment and that
he will hold his children accountable for what they do

refusal

in 1928 when he said

he emphasized this

to obey the counsels of the

lord has been

followed by destruction and 1I fear that unless humanity recognizes him as
the god of this earth disaster may come again to the nations

43

it is for

gods
this reason that he stressed over and over again the importance of god
children being obedient to his word
41
42
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and not mocking him
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JESUS CHRIST THE SON

george albert smith emphasized throughout his discourses four
ma
major
i or doctrines concerning jesus christ

a his divine sonship and mission

as the savior

c his gift to man of a universal

b

his literal resurrection

resurrection and

d

his second coming

the divine sonship

of

christ

elder smith referred consistently to christ as the son of god
and the only begotten of god in the flesh

the divine sonship of

christ

TT
11

thus emphasizing his belief in

speaking of an experience he had while attend-

ing a conference in canada he said

remember 1I attended a conference in canada once and it
so happened that 1I referred to my remarks during the evening to
our faith in the divine mission of jesus christ that we believed
that the lord prepared the way for the coming of jesus of nazareth prepared mary to be his mother and joseph to act as his
46
earthly father
1I

elder smith taught therefore that jesus christ was more than
just a good man such as socrates or confucious or buddha who taught a
system of ethics but that he was the son of god

he stressed this in 1924

when he said

he was indeed the son of god the only begotten of god in
the flesh he was sent into this world to remove from the
minds of men the delusion that had confounded them for many
generations he came to call men to repentance to turn them
from error of their way he went among them representing god

46

CR

oct

1921

p 39 see also CR

april

1905 p

61

44

the eternal father proclaiming that he was in the image of the
father and that those who had seen him had seen the father and
told them that he had been sent to do the will of his father and
called on all men to turn from the error that had crept in among
them to repent of their sins and go down into the waters of bap-

tism

47

he further emphasized this when he taught like paul that there
was no other name given under heaven by which men could be saved other
than jesus

christ the divine son

of god

he reminded the saints in 1921

that joseph smith was revered in the church as a servant of the lord but
that there was only one name through which exaltation was available and that
was through christ

48

he outlined the mission of the son of god at this same

conference when he said

he was sent into the world to remove from the minds of men
the delusion that had confounded them for many generations he
came to call men to repentance to turn them from the error of
their way he went among them representing god the eternal
father proclaiming that he was in the image of his father and
that those who had seen him had seen the father and called on
all men to turn from error that had crept in among them to re4
49
pent of their sins and go down into the waters of baptism

three years after this statement

he commented on the fact that

there were many people who did not know that the latter day saints believed

47

journal history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
i
nts december 21 1924 p 3 located in church historians office
ants
sal
sai
saints
salt lake city hereafter this collection will be referred to as JH
48

49

CR
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oct
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p 162

see also CR oct

1927 p

50

45

in the divine mission of jesus

christ he told the

following story in reply

to this erroneous belief

remember a few years ago delivering an address in
ston alberta in the audience was a lady who was not
Card
bardston
cardston
a member of the church my remarks were about the life of
jesus christ our lord the next morning she went to the railway station to buy a ticket to go home and in conversation with
a lady whowas
who was in the ticket office she was asked where she
had been she said she had been there in Card
ston visiting
bardston
cardston
and the evening before she had attended a mormon meeting
this woman who was living there in a community of latter day
saints said to the visitor well surely you would not go to worto
ship with a people who do not even believe in the savior
nly last night 1I iiistened
only
which the visitor replied niy
aly
listened to one of
the elders of the church speaking of the life of jesus of nazareth and 1I have never heard anybody who seemed more profoundly impressed with a knowledge that jesus was indeed the
50
tf50
christ than the speaker on that occasion
1I

characteristic therefore of nearly every talk given by elder
smith was his testimony of the living reality of jesus christ the son of
god and his divine mission

statement made in 1924

typical of his powerful testimony was a

he said

believe in the divine mission of jesus christ why as one
of the humble members of this church 1I bear you my witness
that 1I know he lives as 1I know 1I live every fiber of my being
51
vibrates with a knowledge that jesus is the christ
50

JH dec 21 1924 p 3 elder smith taught also that the
reason jesus christ could be the redeemer of mankind was because christ
was without sin see also CR april 1905 p 60
51

CR

oct

JH dec 21 1924 p 4
1936 p 72

see also CR april 1934 p 28 and

46

the literal resurrection

of

christ

george albert smith believed also that jesus christ was the son of
god with a divine mission given to no other and that this could be seen in
the fact of the resurrection

apostle paul who said

here elder smith followed the teachings of the

if christ be not raised your faith is in vain

52

he summed up his belief in the resurrection by stating in december
1924

not only do we believe that jesus of nazareth lived upon the
earth but we believe that he still lives not as an essence not
as something incorporeal or intangible but we believe in him as
an exalted man for he arose with the same body that was laid in
the tomb of joseph or arimathea the same body that was ministered to there by those who loved him the same jesus christ
who came forth from the tomb brought with him that body which
had been purified and cleansed if it needed such purification and
cleansing and he took it with him when he disappeared from the
gaze of humanity at jerusalem when the two men in white raimand
raimant
53
n
As you see him go so likewise will he return again
said

two important facts may be noted in the above quote first that

jesus christ lives in heaven not as an incorporeal or intangible being but
as a corporeal and tangible person and second that the doctrine of the

resurrection is a proof that jesus christ the son of god will again return
to the earth
52
CO
53

1I

corinthians 1517

JH dec 2211 1924 p 4
CR
ap 156
157
and CIR
clr oct 1950 pp
156157

see also CR oct

1937 p 49

47

the gift of universal resurrection
elder smith cited three other proofs to add to the testimony of the
bible concerning the resurrection of jesus christ

these were

visit of christ to america as recorded in the book of mormon

a the
b the

vision

of joseph smith in 1820 and c the personal witness one may receive from
the holy ghost

54

again the doctrine of the resurrection was important in

smithb
elder smithy
smiths theology because it provided a convincing proof of a universal
resurrection of mankind

stressing this he said

it is nearly two thousand years since jesus christ our lord
came to earth and gave his life as a ransom for us that through
him all might be resurrected from the dead he was the first

fruits of the resurrection

55

the second coming of christ
president smith also emphasized the teaching that christ will return
to the earth at a time which has been referred to as the second coming

he

referred to the account in acts

two

1

when

men dressed in white exclaimed

54

christ ascended into heaven while

As you see him go

so likewise shall he

commenting on this he said

say to you we not only have all that the world has with regard to
the divinity of the mission of jesus christ as recorded in the bible but also
we have the story of another book known as the book of mormon and the
accounts of his appearing in this western hemisphere the tradition of which
has been among the indians ever since and we also have the story of another
man who gave his life as a witness that he knew that god lives and jesus is
n
1
122 see
ap 121
CR april 1939 pp
the christ I refer to joseph smith
121122
58
ap 157
1950 pp
CR 1921 p 160 CR april 1905 p 61 CR oct
15758
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also
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alsocr
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and

48

return

commenting on this elder smith indicated that christ would come

11

again to dwell with those who are worthy of a celestial glory

c56

it was be-

cause of this conviction that is that christ will return to the earth that

elder smith said

are we prepared for

the coming of our

are preparing because we need to be prepared

11

lord

1I

hope we

57

the above presentation of george albert smiths teachings pertaining
to

christ does not reveal the totality of his belief

and his reverence for the

to see the extent of this

person and words of christ

close analysis of all his writings

reverence demands a

for instance elder smith constantly

quoted and paraphrased the words and parables of jesus

light of the world
nal life

the temple of the body

eter-

pearl of great price formed the warp and woof of his discourses

11

the story
christ

love thy neighbor

such phrases as

of his deathbed offers perhaps the best proof of his belief in jesus

and his love of the savior

gathered around his bed

A few

hours prior to his death his family

his son gently asked him if there were not some-

thing special he wanted to say to his family at this time

recalling the words of job
deemer liveth

56
57
CO
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59

and said

yes just this

1I

know that my

59
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statement by edith elliott personal interview june 30 1972

re-
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THE HOLY GHOST

joseph smith taught that the holy ghost the third member of the
godhead is a personage of spirit whose special mission is to bear testimony
of the

the son
father and the

RO
60

the holy ghost as a person has access to

divine power which he manifests to man

ghost

this is

the power of the holy

it is necessary therefore to differentiate between the power and the

person of the holy ghost
george albert smith did not dwell on the person of the holy ghost
but centered his teachings on the mission and power of this member of the

godhead

A

careful study of his discourses could not but impress the reader

with the delicate and yet definite responsiveness of elder smith to the work-

ings of the holy ghost

throughout his discourses he emphasized these

manifestations of the holy ghost by giving examples of this power in the lives

his examples range broadly over five different areas but taken

of people

together they bear witness to the profound reality of the holy ghost in elder
smithes experience
smiths

elder smith referred to the holy ghost by using such titles as the
spirit

the spirit of the

lord

the spirit of our heavenly father

and

the comforter to indicate his belief that the holy ghost is a personage of

spirit and to stress the special role of the holy ghost
60

dac
d&c
gal
fit
61

23 see also B of
13022
1302223
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M 3
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61

nephi 1132
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he stressed in

50

his discourses five aspects of the mission and power of the holy ghost
A

guide to truth

president smith indicated that one of the powers of the holy ghost
was to convince people of the truthfulness of the restored gospel that is
to guide the hearts of men toward the truth and to enable man to look forward
to the coming of the

risen redeemer

he admonished the church in the

october 1912 general conference to get and keep the spirit of god in their

hearts

get the spirit of god in your hearts

he said

and keep it it will

guide us into all truth it will enable us to look forward to the coming of the

risen redeemer confident that he shall come again in the clouds of heaven

fi9
fia
62
11

no matter how gifted we may be or how

he further stressed this by saying

choice our language it is the spirit of our father that reaches the heart and
o
63
0

brings conviction of the divinity of this work

the

11

above teaching is emphasized by the apostle paul who said

no man can say that jesus is the

lord but by

the holy ghost

TT
11

64

joseph

smith commenting on the translation of this passage of scripture said that

it should read
ghost

git
fik
65
11

0

noo man can know that jesus is the lord but by the holy

TT
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51

george albert smith as president of the church amplified this
truth by stating that before people can become believers in christs
christ

mission

they must first be touched by the influence of the holy ghost

he referred to an experience in the mission field to illustrate
this happens

how

he said

there was something that touched

the hearts of of those
who heard 1I have had experiences in the mission field 1I have
seen groups of people stand and listen to a humble missionary
explain the purpose of life and talk to the people and encourage
them to repent of their sins and 1I have sometimes heard people
say tt1 I have never before felt an influence like 1I feel while 1I hear
figg
66
that man talk

power
to think
the

reason and teach

smithb
smiths teachings on the holy ghost are all interrelated
elder smithy
however there are certain aspects which may be divided but never isolated
from one another

this is clear in a second aspect regarding his teachings

on the holy ghost

here president smith emphasized that the spirit that
TT

comes from our heavenly father permits men to think to reason and to

teach

he said

1I
TT

trust that the few moments 1I occupy

1I

may enjoy the

spirit that comes from our heavenly father that gives to us power to think
to reason and to teach

fifi
66
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the surest way to happiness
Riness
Hnpiness
elder smith was continuously concerned with the relationship of
divine truths to mans happiness and with the special role of the holy ghost
in aiding man to find this happiness

he

said in 1944

say to you that if we have the spirit of the
not be unhappy

TT

for example

lord burning in our souls

1I
TT

can

we can-

68

he believed emphatically that the companionship of the holy ghost
was the surest means of happiness and an antidote for all unhappiness

stated

the spirit of the lord is

he

an antidote for weariness for hunger for

fear and for all things that sometimes overtake us in life

TT
11

69

elder smith

further commented on this at the conclusion of the october 1945 conference

he said
my brethren you have been very patient for the last two
days you have been in meetings very much of the time ordinarily one would become exceedingly weary but if we enjoy
the spirit of the lord it relieves us of that weariness and we
70
are happy

sorrow and distress could also be overcome by the companionship
of the holy ghost

he stated

brethren and sisters let us go to our homes rejoicing
when this wonderful conference is finished no doubt when
68

people
IE may 1944 p 320 see also IE may 1950 p 412
JE
need not be unhappy as they are everywhere but that happiness may be in their
ilves because when the spirit of god burns in your soul you cannot be otherlives
wise than happy
660
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it is concluded we will say

it is the best one that we have ever
why because while we are basking in sunshine of the
had
spirit of god we forget our sorrows and our distress while 71
our lives are illumined by his power our souls are enriched
11

an aid to humility
humili and repentance
hamili
A

by elder smith was that the influence of the
fourth point stress
edby
stressedby
stressed

holy ghost leads one to soften his heart and repent of his sins

he said

when we possess the spirit of the lord we always have the
can
ean
spirit of repenting whenever our hearts are hard and70we cant
72
repent we may know that we have not a proper spirit
A

guide to charity kindness
and gratitude

lastly george albert smith indicated that the holy ghost can inspire within people love kindness and gratitude

paraphrasing the apostle

paul he said that unkind things are not said under the inspiration of the lord

for his spirit is one of kindness patience charity forbearance and long
suffering

73

he emphasized on another occasion

possessing that spirit our ambition will not be a selfish
one but with charity in our hearts for all mankind love for all
our father
fathers children we will mingle with them day by day and
the influence we radiate will be one of love and kindness that will
have its influence for good upon every child of our father with
whom we come in contact

71

72
73

74
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see also CR april 1937 p 34

1912 p 118
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elder smith added further explanation

to this in

april

1948

general conference when he spoke on one of his favorite virtues namely
gratitude

he said

we will continue to be grateful as long as we have the spirit
of our heavenly father the feeling of gratitude is a result of en-

joying the spirit of the

lord

7
75

but how can the saints receive the influence of the holy ghost in

their lives

for elder

smith there were three ways

faithfulness to the principles of the gospel
the

lord

n
rj
76

the first was

the second was

by

to wait upon

that is to seek his spirit through attendance at meetings

fel
third was to serve ones fellowmen
lowmen

77

the

he indicated

our ministry is one of love our service is one which enriches our lives the opportunity of those who preside in the
stakes and wards of zion or elsewhere is one beyond all price
and if we are living as god intends that we should live if we
should minister every day of our lives is enriched by the influence of his spirit our love of our fel
fellowmen
lowmen increases and our

souls are enlarged until we feel that we could take into our arms
god children with a desire to bless them and bring them
all of gods
78
to an understanding of the truth
75

CR

april

for

1948

a listing of his favorite words see appen-

dix
76
CR

april
77

CR april 1948
1931 p 34

p 181

see also CR april 1907 p 19

see also CR oct 1934 p 49 CR
april 1944 p 26 we might note an interesting comparison and contrast
here with john miltons concept of waiting upon the lord when he writes
they also serve who only stand and wait
while both milton and george
albert smith imply a belief in the goodness of gods providence elder smith
further qualifies waiting upon the lord to indicate serving the lord by
attending conference and other meetings see john milton on his blindness
CR
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SUMMARY

the reader can see from this chapter that george albert smiths
teachings on the godhead centered in a relatively few areas

he was most-

ly concerned with emphasizing to the saints the fatherhood and personal

character of god

who he

stressed was a god of knowledge faith justice

judgment mercy and truth

teachings regarding

christs

he gave this personal emphasis in his
living reality and divine sonship

finally

the holy ghost was seen to be a very immediate personal and practical
help to man in his progress toward eternal perfection

some teachings were conspicuously absent in george albert smiths

discourses and writings he made scant mention of the fatherhood of christ
the person of the holy ghost and the gifts of the spirit which have been

treated in depth by other presidents

these omissions taken together with

those positive affirmations already discussed afford a clue to the nature of

george albert smithy
smithb
smiths unique mission as eighth president of the church

his emphasis

on

gods love as opposed

to other possible emphases he could

have taken was uniquely suited to the needs of the people living in the time
of the world wars

it is to be noted here that while president smith did not

add any new theology to the doctrine of the godhead his total approach to

this subject was impressive

he added to latter day saint theology an

approach to the godhead that was based almost totally on a love for god and
his son jesus christ

though elder smith spoke of justice and judgment

his emphasis for serving god was based on love

he saw this love being

56

developed as a person came to realize that he was a child of god

it was

this knowledge coupled with a testimony of the divine mission of christ
that would lead people to seek the influence of the holy ghost through obedience to the commandments and service to ones fel
fellowmen
lowmen

chapter

4

THE PLAN OF SALVATION

fear that the condition of the world is due to a lack of
understanding of the purpose of our being they do not know
s tence
tenee there are so many that seem to
about pre earth exl
exi
existence
have no conception of it and have no desire to know where
1
we are going when our mortal life is ended
1I

the psalmist once asked of god
123

ful of him
hamn
himo
himn

this question

what is man that thou art mind

down through the centuries wise men have sought answers to
3Q

the church

of

jesus christ of latter day saints teaches that

to understand the reason for mans
mas existence it is necessary to know the

answers to three main questions
born

why is man on earth

where did man come from before he was
and where will man go after he dies

george albert smith emphasized that an understanding of the plan
of salvation and the purpose of life would bring man greater happiness

said
it would seem as you look over the conditions in the world
that men generally have lost all understanding of the purpose of
ICR
ick april 1915 p 94

psalms 83
3

4

3socrates
plato
piato
socrates throughout platos

dialogues is constantly concerned

with this question
57

he

58

great majority of the people of the world do not know
why we are here but the lord in the beginning starting with
our first parents who were placed upon the earth began teaching his children the purpose of life and gave to them rules of
conduct which if observed would have enriched their lives
brought happiness in mortality and enjoyment of eternal life
4
in the celestial kingdom
life

A

consideration will be given in this chapter to elder smiths teacha the pre earth life of man

ings concerning

b the purpose of

mans
mas

postmortal
existence on earth and c the post
mortal state of man
PRE
EARTH LIFE
MANS
PBEEARTH
PREEARTH
MAS PBE
A

child of god

elder smith though he taught the doctrine of the pre earth life of
man did not give a detailed analysis of this doctrine

plain and direct

he said

fore we came here

5

his statements were

we believe in pre fearthexistence
earthexistence we lived be-

he expressed his beliefs on this doctrine most em

phatically during the scopes

trial of 1925

6n

he indicated at this time that

man was first created in the image of god with god being the father of his

spirit

11

7

elder smith further explained where this first creation took place

4cr
bcrR april
5

R
CR

oct

1944 p 27
1923 p

70

r

see also CB
CR oct

1926 p

102

6the
athe
the scopes trial dealt with the teaching of darwinism in public
schools for further information see clarence darrow attorney for the
damned ed arthur weinberg new york simon and shuster 1961

7cr
bcrR oct

1925 p 33

59

we came from the spirit world where our spirits were he
be

he indicated
gotten by our

father in heaven

elder smith continued

Q

18
n

by expressing his gratefulness for the know-

ledge that man did not grow
row up or evolve from some unknown condition1
conditions
condition

1

but that man was first created in the image of god with god being the father
of his spirit

9

he expressed this same idea in 1807

he said children

are the offspring of god their spirits were begotten in the holy heavens of
our father and they are given to us for our blessing

elder smith felt that people

10
11

who accepted the doctrine of organic

evolution placed themselves under a handicap

he believed that a knowledge

that man was a child of god was essential for true happiness

he said

am grateful that in the midst of the confusion of our
fathers children there has been given to the members of this
great organization a sure knowledge of the origin of man that
we came from the spirit world where our spirits were begotten
by our father in heaven that he formed our first parents from
the dust of the earth and that their spirits were placed in their
bodies and that man came not as some have believed not as
some have preferred to believe from some of the lower walks
of life but our ancestors were those beings who lived in the
courts of heaven we came not from some menial order of
life but our ancestor is god our heavenly father 1I am grate
1I

8ibid
bibid
id
9ibid
bibid
id
10

see also dac 9321
23 this belief is
932123
not entirely unique with joseph smith wordsworth presents a similar but
less concrete doctrine in imitations of immortality from recollections of
childhood
but trailing clouds of glory do we come from god who is our
see english romantic poets ed by stephens beek snow new
home
york american book co 1952 p 64
CR

oct

1907 p 36
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ful that we are not laboring under a handicap such as 1I feel
that some men are who feel that they have grown up and
evolved from some unknown condition but on the contrary
standing as we do facing the problems of life believing as
we do that we were first created in the image of god that he
is the father of our spirits and that he created this earth
for us that we might dwell hereon under his wise counsel
and direction we may be happy to rejoice in life and to prepare ourselves to go back into his presence to
live forever
tolive
11
when our lives here upon this earth have been terminated

the belief that man was a spirit child of god was essential
george albert smiths theology

to

it was because he believed all men were

children of god that he constantly referred to the saints as my brothers
and

12

sisters

children

11

and to non members of the church as

our fathers other

13

11

CR

oct

1925 p 33

on another occasion he said

day saints are believers in the words contained in the
holy scriptures we believe that god created the heavens and the earth and
the same god that created the heavens and the earth declared that he made
man in his own image male and female created he them no matter if scientists and great men of the world shall proclaim that we have evolved from the
lower order of animals the witness of the spirit to you my brethren and
sisters is that you are the offspring of the lord that the spirits which inhabit your bodies are immortal and that in due time if you are faithful
CR april
you will go back to the presence of that god who gave you life

the latter

11

1905 p

61

12

IE sept
ae
1e

ap 286
IE may 1942 pp
28677 see also CR oct
1946 p 761
1950 p 1022 IE nov

1948 p

165

13

1944 p 660 see also IE may 1950 p 362 CR
IE nov
ap 716
oct 1947 p 666 IE nov 1945 pp
71677 it might be noted here that
george albert smith had a special affection for the term our heavenly
A
see
r11
appendix
throughout
constantly
he
his
which
used
discourses
father
fathe
9

61

the first estate
elder smith referred to this pre earth spirit existence as the first
estate and added in the 1906 general conference the following

we ascertain

that not only was the saviour in the beginning with the father but also that
you and 1I were there

114

TT

elder smith also taught that opportunities for growth were afforded
man in this pre earth existence

he said

our
by reason of faithfulness having kept ourfirst
first estate we
kurfirst
have been permitted to come into this world and receive the
tabernacle of flesh that fact that we are living in the flesh is
evidence that we did keep our first estate 15

he added further insight to this in a letter to nelson lowry
wrote

elder smith

some of gods children were assigned to superior positions before

the world was formed

our birth into this life and the advantage under which
n
16
11
1

we may be bom
born have a relationship in the life heretofore

president george albert smiths total theology was based on the belief of a living personal heavenly father who was intimately associated with

14

15

CR

october 1906 p

8

see also CR april 1905 p 61 and CIR
CR
clr oct 1906
pp
ap 47
48 he indicated here that all who are born on this earth are those
4748
who kept their first estate
ibid

i16c

nelson lowry correspondence with george albert smith 1893
church historians office MSS 886 see also pearl of great price abraham 32223
322 23 and TPJS p 365 in this statement we see elder smiths
belief in the principle of foreordination
foreordi nation he said in 1907 we believe that
we are harvesting the fruits of our pre earth lives
CR april 1907 p 18
11

62

his children in a pre earth life

he felt that if mankind understood this

doctrine they would act much differently

he indicated

it is regrettable that in the world today in many cases men
temple
do not appreciate that this tempie
bo is sacred and should
teeneie
ele of the body
be so held that this body of ours was given to us as a tabernacle
for the spirit while we are here in mortality
mortali but that the spirit
that is in this tabernacle came from god he is the father of it
if men realized that how much more careful they would be to pro17
wholesome and delightful
tect this tabernacle and keep it itwholesome

MANS PURPOSE ON EARTH

A

time to prepare and
develop
devel

president smith taught contrary to the beliefs of many present day
existentialists that man was on earth for a purpose

10
18

mans
mas purpose was to prepare and to develop himself
worthy to dwell in the presence of our heavenly father

TT

11

to be

he taught further

that earth life was a probationary period where man was to learn to do good
and overcome evil

he said

we are here to prepare ourselves and develop ourselves
and qualify ourselves to be worthy to dwell in the presence of
our heavenly father we must learn to ove
reome our passions
overcome

17

18

london

IE

oct

1944 p

for example

Meu
meuthess
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underlining mine

see jean paul sartre being and nothingness

63

our evil tendencies
is why we are here

we must learn to resist temptation

that

19

the two influences that
affect man

the
ing

above statement offers another insight into

elder smiths think-

he avoided the abstract and unlike many philosophers who have given

diverse answers for the existence of evil showed the practical purpose of
evil

20

one was a

he taught that there were two influences in the world

constructive influence

that builds character and happiness the other

TT

degrades and turns men into demons

21
121

TT
I1

the second influence

came from the adversary who tries to tempt man
man toward evil

22

he explained

nonetheless

evil did have a practical value as it was not merely intended to destroy man
19

1 Q

april

CR oct 1926 p 102
1905 p 61 where he said

see also
CR oct
aiso
alsobr
alsocr

1921 p 41 andar
CR
and
andcr

we have been placed here for a purpose that purpose is that we
may overcome the evil temptations that are placed in our way that we may
learn to be charitable to one another that we may overcome the passions with
which we are beset so that when the time comes for us to go to the other side
vve
we may be worthy by reason of the effort we have put forth to enjoy the blessings that our father has in store for the faithful tf in 1907 he added we
are here on earth to develop manhood and womanhood and to magnify our opporCR april 1907 p 19
tuni
tunities
ties
TT
11

20

for example st augustine replies to the problem created by the

Mon
monkeans
keans by indicating that it is not necessary for an evil god to exist as well
ats
as
als a good god for evil is not a positive but a negative thing and that god allows evil to exist in order that man may win honor and glory see the confes sions of st augustine trans E pussy new york 1951
fessions
21

22

DNCS

june

17

1944

smithw
oct 1945 p 117 we might note president smithy
smiths affection
for the territadversaryll
versa
term ad
which he used repeatedly to refer to satan this ex
adversa
adverse
expression through its latin derivation means to turn upside down the plan of

god

TT
11

CR
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but could be used to perfect man

herein was the key to mans
mas success on

earth that is in learning obedience by facing opposition

he said in 1942

pray that the spirit that directs those who keep the commandments of our heavenly father may be with us always that we may
have power to understand that we may have the strength to resist
the temptations of the adversary for we will all be tempted that
we may bee able whatever the circumstances may be to place our
all upon the altar as many
matiy of our forebears have done and say to
our heavenly father whithersoever thou de
des sirest
trest
destreet
destrest
desirest
irest me to go 1I
tt23
go
will
1I

TT

the theme

of obedience

it is to be noted here that president smith consistently stressed the
theme of obedience

his recipe for happiness in this life was clearly ex-

plained in relation to the principle of obedience
1I

could give to obtain happiness would be

lord

11

24

he said

the finest recipe

keep the commandments of the

he further taught that all happiness in this mortal life was condi-

tioned on obedience to the laws of god while all unhappiness was conditioned
on disobedience

25

george albert smith stressed the importance of this earth life as
a time to prepare to return to the presence of god

00
23

IE may 1942 p 287
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1934 p 48
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IE sept
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see also IE may 1946 p 332
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postmortal

MANS
MAS POST MORTAL STATE

the spirit lives on
george albert smith believed in a life after death
on this belief in 1905

he commented

he stated

some believe that when we pass from this sphere of existence that is the end it seems incredible to me when we look
into the works of nature when we investigate th organism of man
the perfection of his body the pulsation of his heart the building
and strengthening from childhood to manhood then the gradual decline until this life is ended that it is possible any of our fathers
children can believe that human beings have been born into the
world only to live to manhood and womanhood pass to old age
and die without some purpose in their having lived here
the spirit which inhabits the body is not the product of man
goess back
and when that spirit leaves the body we believe that it goe
to the source from whence it came 26

he emphasized this point further at the same conference

life is real life is earnest the grave is

he said

not its goal

the spirit that inhabits the tabernacle is immortal it lives
beyond the grave the body decays and returns to earth but
27
the spirit lives on

elder smith maintained that a knowledge of what happens after death
is essential in order to inspire men to live righteously

he said

the

knowledge that all the good we accomplish here and all development we make

will enhance our happiness eternally encourages us to do our best

26
27
90
28
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1921 p 41

90
1128
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elder smiths philosophy regarding death is best summarized by a
statement he made two years after becoming president of the church

the inevitable experience

said

he

of death that comes to all people is not

serious if people are ready for it

and

1I
TT

am not looking forward to that

time with anxiety and distress but with hope and with the assurance that
the change death when it occurs will be for increasing happiness and for

advantages that we cannot know in mortality
A

TT
11

29

literal resurrection
president smithdid
smith did not dwell on the spirit existence of man after

death

he did however express his belief in the resurrection

he believed

in the literal resurrection of all mankind and said

we are informed in this section dac
d&c 88 that our bodies
are to be raised from the tomb not some other bodies and
that the spirits that possess the tabernacles now will inhabit
and puri
they
have
the same tabernacles after
cleansed
been
OA
30
0
fied and immortalized

he added further insight to the resurrection when he said in 1926
that all that a person learns on earth will rise with him in the resurrection
judgment
nt
judge
the final judgm

elder smiths beliefs about the final judgment were clear and
denn
defl
definite
nite

he offered four ideas
OQ
29

on
30
31
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A

1

person will receive a reward equal to what he has earned

he said
we are living eternal life and our position hereafter
will be the result of our lives here every man will be judged
according to his works and he will receive only that degree of
32
glory that he has earned
2

A

person will be judged according to the opportunities he has

A

person will be judged not only on his actions but his

33

received
receive

3

34

thoughts

at the

4

kingdoms

final judgment people will be assigned to one of four

35

the four kingdoms
mnsd ms

latter

day saints believe in four kingdoms that constitute the

nal abode of man after the final judgment

eter-

these kingdoms are the celes-

tial the terrestrial the telestial and the kingdom which is without glory

elder smith in describing these kingdoms said that the telestial was a lesser
32

CR

april

1945 p

139

00
33

see also IE august 1949 p 542

especially is this true with regard to members of the church
we
ve will be among those who have received the word of the lord
he said
who have heard his sayings and if we do them it will be to us eternal but
1906 p 47
CR oct
if we fail condemnation will result
34
OK
35

see chapter
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kingdom and those who lived in it would be resurrected telestial bodies

he

I

characterized the terrestrial as a kingdom for those who desired greater
privileges than those of the telestial

but to those who desire the highest and

the best of all he said

our heavenly father has made known that there is another
kingdom known as the celestial kingdom those who desire to
inherit that kingdom must conform to the rules that are laid down
by the redeemer of mankind while here upon the earth the virtues that are attained by those in the other kingdoms will be
achieved by those who inherit the celestial kingdom and additional
virtues that the others have not acquired will be possessed by those
who inherit the celestial kingdom 36

rhe
the celestial kingdom
though he talked frequently about the adversary in his discourses
ile rarely discussed the sons of perdition or those who go to the telestial
lle
lie
he

and

terrestrial kingdoms

positive

his discussions

on the contrary were

primarily

instead of perdition he talked of salvation and instead of the ter-

re
strial and telestial kingdoms he talked of the joys of the celestial kingdom
restrial
fie
fle
ile
he said

we must have faith in god
to enter into the celestial
kingdom if we cannot keep the celestial law we cannot abide
a celestial glory the purpose of the gospel
is to prepare
us for the celestial kingdom if we want to be happy in the celestial kingdom we must observe the laws that govern that king37
dom
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president smith discussed five major doctrines concerning the

celestial kingdom

the first was that this earth

in its glorified state would

become the abode of the faithful in celestial glory

purpose of the restoration of the church

TT
11

he indicated that the

was to prepare us to live

eternally right here upon this earth not upon some other earth

the second doctrine

he

QQ
38
M

stressed was that an individual assigned to

the telestial or terrestrial kingdoms could not eventually progress to the

celestial

he said

there are some people

who have supposed that

if we are

quickened telestial bodies that eventually throughout the ages
of eternity we will continue to progress until we will find our
place in the celestial kingdom but the scriptures and revelations of god have said that those who are quickened telestial
bodies cannot come where god and christ dwell worlds without
39
end

the third point elder smith stressed was that entrance into
celestial kingdom was not based

on the position one held in the

earth but on keeping the commandments

the

church on

he said

the humblest member of the church if he keeps the com-

ments of god will obtain an exaltation just as much as
mand
mandments
any other man in the celestial kingdom the beauty of the gospel
of jesus christ is that it makes us all equal in as far as we keep
the commandments of the lord in as far as we observe to keep
the laws of the church we have equal opportunities for exaltation
38
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As we develop faith and righteousness our light is made to shine
40
as a guide and blessing to those with whom we mingle

he further stressed this when he indicated

all that

he has asked us to do in order that we may enjoy
eternal life in his celestial kingdom is to follow the simple
teachings of our lord that he has given to the children of men
that all men may follow if they will and while doing it peace
of mind contentment and happiness may be theirs 41

the fourth idea he emphasized concerning the celestial kingdom
i

was that the major joy to be experienced there was a reunion of loved ones

lie
lle
ile said at the funeral of patriarch hyrum B smith
he

it is possible for each of us to so observe the commandments of our heavenly father that we will in due time go where
hyrum has gone 1I will ask for no better place in which to spend
eternity than in the companionship of the good men and women
who have said by their daily conduct
father in heaven 1I de42
ff2
lOng
fungdom
iong
sire a place in the celestial kingdom
in the general conference of april 1925 elder smith expressed

his joy at being taught in his own family to look forward to the time when he
could live with his family eternally

he said

1I
TT

have been taught to look

forward to the time when 1I may have their eternal companionship and

1I

re

joince
boince and with deep gratitude thank my father in heaven for that assur
ance

43
n

he expressed this belief further in 1915 when he said
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keeping
nothing that can compare with the joy that will be yours after keepi
keeli ng the

faith you are called home and permitted to meet with your loved ones in our

fathers

44
144
kingdom
TT

the fifth point was that one

of the blessings of those who are exalted

in celestial glory would be eternal increase

it was his prayer in 1923 that

the saints would be loyal to the faith so that god could grant them the bles-

sings of

eternal life eternal progress and eternal increase in the

11

celestial kingdom

45
n

SUMMACRY
SUMMARY

the plan of salvation in the
on the central theme of obedience

view of george

albert smith rested

he illustrated this by numerous straight-

forward discussions in which happiness was seen to be the result of obedience and unhappiness was seen to follow disobedience

obviously for him

obedience was a continuing joy it came naturally to him by virtue of the kind
of person he was

bring joy to others

he realized that this kind of obedient living would also
perhaps this affords the reader an insight into why

president smith stressed the doctrine of obedience so frequently

perhaps

this is also why we do not find him discussing in depth such doctrines as pre

earth war foreordination spirit world sons of perdition and other such

44
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related themes

rather because

he saw man as a child of god he deeply

desired that all people should achieve their individual divine destiny

presi-

dent smith saw the path to recognizing ones divine potential as being the path
of obedience purely and simply

here again we see another example of president smith cutting
through the complexities of doctrine to give a straightforward and workable

approach to living

chapter
THE PRINCIPLE OF

5

revelation

the distinction between this great church

and that of all other
churches from the beginning has been that we believe in divine revelation we believe that our father speaks to man today as he has
1
done from the time of adam I

the term revelation as

defined in the introduction means the making

known of divine truth to man from god

20

members of the church accept as

sources of revelation not only the standard works but the words of the
prophets seers and revelatory
revelators

to understand george albert smiths
was necessary to consider his

oln the principle of revelation it
oin
teachings on
oia

teachings pertaining to

1

the importance of the standard works

2 the

place of the president of the church and other general authorities and
the importance and purpose of the general conferences

because these

themes were so frequently mentioned in the discourses of george albert
smith they were considered in detail in this chapter

clr april
CIR
CR

1917

p 37
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2the
athe
the term scripture as defined

by

peter in

refers to the inspired utterances of the prophets
73
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peter 120210
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12021
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THE

importance

WORES
OF THE STANDARD WORKS

the better part of the
worlds literature
the church considers four books

of scripture to be the recorded

word of god and the general standard or guide for all that is done in the

church the bible the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants and

price
ce
the pearl of great pri

3

joseph smith received a revelation in february 1831 which explained the importance of the scriptures

it stated

thou shalt take the

things which thou has received which have been
be6n
bean given unto thee in my

scriptures for a law to be my law to govern my church

4
114
TT

george albert

smith also stressed the importance and the value of the scriptures in the lives
of the members of the church

he reminded the saints in the october con-

ference of 1917 that the scripture did not contain the wisdom of men alone
but that of god

he emphasized his point by praising some of the great

writers of the world such as homer shakespeare and milton but informed
the church that even though they read these famous

writers they would miss

the better part of the worlds literature if they failed to read the scriptures

Q

3the
athe
the only person who has the right to give further revelation to the
entire church membership is the president of the church see harold B
lee the place of the living prophet seer and revelator address to
seminiaries and institutes of religion personnel BYU july 8 1964 p 14
4d&c 4259

underlining
unlerlining added
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he said
and covenants and
the bible book of mormon doctrine
doctrineand
pearl of great price do not contain the wisdom of men alone

but of god while they do not find their way into the homes of
many people they contain the word of the lord what mattereth
matt ereth
it though we understand homer and shakespeare and milton and
1I might enumerate all the great writers of the world if we have
failed to read the scriptures we have missed the better part of
5
the worlds
world literature
A

source of truth

elder smith looked

father

on the

scriptures as metters
letters from our heavenly

and stressed two major reasons for reading them in the home

6c

the

first was that the scriptures contain all of the basic truths necessary for
mans salvation

in 1946 he referred to the scriptures as containing enough

information to provide for us an inheritance of eternal life

7
117

he illustrated

this belief by stressing that the nations that have been most influenced by the

6

R
CR

oct

1917 pp
ap 43
44
4344
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CR

oct

1923 p 70

7

7dncs
DNCS

may 11 1946 he emphasized in the october 1948 conference that the scriptures should be understood by the latter day saints
11pr6ious truths which contain the revealed word of the lord
as they are previous
which will prepare them for a place in the celestial kingdom continuing
this theme he said

all that god has revealed and published to the children of men that

is necessary to prepare them for a place in the celestial kingdom is contained
within the covers of these sacred books how many of us know what they contain 1I frequently go into homes where 1I see all the latest magazines 1I find
books that are advertised as best sellers on the bookshelves if you were
wouldn
to throw them all away and retain only the sacred scriptures you wouldnt
lose what the lord has coun
counselled
selled to be written and made available for us to
counseller
CR october 1948 pp
ap 164
165
enjoy
164165
11
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bible have accomplished most to bring success and enlightenment to the world
along every line of endeavour because they have profited by the guidance of

god

0
118

elder smith characterized the bible as a wonderful record containing

marvelous prophecies and said that if ever there was a time when the saints
should know what it contained it was now

Q
9

he explained further that mem-

bers of the church had been given additional light and knowledge because of
the book of mormon the doctrine and covenants and the pearl of great

price

these books he said

know but what our

do not contain what the

father in heaven

his people on earth

scientists of today

knows and has given as his word to

1110
iilo
TT

president smith further emphasized that it was not essential to

possess a library of two or three thousand volumes but it was possible to
possess at small cost a priceless library more precious than all of the

libraries in the world

compare these small volumes with all the

he said

library volumes of the world and yet within their covers they contain all the
word that god has given to his people here on earth

SCR

april

9

9cr
bcr
CR oct

and in 1931 he

1945 p 139

drawing from his own childhood he recalled that one of his first treasures was an illustrated story of the bible which
was intensely interesting to him
these bible stories he said gave me
an understanding of the power of the lord that has been useful to me all my
seegasc
see GASC box 124 SBKI
life
1940 p 107

11

10
11
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by this he did not mean that the standard works were the only
source of revelation he also taught that god speaks to his people through liv17 and also CR october 1940 p 110
ap 6617
ing prophets see pp
ibid
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1I read the scriptures 1I marvel at the goodness of the lord to
As
stated tasi
iasi

bless those who accept his teachings for we find more comfort in these
sacred records than in all the philosophies of the ages as given to us by the
wisdom of men

12
1112
TT

george albert smith gave a promise to those who would read and
follow the lords
lord

0

teachings as contained in the scriptures

when you return home from this conference remember the
by those who have been called to
things that have been said here bythose
speak remember the testimonies of truth that have been borne
in your hearing and in addition know that god has given to you
a great library of scripture and instruction for your guidance that
has accumulated during the ages and he will add to it in the future
just as rapidly as we fulfill his desires in the things th
at are al
that
13
lo
ready revealed 10

it was his counsel in 1949
1I

would like to reemphasize if it needs emphasis the sug-

gestion that has already been made read the scriptures this is
the advice of the lord are you taking it it was the savior who
tt
said
search the scriptures for in them ye think ye have eternal
life and they are they which testify of me
TT
11

it does not just say read the scripture but search the
scriptures
what does that mean to you to me it means
prayerfully to investigate what the lord has said and in that
way if we are humble we will be entitled to his guidance and
14
we will not be misled
TT
11

12
13
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of his prophecies see appendix K
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april

1949 p 188

underlining mine

for a listing of some
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pures
scriptures
the price paid for the Scri
seri
serl
the second reason george albert smith

gave for the importance of

the scriptures was that they have cost the best blood that has ever been in

this worldtt
world to bring them forth
who gave

15

here he referred to the ancient prophets

their lives for the old testament to jesus christ whose life pro-

vided the basis for the new testament to the prophets of the book of mormon
who gave

their lives that we might have this volume of scripture and to

joseph and hyrum smith who were marty
martyred
in their effort to bring forth
red intheir
modern
modem revelation

elder smith posed a question in the october

1917

general confer-

ence to emphasize this teaching

do you suppose that after the lord has done all this for us
has given to this world the choicest and sweetest of men and
women whose lives have been dedicated to the blessing of mankind many of them sealing their testimony with their blood has
placed within our reach the excellent teachings contained in these
holy records that he will consider us appreciative if we fail to
teach them to our families and to impress them upon those with
1
1
6
contact16
contact1
we
contacts
whom
come in contact

for these reasons president

counselled
smith coun
selled the members of the
counseller

church to search the scriptures to read them carefully and faithfully and
to teach them in their homes

n

he suggested in 1948

brethren and sisters keep this library where you can find

it and where your children will find it and then have enough
interest in the eternal salvation of these boys and girls that are
15

dac
5 6
d&c 13
1356
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in your home that you will find ways and means to interest them in
what these books contain that they may know how precious they are
rl
17
in the sight of our heavenly father

in

elder smiths theology the scriptures were

part in mans quest for salvation

to play an integral

he loved them and plead with members

of the church to read them

THE PLACE OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE CHURCH
AND THE GENERAL authorities

pr
prophet
of
the
role
the
one issue that has confronted members of the church since its
organization is the place which the prophet and general authorities occupy

throughout the history

and the responsibility of the saints to sustain them

of the church there have been those who have questioned the importance of
1 Q

following the counsel of the leaders of the church

18

church leaders from the time of joseph smith have emphasized the
role of the prophet as gods representative on the earth

19

george albert

co
the church concerning the
smith also emphasized this theme by counselling
unselling

important position of the prophet of god

he stressed in 1930 that when we

are instructed by the president of the church we are being told what the lord

17
18

CR

oct

for further information on this see russell

would be leaders
19

125

1948 p 165

brigham young university press

21477 see also marion
dac 214
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nose
those who
rich wose

provo utah 1967

romney CJR
clr april 1953 p
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would have us do

20

not only did he stress the necessity of following the

prophet but also the teachings of the general authorities

he stated that

members of the church must look to their leaders as representatives of

our heavenly father

11

21

it was for this reason that he explained

it is

not hard for me to comply with the requirements that are made of me by my

heavenly father and 1I realizethat
realize that his teachings to me come through those
whom he has chosen

22
1122

elder smiths main emphasis however was
living prophet

on obedience to the

he explained in 1927 why he felt so strongly about those

whom god has called to lead the church

this great church has been

presided over by men who have been specially equipped for that high honor
that has been conferred upon each as he has taken this place

11

23

because

of this he emphasized a basic teaching that has been stressed by other

prophets

he the lord will not permit the men who preside over his
church to lead the people into error but he will sustain them
with his almighty power he will magnify them in the eyes of
good and great women he will bless their ministry and it will
be wrought with success th
ose who oppose and find fault will
those
20
21
22
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not find joy in their opposition those who criticize and seek
to destroy the influence of the leaders of the church will suffer
24
the result of their wrong doing

A

guide to the saints

george albert smith also stressed that one of the duties of the
prophet was to prepare the people for that which was to come

he used the

scriptures to support this belief and referred to the old testament record
of amos who described the role of prophets

surely the lord god will do

nothing but he revealeth
reve aleth his secret unto his servants the prophets

25
tf

president smith added that the world would be prepared to cope with the evils
which would come if it gave attention to the prophets god had called

rt
26

he

taught that the only pathway of safety was to be found in following the pro-

phets and that when anyone expounded principles that were opposed to the
teachings of the prophets such false principles should be discarded

27

president smith drew from a story in his own life to illustrate
he referred to an occasion when he boarded an airplane on route

this view

24

april

1934 p 29 see also wilford woodruff the discourses of wilford woodruff ed G homer durham salt lake city bookap 212
213 and harold B lee
212213
craft 1969 pp
the place of the living
tf
seer
prophet
and revelator p 16
CR
CE

25 amos
26
27
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37

nov

1943 p

660

we might note here the parallel with paups
pauls teachings in galatians 18
but though we or an angel from heaven preach any other
gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you let him be
yt
at
accursed

82

to a conference

during the trip the plane encountered a terrible fog and

elder smith explained

how he marvelled
marvel led at the ability of the pilot to use all
marvellee

to land the plane safely
of his electronic instrumentsto
instrumentssto
instrument
an analogy to explain four main teachings

are on the good ship zion

11

2

1

he used this story as

that the members of the church

that the prophet is the pilot
thafthe

3

that just as

the pilot of an airline receives messages from the landing tower so the

prophet receives messages from god to guide the members and 4 that
those who follow the prophet will arrive safely at their destination while
ball
bail out into spiritual darkness and are lost
those who oppose the prophet bali

THE

the obligation
prophet
the pr

00
28

responsibility

OF THE SAINTS
TO THE PROPHET

to sustain

elder smith felt keenly the need for members of the church to sustain the living prophet both in word and in deed and was quick to point out
that happiness could be obtained in no other way

he said

wherever the people have listened to the prophets they have
had success and happiness andthey
and they have been making preparations
for eternal joy where they have refused to be mindful of the
teachings of the lord through his servants they have paid the
penalty not only have they suffered in mortal life but they have
29
forfeited the blessings that they might enjoy in immortal life
1

28

29
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he referred to the principle of common consent in the church by which
members are allowed to raise their right hand either in support or nonsupport of those who have been called to lead the church

in expressing the

sacredness of this action he said

the obligation that we make

when we raise our hands under
such circumstances is a most sacred one it does not mean that
we will go quietly on our way and be willing that the prophet of
the lord shall direct this work but it means
if 1I understand the
obligation 1I assume when 1I raised my hand that we will stand behind him we will pray for him we will defend his good name and
we will strive to carry out his instructions as the lord shall direct
0f
30
ov
him to offer them to us while he remains in that position
30

june 1919 p 40 an interesting experience he used to further illustrate this point is found in a letter written to israel smith of indepen
pendence
dence missouri george albert smith told the following story
1 I remember that in the lifetime of president joseph F smith your
father and frederick M were in attendance at a general conference of the
church at that time frank J cannon who had been excommunicated and
senator kearns who had become embittered because president smith refused
to support his political ambitions were making a fight and thought that they
had succeeded in arousing bitterness in the hearts of enough people to discredit president smith by voting against him at the time the general officers
were sustained it was an experience that 1I shall never forget
the tabernacle was packed to suffocation and when the vote was
taken the hands were thrust so high in the air that it was noticeable to the
casual observer it would appear to have been a unanimous vote if your father
and frederick were there it would have so appeared to them but the fact is that
there were 3 puny hands raised at one side of the gallery and of course no no
tice was taken of that president smith closed that meeting which happened to
be the last one of the general conference he blessed the people it seems
to me there could not have been a dry eye in the house strong men were
weeping like children sam studebaker of the old studebaker brothers wagon
and carriage company was sitting in the audience he wept with the others
and leaning over the bench touched one of the stake presidents that he hapyou
ou
pened to be acquainted with on the shoulder and whispered to him
need not be afraid to follow that man any place that he may lead
it was a
very remarkable experience comparable in my mind to the experience on
the day of pentecost when all the people were so stirred in their souls
since that time 1I do not remember ever to have known one dissenting vote
and the house is usually filled to capacity when the general authorities are
GASC box 62 fd 17
presented
CR

1I

TT
11
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reference has been made
conveying his message

to president

like the poet

smiths unique manner in

he often used an apt metaphor

though his analogy of moses and the modern church has been cited earlier
in this study it bears repetition here

elder smith told the story of the

Ama lekites
battle between the israelites and the amalekites

31

As long as moses held

mosest
the rod over his head israel prevailed but when moses
modest arms tired and
dropped the Ama
lekites prevailed
amalekites

to assist

aaron and hur sustained his hands

president smiths analogy stressed the

moses when he was weary

importance of the members of the church upholding the hands of the prophet
if the church was to prevail in its battle against the adversary

32

elder

smith indicated throughout his discourses specific ways by which members of
the church could uphold the hands of the prophets and general authorities

their obligations were

to pray for them to read and follow their messages

and to defend them when they were misrepresented or criticized

george albert smith repeatedly called on the faithful to pray for the

leaders of the church
messages

34

33

and he admonished them to read and to follow their

he stressed in particular the importance of defending the

prophet and the general authorities when they were misrepresented or

31
32
33

34

exodus 17
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see also CR april 1916 p 45
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criticized

35

in 1933 for example

he made the following statement pertain-

ing to this point and also included an important prophecy
am grateful for my position among the general authorities
of the church one of the humblest of all 1I am grateful for their
companionship 1I know that these men are servants of the lord
and 1I know they are seeking to bless mankind 1I hope that not any
of you who are here will fail to sustain them not only by your
faith and prayers but if they are misrepresented and their attitude
misinterpreted that you may be willing and anxious to defend them
if need be because there is a time coming when they will need your
36
defense
1I

an example of how strongly he felt about this is taken from a story of

castle murphy former mission president and president of the hawaiian
temple

elder murphy recounted

at one time 1I walked

into the church office building and was
met by president george albert smith as he just got off the elevator he took me by the arm and said come brother murphy
1I have a bone to pick with you tt 1
I followed him into the elevator
and we went to his office he said to me 1 I would like to ask you
brother murphy just what you meant by issuing a temple recom
becom
mend to a certain young man he named him and thus permitting
1I replied
president smith
him to go through the temple here
1I am very grateful that you asked me privately my reason for issuing that recommend 1I want you to know that 1I didnt
didn
dian issue that
recommend that young man came to hawaii while 1I was president
of the mission he had just completed a mission to samoa he laid
off the coat of service in the church and began to associate with
people not of the church reports that were unfavorable continued
to come to me 1I thought 1I could save him 1I went to him and asked
him if he wouldnt take over the leadership of the samoan people in
our mission as he knew their language he accepted the appointment but he never fulfilled it later 1I found out that his associations
and some of his actions were disreputable 1I tried to get the young
man to become active and give up those associations that were not
11

OK
35

36
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rt

would
favorable to the church he wouldnt
listen the next thing 1I
knew he had come to salt lake city and was engaged to be married in the temple the thing that brought it to my attention was
an associated press account in the honolulu newspaper of his
being arrested while on his way to the temple to be married
this article brought to the attention of the people of hawaii what
had happened this account brought condemnation upon my head
for the people thought 1I had issued the recommend but he actually
received it from a general authority 1I received a cablegram
from this general authority who asked me if this young man
coulden
couldnt
couldn receive a temple recommend from me to go through the
temple if he would repent of all his weaknesses and wrong doings
1I wired back
if you have rescinded every order pertaining to the
issuance of temple recommends then you may issue one to him
but be sure that all those orders pertaining are checked before you
write one
that general authority took original jurisdiction and
issued the recommend himself everyone in hawaii thought 1I had
issued it but 1I didnt tell them how he received the recommend
1I wanted to protect the general authority
president smith sat up then stood up and put his arms around
me and hugged me he said god bless you brother murph
murphv
murpha for
7
07
carrying that burden and protecting the general authorities
11

elder smith continued this same theme

by saying that the leaders

of the church would need to be defended because the adversary would seek to

impede their important work

00
38

this

he saw as one of the evidences of the

divinity of the church that is that good men speak good of the leaders and
evil men speak evil of them

qq
39

consequently he plead with the saints not to

permit words of criticism or unkindness to pass their lips for the lord him
self called these men to be his leaders
37
00
38
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castle murphy personal interview july
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president smith further taught that those who criticize goofs
gods chosen
leaders and consequently weaken their influence line themselves up on the
side of the adversary
they would be lost

41

if these critics of gods leaders would not repent

but what was one to do when he felt that there was some-

thing wrong with the church and consequently felt the need to criticize

albert smith gave a practical solution
advocated

42

george

he suggested prayer and like christ

the examination of ones own hheart
eart

whenever you my fellow laborers feel there is something
wrong with the church go into your secret places and kneel down
before the lord examine your hearts and you will find every time
that there is something in your own life that occasions doubt the
tempter is working on your mind causing you to feel that perhaps
43
zion will not be victorious

elder smith realized as a practical psychologist that criticism very
often springs from a guilty heart

41

42

44

and that righteous people have no need to

ibid

jesus said

to the people who wanted to stone the adulterous woman

he that is without sin among you let him cast the first stone at her
john 87
43
40

IE march 1946 p 141

44

in 1931 george albert smith stated righteous people will have
no desire to speak evil of those who are doing good but the adversary will use
those who having transgressed the laws of the church and the laws of the land
33
ap 32
are themselves in darkness n CR april 1931 pp
3233
this principle was also stressed by joseph smith when he said
1I

will give you one of the keys of the mysteries of the kingdom it is
an eternal principle that has existed with god from all eternity that man
who rises up to condemn others finding fault with the church saying that
they are out of the way while he himself is righteous then know assuredly
that that man is in the high road to apostasy and if he does not repent will

88

speak out against those who are doing good

he indicated

during my experience in the church 1I have yet to know of one
person who has been observing the commandments of the lord who
has raised his or her voice against those who were called to preside
over this church this is really remarkable because all have had
the
their
ir agency and could have refused to sustain their leaders had
there been evil in men who have been called to direct them surely
if they had not been good men some of this great army of people
who are living near to the lord would have discovered wrong doing
and would have made it public As it is only those who have been
cast out because of unworthiness or who have transgressed the laws
of the lord have raised their voices in condemnation of the leaders
45
of the church

the agency of the saints
george albert smith promised great blessings to those who sustained the leaders of the church

apostasize
apostatize as god lives

ff

As you uphold them in the positions to

157
pp 156
TPJS ap
156157

harold B lee added further light to this subject when he said
so it is today there are some who look upon the leaders of thiss
this
church and gods anointed as men who are possessed of selfish motives
by them the words of our leaders are always twisted to try to bring a snare
to the work of the lord mark well those who speak evil of the lords
lord
anointed for they speak from impure hearts only the pure in heart see
the god or the divine in man and accept our leaders and accept them as
prophets of the living god
1I want to bear you my testimony that the experience 1I have had has
taught me that those who criticize the leaders of this church are showing
signs of a spiritual sickness which unless curbed will bring about eventually spiritual death 1I want to bear my testimony as well that those who in
public seek by their criticism to belittle our leaders or bring them into disrepute will bring upon themselves more hurt than upon those whom they seek
thus to malign 1I have watched over the years and 1I have read of the history
of many of those who fell away from this church and 1I want to bear testimony
that no apostate who ever left this church ever prospered as an influence in
n
his community thereafter
CR oct 1947 p 67
11

45
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which they have been called

TT
11

he said

so will our

father in heaven sustain

and bless and magnify you in the eyes of your families and those with whom

you associate

TT

46

in unequivocal terms he stressed this point saying

to grow and strengthen the adversary
will deceive some of those who are members of the church he has
done it from the beginning they have so far misinterpreted what
our heavenly father desires that they array themselves not against
his servants only but against the lord himself and thus impede the
47
progress of his work for which they will suffer the penalty

the church continues

referring to the scriptures

he pointed out that the people from the time of

adam until the present who have had the greatest joy and happiness were
those who followed the prophets of god

those

men paid the penalty of sorrow and destruction

who ignored these inspired
48

one of president smiths

favorite stories from scripture was the account of noah and the wickedness
of the people in his day

he emphasized this story to show the evil that comes

to people when they fail to follow those whom god has called to lead them
46

49

oct 1905 p 29 he reiterated this same blessing during
the october conference when he was sustained as president of the church
during his opening address he thanked the members of the church for their
sustaining vote and promised that if they would keep the commitment they had
made the blessings of our heavenly father would abide with you and in your
see CR
homes and with your loved ones and zion will continue to grow
oct 1945
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on another occasion he said
whenever the people have listened to the prophets they have had
success and happiness and they have been making preparation for eternal joy
where they have refused to be mindful of the teachings of the lord through his
servants they have paid the penalty not only have they suffered in mortal
life but they have forfeited the blessings that they might enjoy in immortal
life
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03 see appendix A
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Nep
Nephi
nephifes
tes
hites
he referred also to the example in the book of mormon when the nephites
fes

were destroyed because they failed to follow the prophets

50

another illus-

tration that he used was the story of moses and the children of israel

he

reminded the saints during the general conference of october 1936 of
moses who on one occasion told the camp of israel in the wilderness to do

certain things

some of the princes of israel who were of high esteem korah

dathan and abiram refused to comply with the instructions and informed
moses that they were holy

elder smith continued

by saying

not
do what the lord wanted them to do
donot
what moses desired of them but what the lord required of them
and then they defied moses and criticized him and found fault
with him the result was that a large number of them were
swallowed up in one earthquake and about fourteen thousand
seven hundred others who complained because of what happened
51
to korah and his followers were suddenly swept away by a plague

they refused to

president smith concluded by saying that down through history when men
have refused to follow

gods command they have suffered not

distresses but also temporal distresses

only spiritual

52

an example of disobedience
smithb philosophy takes
elder smithy
smiths

on

greater meaning when it is re-

membered that a great social issue faced the church during his term as an

50
51

IE

nov

1943

p

oct 1936 p
story see numbers 16
52

CR

ibid

660
72

see also CR oct

1936 p 73

for the scripture reference to this
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apostle

1930
in the 19301s
efforts were being made in the united states to repeal

the eighteenth amendment dealing with legalizing the sale of liquor

in 1933

president heber J grant plead with the saints to cast their vote against
repealing the eighteenth amendment

CO
53

but history records that the state of

utah cast the deciding vote repealing this amendment

in 1936 george

albert smith raised his voice in condemnation of those

who rejected the ad-

vice of president grant and ascribed much of the accidents and murders in

america to the repealing of this amendment

53

CR

april

1933

p 6

54

however by 1943 he was

see also CR oct

1933

p

6

54

he said
there are those among us today who have been blinded by the philosophies and foolishness of men there are those who reject the advice and
counsel of the man that god has placed at the head of this church
1I am grieved as 1I stand here and think of the way we rejected the
counsel of president grant and 1I dont want to be counted among the wee
for 1I was not but there were those among us who rejected the advice of the
president of the church and voted to repeal the eighteenth amendment and
approve of bringing intoxicating liquor back into our community and legalizing it that action has increased our accidents and murders and thousands
of the sons and daughters of america are losing themselves and are being
debauched beyond the possibility of recovery
had we listened to the man who stands at our head and done our duty
we would not in this valley and other places be suffering from the distresses
that have come upon us we would not be responsible for them
come
people who havent very much information suddenly com
eome along with
a bright idea and they suggest this is the way or that is the way and although it is in conflict with the advice of the lord some are persuaded to try
it the lord has given safe advice and appointed the president of the church
to interpret that advice if we ignore what he advises as the president of
the church we may discover that we have made a serious mistake
11

CR

oct

1935 p 75

92

convinced that the state of utah was also suffering as a result of the people
peol le

rejecting president

grants counsel he said

we are fortunate today to have the servant of the lord who
presides over the church the mouthpiece of the lord to us sitting in our midst there are thousands of people who would walk
any distance they were able in order that they might see the face
and touch the hand of th prophet of the lord and yet there are
many of our own people who disregard his guidance and his counsel from this very stand he pleaded with us to not repeal the
eighteenth amendment to the constitution of the united states
he didnt speak as heber J grant the man he spoke as the
president of the church and representative of our heavenly father
and yet in a state where we could have retained what we had there
were enough latter day saints so called some of them hold positions in the church or did at that time who paid no attention to
what the lord wanted ignored what he had said through his prophet
and what is the result
such delinquency as we have never known
is in our own community today and the sons and daughters and
grandchildren and in many cases the fathers and mothers who
dented the advice of our heavenly father and said we will do as
defied
we please tt are paying the penalty and will continue to do so until
they turn away from their foolishness and desire with all their
66
55
hearts to do what our heavenly father desires us to do
11

it was george albert smiths hope and prayer that when the

latter

day saints presented themselves before god at the final judgment they would
be able to say

we sustained the hands of hie
hib servants we understand the
his

spirit of revelation and we listened to it as it came from god to his servvants

56
m56
11

55

56
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THE GENERAL

the purpose

conferences OF THE

CHURCH

of conference

general conferences have a significant purpose in the church

first conference of the church was held
new york
which the

57

june 1830 in fayette

months later joseph smith received a revelation in

A few

lord said

on the ninth of

the

and it shall come to

of those who attended conferences

pass that inasmuch as they are faithful and exercise faith in me 1I will pour
out my spirit upon them in the day that they assemble themselves together

CO
58

george albert smith emphasized the importance of the general conferences throughout his discourses as a general authority

in many of his

conference addresses he expressed his personal joy at being able to meet
with the saints and wait upon the

lord for a blessing

CQ
59

he looked on these

occasions as times when the saints had an appointment with our heavenly
dds
dis
61
fr
eigo
president
god
to
of
inspired
those
from
receive
instructions
father
fathe

517
57

history
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he said

it Is by faith that we are edified on occasions like this by those
whoo minister in the name of the lord and the comforter quickens their
understanding bring things past to their remembrance and showing them
things to come thus evidencing the spirit or revelation CIR
CR
clr oct 1913

0

11

P

103
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smith in his characteristically humane and loving manner made reference
in the fall conference of 1917 to a man and his family who had come to con-

ference from north carolina

elder smith contemplated the effect that the

meetings might have on this family who had sacrificed so much to be in
attendance and concluded that they would be blessed with an increase of faith
m
62
in their family
his feelings were clear in this respect that conference
was a time to receive increased faith in the work of god

president smith further emphasized that the purpose of conference
was that we may receive the inspiration of the spirit of the lord

and

be taught the things that will be beneficial to us if we apply them in our

lives

TT
11

63

he added in 1918 that conference was a time to worship and

honor god by listening to the whisperings of his spirit made manifest through

those who were called to speak

this

64

theme of the membership attending conference to receive

direction from those inspired of god was a constant emphasis of elder

aag
aig
62

63

64

gr
CB

oct

CR

april

1914 p

april

1918 p 37

1917 p 40
11

president david 0 mckay said in a
conference report that the purpose of conferences among other things was
to worship the lord in sincerity and reverence and to give and to receive
encouragement exhortation and instruction
ap 1301938 pp
CR oct
131

CR
CB

95
C

smith

65

conference then to him was a time for the saints to plan how

they might find a place in the celestial kingdom

fifi
66

he therefore promised

those who attended conference in a spirit of worship that their lives would
be enriched and that they would receive guidance that they could obtain in no
67

other
other way

the individuals preparation
for conference

president smith was not one to leave members of the church in a
position where they did not understand their duties

in his gentle manner he

outlined ways members of the church could benefit the most from confer-

ence

first

he emphasized the importance of individuals coming in the

spirit of repentance and humility the spirit of desiring
and instruction

65

to receive guidance

he further indicated that the saints should have the prayer

president john taylor third president of the church said
how does faith required as the first principle in the plan of salvation or the gospel come let paul answer t so then faith cometh by hearing
and hearing by the word of god romans 1017 it is not the letter then
that bringeth
bri ngeth faith but hearing the word of god dispensed by a living oracle
or minister of god clothed upon with power from on high it is not a recorded gospel but the preached word which emanates with power from a man
tf john taylor
of god inspired by the holy ghost
the gospel kingdom
comp G3 homer durham salt lake city bookcraft 1943 p 332
66ct

ibid

C

1945 p 117 marion G romney in 1954 indicated
we have heard enough truth and direction in this conference to bring us into
presence
the pre
sence
renee of god if we would follow it CR april 1954 p 132
rence
67

CR

oct

1949 p 172 on another occasion he stated that
is not so much what we hear at conference but what we feel CR oct
1947
1947 p 7
CR

oct

11

it

96

rq
168
aq

in their heart

father in heaven

teach us

second he stressed the necessity of attending conference in a

spirit

of worship setting aside personal affairs so that one could be com-

ppletely
ebely
etely in tune with the

by coming with this attitude he

proceedings

przn elised
promised
lised the saints would leave conference knowing for themselves by the
pran

sspirit of god that what the leaders had said was true

he said

if we have come here with the spirit of worship if we have
set aside our personal affairs to make first the kingdom of god
and his righteousness we will go from here renewed with
strength and power the assurance will increase in us that this is
gods work and we will have strength in the communities in which
we reside and preside to say
this is the way of the lord walk
in it and the people will know by the spirit that we possess that
we are really his leaders 69

third

he indicated the importance of the saints praying that those

who address us may be inspired and draw the necessary inspiration from our

heavenly father to feed his flock

TT

those who came with this attitude

Q

68
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in 1949 he said

we have been fed the bread of life if we will remember the things
we have heard and there is one thing 1I hope you will all remember one
time
tine after 1I had finished talking to a large audience a man came to me and
said brother smith you have been talking to me 1I think everyone of us
ma
m7
ni
nistst feel that these brethren have been talking to us not to somebody else
az
aric if we improve ourselves first then we will be able to improve our neighbor and that is our privilege CR oct 1949 p 144
1I

TT
11

69
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p 14

boyd

packer added in 1965

K

say again follow the brethren
in a few days there opens
a her general conference of the church the servants of the lord will
us
consel
tis you may listen with anxious ears and hearts or you may turn
cxnsel LIS
t
counsel aside As in these devotionals
als what you shall gain will depend
devotion
upon your preparation for them
boyd K packer follow the
br Ei hren BYU speeches of the year provo BYU press p 10

aher

1I

11

I1

97

he believed would leave conference satisfied with what they received and

they would also be an influence for good on their fellow saints

70

and

selled the members as to the necessity of living and dis
counselled
counseller
fourth he coun
ting the truths learned at conference
seminating
semina

71

this

he explained could be

accomplished by the saints taking notes on the conference proceedings
and then reflecting on the addresses for weeks after

for those who attend conference

72

73

in this spirit elder smith pro

mided
mised a great blessing an increase in faith and an increased desire to live
the gospel of jesuschrist
Jesus Christ

74

contemplating the inspiring effect of general

conference on the lives of the saints he asked the following question
have 1I been careful to take advantage of my opportunity and bring my wife
and children into this splendid gathering to enjoy the teachings of the

vants of god
have not

own question by saying

have lost for them a blessing and likewise for myself

1I

70

elder smith responded to his
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p 45

see also CR april 1916 p 124

harold

B

lee suggested further

latter

day saints go home from this conference it would
be well if they consider seriously the importance of taking with them the report of this conference and let it be a guide to their walk and talk during the
next six months these are the important matter the lord sees fit to reveal
to this people in this day
CR april 1946 p 68
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SUMMARY

george albert smiths total theological approach was based on a
belief in the principle of modern revelation

scriptures which he looked upon as
his spirit children

letters

he had an abiding love for the
from our heavenly father to

perhaps this love for the standard works came to presi-

dent smith as a result of his home training and his own personal study

his

deep feeling for the scriptures prompted him to counsel the saints to read and

study them in their homes

elder smith as explained in chapter
represented by men

who were

2

ancestory
estory that was
had an anc
ancestors

prominent leaders in the church

his own

father john henry was a general authority and served as a counselor in
the

first

presidency

As a young boy

leaders of the church

george albert associated with many

perhaps it was partially through these personal

associations that his testimony of the living prophets was started

it is evi-

dent from his discourses and writings that he believed in modern revelation
and his theology was based not only the standard works but on the words of

the living prophets

president smith though characteristically positive in

his approach did not hesitate to warn the membership of the church concern
ing
ins their responsibilities to sustain the living prophets in both word and in
inf

action

fie
ile
lle further taught the saints that the general conferences were special
he

occasions when the lord speaks to his people and to the world through his
chosen leaders

chapter

6

THE FAMILY

if we want happiness in the celestial kingdom we will have
to lay the foundation right here and part of the requirement of
1
the lord Is that we do right in our homes

it has been emphasized previously in this thesis that george albert

smiths primary concern was not the presentation of an abstract but of a
living theology

2

nevertheless he was concerned with certain theological

doctrines pertaining to marriage because these formed the basis of the
mode of living for husband wife and children
1

these basic doctrines were

the eternal nature of the family unit 2 the home as a foundation for hap-

piness in the celestial kingdom
home

4 the

3

the role of the husband as pa
patriach
patriaco
triach in the

special blessing bestowed upon mothers in the family

importance of welcoming children into the home

6

5

the

the importance of rear-

ing and educating children who are an inheritance given to man by god and
7

the need for children to keep the commandments

this chapter will

con-

sider these seven points as they relate to elder smithes
smiths doctrinal teachings
on the family

ICR
B april 1948 p 184
g

asee
2see
see chapter

1
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THE ETERNAL NATURE OF THE FAMILY UNIT
As early as 1905 george albert smith

stressed the gratitude which

men should have for the knowledge revealed in the scriptures pertaining to
the eternity of the marriage covenant

he further emphasized that if man

had only the hope of a life here on earth he would be most
ost miserable

but

it was the assurance of the continuity of mans earthly life after death that
gave hope and joy to fathers mothers and children

he also stressed that

one of the greatest evidences of the divinity of the restored church was found

in the teaching that not only was there eternal life after death
but that this
deathbut

falness brought with it a reunion of loved ones
eternal life in its fulness

belief in

this doctrine would motivate parents to be patient and loving with their chil-

dren

he said

grateful should we be for the knowledge of the eternity of the
marriage covenant if in this life only had we hope we would indeed be of all men most miserable the
ile
tle assurance that our relationship
ship here as parents and children as husbands and wives will
tion
continue in heaven and that this is but the beginning of a great and
glorious kingdom that our father has destined we shall inherit on
the other side fills us with hope and joy one of the greatest evi
dences to me of the divinity of this work is that it teaches there is
eternal life on the other side and that there will be a reunion there
of the loved ones who have known each other here consequently
as parents
pi rents we may well be patient and loving toward our children
for they will eternally abide with us on the other side if we and
they are faithful

3

3cr
bcr
CR oct

33

1905 p

29
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commented on the high morality among members of the

latter

day saint faith

elder smith explained
confided in him and said
from my mothers knee 1I have
been taught that this body of mine should be kept sacred as the
tabernacle of an immortal spirit 1I was taught when 1I was a child
that to be clean in my living was most important in fact 1I said
upon one occasion my father called me to him when 1I was just a
young man and he said my son 1I have something 1I want to say
m
1
you
to
and 1I said to the bishop 1 I loved my father 1I almost
worshipped
wor shipped him and anything that he said to me sank deep into
my soul he said my son there are reports of evil in the community bad men and bad women are coming in from different parts
of the country one or two at a time 1I hope that you will avoid
them but if by any chance any wicked man were to enter into our
home and attempt to take the virtue of your mother or your sister
1I want you to know from your father that 1
I would expect you to defend
I
that virtue with your life then he said that is not all 1I lay
the same obligation upon you with reference to every other mans
wife and daughter
As the bishop looked at me 1I said
that sank into my soul
and has been as armor to me as 1I have traveled through the world
and it has been a joy to me to hold up to our fathers
father other children
that standard of virtue not only shall we not have our own despoiled
but we should see to it that no other mans
mas family should be despoiled
1I

11

I

1

1

TT
11

6

the joy of a righteous home
the joy that could be experienced through keeping the commandments was a fundamental theme throughout all of the writing of george albert

smith and this was to be found primarily in a happy home wherein husband
and wi
fe ac
wife
accepted
cepter
cepted

their responsibility to keep the commandments of god

we find in his discourses the exhortation for

latter

day saints to sanctify

gie
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ll
searce
livesa
to
seare
the home by teaching that we are now living eternal lives8
llsearh
search
ilves
lives
searh

the

scriptures read them in your homes teach your families what the lord

has said and let us spend less of our time reading the unimportant and often

harmful literature of the day and go to the fountain of truth and read the
word of the
hope

1110

9

lord9to
lord to make

our homes

sanctuaries of peace and

that they may
inay be the abiding places of prayer

and daughters may be worthy exemplars of the cause
A

that our sons

11

statement that summarizes elder smiths conviction that the

home is the foundation of happiness is found in his conference address of

october 1946

he said

if we will honor god and keep his commandments

our homes will be sacred the adversary will have no influence and we will
live in happiness and peace

8ck
ack
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1948 p 164
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1942 p 17

see also CR oct

pp 167185
1948 ap

1946 p 710 in 1944 he said

now we want to be happy we want our homes to be happy if we
do let them be abiding places of prayer thanksgiving and gratitude ask
a blessing upon the food when we partake of it fathers be kind to wives
and children and children be kind to mother and father love
ove one another
honor thy father and thy mother
IE may 1944 p 321
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THE ROLE OF THE HUSBAND

responsibility
nsibily
the husbands chief resp
george albert smith taught that men who hold the priesthood are

representatives of god on the earth

13

the major responsibility

of a man

who holds the priesthood he said was that of being a husband and a father

seventy
he stated this very clearly in a talk given to a seventys
to tell you that your chief responsibility is in your home
A

quorum
11

1I

want

he declared

man assumes this obligation when he brings children into the world

the

wife and children belong to him but they will only be his if he lives worthy

of them

14
1114

elder smith again emphasized this sacred responsibility

when he

said that the home for the husband should not be a place to hang his hat
but that his home should be an abiding place of the

and get his meals

spirit of the lord

15
1115

recognizing the influence of the wife in maintaining the spirit in
coun
the home president smith counselled
selled husbands in the conference of april
counseller
1943

ampre
to put their arms
arnis around their wife and tell her that she is appre

he posed two questions for husbands to consider

elated in the home
13

14
15
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do we appreciate the daughters of god as he appreciates themo

do we treasure their virtues and their faith and their devotion
and their motherhood as

our heavenly father does
doesnt
doestt

for those husbands

who could not give an affirmative answer to

these questions elder smith stressed the need for repentance
this counsel on a story from the scriptures

he based

referring to the incident in the

book of mormon of certain nephite men who wounded the feelings of their
wives because of their carelessness in keeping the commandments he

these were men in the church and the lord reproved them and

warned

gave them to understand that unless they repented they need not hope for
n

tig
116
his blessing
1

president smith further outlined the responsibilities of the husband
in the home when he said
would like to emphasize tonight something that has been
referred to before and that is that men who have been married
to women and have agreed before witnesses that they will keep
the commandments of god and live as they should sometimes
are so selfish so wilful that they forget that their wives have
some rights 1I want to say that the priesthood does not give
any man a right to abuse his wife the priesthood does give
him the right to be kind to be faithful to be honorable to
teach the truth and to teach his children the truth and when he
does that he will not fall away into sin there never has been a
time in history of the world when we have needed guidance more
1I

than

i
16

17

7
17
now
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he expressed the fear in 1947 that many men spend too much
time on material things at the neglect of their families

he admonished the

fathers

care how much property you have what honor you
your
to
may attain tolt
me
to
are
whether
names
it
immaterial
is
toit
written in the records of history because of your accomplish
ments or of mere monetary things the greatest blessings are
s
18
your boys and girls
1I

A

do not

warning to men who
hold the priesthood
while the basic spirit of the teachings of george albert smith was

the spirit of love he did not hesitate to warn his brethren of the dangers of

believing that holding the priesthood alone was sufficient for salvation

stated in unequivocal terms

tf
1I

he

want to tell you that you men who hold the

priesthood will never get into the celestial kingdom unless you honor your
wives and your families and train them and give them the blessings that you
want for yourselves

19
11
fl

again elder smith counseled that it was foolhardy

cifes responsibility to take care
wife
for the husband to conclude that it was the wifes

of the home and everything else while the man goes to meetings

1120
n 20

president smith taught the importance of a man accepting his responsibility in the home by references to his own family
1 Q

18
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he

president david 0 mckay said

noo success can compensate for failure in the home
19

just as

107

emphasized how he learned to love god at his mothers
mother

he frequently said such things as the

sized how he learned from his father
1I

following

remember my own father saying to me

shipped him
worshipped
father 1I almost wor

knee so he empha-

and

TT
11

tl 1

loved my
son

my father used to say to me

121
021

we might note here that while elder smith was talking primarily of
the husband being a light for his wife and children he also added a further
point that was important to his theology

this was the fact that the husband

by living righteously in the home would not only be an example to his family

but to his neighbors

like christ

22
22then

then president smith taught that we

should be a light to the world

and so let us reach out each of us help our neighbors as
well as ourselves set the examples in our homes and as sons and
daughters of the living god in our great community working hand
23
hand
in

res
ponsi
responsi
the role of the husband was to elder smith a most sacred response
ability
bility

this responsibility required a man to devote his time love

and

talents to the rearing of a family to the glory and honor of god
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THE ROLE OF THE WIFE

the blessings of motherhood
it is a historical fact that the role of women in america changed
considerably during the years that george albert smith was
ity

these years

a

general author-

saw an increase in the involvement of women in the work

force from ten percent in 1919 to 28

9

percent in

1934

period and later elder smith emphasized the lords
lord

24

during this

role for women

he

taught that the greatest duty of a woman was not in joining the work force of

the country but in bringing into the world and rearing the children of our

heavenly father

TT

25

it was his prayer in 1926 that womankind would con-

tinue to desire and feel the responsibility of motherhood which had been
given to them by god

26

george albert smith emphasized on numerous occasions that the
child
influence of the mother during the tender young years of a childs

vitally important

24

25

26
27

DNCS

27

life was

ood
he further stressed this fact by indicating that no good

feb

22

1947

p

8

JH may 1926
1926 p 4

ibid

this statement is corroborated by other president of the
church especially david 0 mckay the tenth president of the church who
said my experience has taught me that a mothers control over a child is
lost or gained during the first few years of its life proper guidance in youth
will prevent undesirable tendencies and encourage confidences in later life
david
lavid 0 mckay home memories of president david 0 mck
mckay comp by
ibid
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pr
housekeeper
housekeenpr
mother would leave this responsibility to a hired servant or a housekeeppr
housekeep
motherhood he taught was a gift from god giving the mother an opportunity
to safeguard and teach her children

this

he stated that if mothers would do

our heavenly father will be pleased

the duty
dutz

28
1128
TT

of motherhood

george albert smith drew on stories both from the scriptures and
his own life to give examples of true motherhood

commenting in 1943 on

the terrible experiences of the war and the many mothers who sent boys to

battle he reminded the church of the

2 060

young converted lamanite boys

who entered battle with an implicit faith in god

though many were seriously

wounded and many had fainted from the loss of blood none lost his life

these boys were asked

how they had gained faith to be spared

smith used their reply to drive home his point
knew

90
21
1
11

president

we knew our mothers

he then asked the mothers of the church if they had been training

their sons as these faithful lamanite mothers had done

30

ap 199 231
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contemporary child psychologists agree with this also see benjamin spock
baby and child care simon and shuster richmond hill ontario canada
1971 and jean piaget the origins of intelligence in children new york
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on jean piaget new york oxford univ
adolescents interpretive essays
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1

president smith further explained the duty of mothers many times
by drawing on his own experiences with his angel mother

31

frequently

in his discourses he referred to his mother and how he learned to pray at

her knee

he characterized her as a mother who gave her life day by day

to train us that we might be real

latter

day saints

32
11

in this statement is

smithw
contained elder smithy
smiths basic philosophy with regards to women

they are

to rear their children with love to be true sons and daughters of god

THE

importance

OF CHILDREN

the blessing off children
smithb
smiths apostleship also
the period of george albert smithy
change in american thinking with regard to children
1912 and the outbreak of

saw a radical

the years

between

II brought forth a social movement in
world war 11

america toward the reduction of family size through birth control
margaret sanger this movements
movement

led by

plea was

mother can you afford to have a large family
apy more children
do you want any
if not why do you have them
do not kill do not take life but prevent
safe harmless information can be obtained of trained nurses
33
tell your friends and neighbors
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ill
birl
birth
the effects of this movement can be seen in the declining biri
.11

between 1915 and 1940

united states was 25
A

0

the birth rate

te

in 1915 per one thousand people in the

but by 1940 this had declined to 17

9

34

priceless treasure

from god

elder smith reminded the saints throughout this period of social
controversy over birth control that there was nothing more precious to them
than children and that their eternal happiness would be conditioned largely
on what their children attained

35

turning to the scriptures he recounted the

oll
oil
number 012
of women in the old testament who were childless and who cried un-

to god that they could have the joy of having

little arms cling around their

necks and sweet innocent lips give them the kiss of childish affection

n

he said
As a people we believe in children we believe that they are
an heritage given to us by our father in heaven we can under
understand how in the olden times as recorded in the scriptures
when some of the grand women of israel were childless and deprived of the joy of having little arms cling around their necks
and sweet innocent lips to give them the kiss of childish affection
they cried unto the lord that they might have children to take
away their reproach we understand what that means if we
understand the gospel of jesus christ and we comprehend that
one child born under suitable conditions is worth more than
all the cattle and sheep upon a thousand hills aye than all the

34

statistical abstract of the united states

of commerce washington
35
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As

early as

1907

lief that latter day saints believe in having children

he voiced this be-

112

treasures
tures of the world
treatures
trea

that is

why as

latter

day saints doing
our duty
duto
dut7
duta we welcome these priceless treasures from the throne
3
6
of god when they come into our homes

again it must be stressed that george albert smiths social philosofils teachings regarding children
flis
his

phy was deeply rooted in his theology

were founded on the belief that
given as a blessing to parents

1

37

children are the offspring of god and are
2

one of the major purposes of life is to

rear children in a righteous manner and

3

the joy experienced in the

celestial kingdom will be largely determined on how parents rear their
children

38

the commandment

to have

children

president smith reminded parents that they were stewards over
their children and had the responsibility of educating and preparing their
children that they might live eternally again in the presence of god

elder smiths conviction that no latter

day saint man

it was

or woman who truly

believed thin
thiss could refuse the opportunity of bringing children into the world

he issued a solemn warning to members of the church who disobeyed the
commandment to multiply and replenish the earth

36
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how will those feel who fail to obey that first great command
when they stand in the presence of the creator who says to them
as he said to those in olden times suffer little children to come
unto me and forbid them not for of such is the kingdom of heaven
how can they comply with that invitation if they have no children to
take to the father they must remain childless throughout eternity
1I raise my voice among the sons and daughters of zion and
warn you that if you dry up the springs of life and abuse the power
cha stening
that god has blessed you with there will come a time of chastening
remove rememto you that all the tears you may shed will never remoy
ber the first great commandment fulfill that obligation

TT

THE

responsibility

OF

parenthood

the home as a bulwark
against evil

one of the themes most frequently stressed by president smith was
the responsibility of parents to train their children

he often praised the

work done in the church by the primary sunday school mutual improvement and seminary

but was quick to remind parents that it was their

responsibility to teach their children and that this responsibility could not
be shifted to any other organization

to do

so

would bring parents under

condemnation and cause them to lose the great blessings offered by god
A

basic teaching found in president smiths discourses was that the

home was a major factor in neutralizing the power of the adversary over

39
40

40
n

ibid
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children

41

he pointed out that parents who neglected to teach their children

and exemplify the gospel in their lives ran the

not only now but throughout eternity

dren of

latter

42

he was convinced that many chil-

day saint parentage who departed from the faith had not under

stood the meaning of the gospel of christ

41

risk of losing their children

43

in 1932 he said

my brethren and

sisters

plead with you that with more earnestness with more thoughtfulness more patience tthan ever before you safeguard the rising generation from the pitfalls that the adversary has laid for
their feet many of our picture shows radio programs magazines books
etc are unfit for respectable communities and unless we neutralize the
influence of these things by wholesome teaching and environment bringing
to the youth the benefits derived from knowing the lives of good men and
women teaching them the virtues of the prophets and meaning of the gospel
of jesus christ some of those whom we love may slip away from us and
when it is too late we will realize that we have been sleeping on our privi1932 p 25
CR oct
leges
1I

TT
11

42

he gave this warning in 1933 when he said
we may just as well confront the fact that unless we as parents
in zion safeguard our children by teaching them and by surrounding them
by arms of our love unless we safeguard them by every possible means the
adversary will break down the barriers that are raised by the organizations
that protect them and those that we love more than we love our own lives
will be drawn away from the truth they will lose their faith they will fall
into transgression and then we the parents of zion will have occasion for
sorrow not only now but throughout the ages of eternity
CR april 1933
11

p 7711
43

he expressed the following in 1906
1 I am persuaded that if there are any children of latter day saint
parentage who depart from the faith they are those who have not understood
the meaning of the doctrines of christ who have not had instilled into their
comprehend
prehend that it means
hearts faith in our heavenly father and who do not corn
eternal life to them to keep his commandments so 1I say we should be imbued
with the desire to labour and teach our sons and daughters those things that
will save them in the presence of our father CIR
CR
clr oct 1906 p 49
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commenting on an oft quoted scripture in the doctrine and covenants

section

68

where the lord indicated that parents who neglect to teach their

children will be accountable for the sins of their children elder smith emphasized that the

sins
ins

of the childrens
childrenl
nl had reference to the sorrow that would be
children
childre

felt by parents who neglected their responsibility

he said

we are commanded by the lord to teach our children what
they should do that they should have faith that they should repent
and that they should be baptised
bapti sed when eight years of age and he
baptized
says that if we fall
fali in our responsibility the sin be upon our heads
fail
what does that mean it means to me that if our children fall
away because of our neglect and because of our carelessness
nes there
carelessnes
careless
will come a time when we realize that we did not prepare them for
the blessing the lord wanted to give them and the result is that they
failed to receive the blessings and the sorrow will be upon our own
44
heads
in
intt readingour
our boys and girls under the
reading
readin gour
he challenged parents to specialize antt

influence of the spirit of god that the adversary will have no power over
them to lead them astray

TT

45

evening
the family home eveni

elder smith advised parents to fulfill the responsibility

of teaching

their family by following the counsel of president joseph F smith who
suggested that every family should hold a weekly home evening

this pro-

gram announced in 1905 asked parents to meet on a weekly basis with their

children and teach them the gospel of jesus christ

44
44cr
CR
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president george albert
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smith stressed in 1927 that if there is anything needed among the people today more than another it seems to me it is that we shall honor home even-

ing

1146
tf

one year earlier he indicated that the announcement of this program
if parents will hold a weekly home

prophesied
was inspired and he further prophecied
evening the

46
47

lord will

CR

april

add his blessing

yf
11

47

said he

discord shall be replaced

1927 p 87

commenting further on this he said

n president

joseph F smith was inspired to give unto us the wise

counsel to be more with our children notwithstanding the many things that
occupy our time the business of life theartres
the
socials
atres parties sociats
theatres
socials autoail these things that we
ali
mobiles pleasure resorts the canyons and lakes all
may enjoy in moderation notwithstanding the pursuit of life whereby we gain
a livelihood that prophet of the lord gave to us this advice that we should
so arrange our time that one evening each week would find the latter day
saints in their own homes associated with their own children and there teach
them the things that the lord has decreed that they should know it is not
sufficient that my children are taught faith repentance and baptism and
the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost in the auxiliary organization my father in heaven has commanded that 1I should do that myself 1I
have read you that the lord told one man that the cause of his distress was
that he had not taught his children light and truth there is anguish in some
of the homes of the latter day saints today because we have neglected our
opportunity and have failed to teach our children as we should if the home
evening could only be a fact among the latter day saints if during one evening a week we would live withour
ofthe
with our own under the influence of the spirit odthe
without
fi
lord at our own firesider
firesides
resides surrounded by those with whom the lord has given
unto us and told us particularly that we should instruct them how many
happy homes there would be where today there is sorrow and discord and distress fathers and mothers would elicit from their children that respect that
is due to parents who are model parents and who have in their hearts a desire
to teach their loved ones we are told in luke that there would be a time when
men would be choked with the cares and the riches and the pleasures of life
1I have in my mind as 1I stand here even now men and women that 1I love
whose very spirituality is being choked by those very things and the adversary
is leading them along that easy pathway of pleasure and they are neglecting
n
their duty as parents and as members of the church of jesus christ CR

april

1926 p 145
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by happiness

48
tf
11

the principles to

be taught

nut
senith did not
in his characteristically concrete way president smith

leave parents unguided as to what they were to teach

nor did he merei
meret
merel

1

give general ideas but specified seven main directives

first

he stressed the reading of the scriptures

the church is

based on the writings found in the standard works and president smith felt

that parents should encourage their children to read the word of the lord as

it has been revealed to us in all dispensations

11

he also emphasized that not

only was it the task of parents to read the scriptures in their home but to

explain them to their children so that they understood them

49

he advised

parents
we take our boys and girls in their tender years and lay a
foundation for an understanding of the bible the book of mormon
the doctrine and covenants the pearl of great price and the
history of the church so that when they are old enough to come
in contact with individuals in the world they have a fund of information by which they are not only able to defend their faith but
are qualified to advocate their faith in such a way that others may
be inspired and interested in it 50

he felt so strongly about this principle that in 1917 he advised
parents that the lord would hold them responsible if they failed to teach thel
thei
thi r
thl

48
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children the scriptures

will our father hold us guiltless when we go

home if we have failed to teach our children the importance of these

sacred records

he asked then said

1I
TT

think not

1151

second elder smith stressed the necessity of teaching children
the principles enunciated in the doctrine and covenants 6825 that is faith

in god so that they would call upon him repentance so that they would not
follow the ways of the world baptism so that they would follow the example

of the savior and the laying on of hands so that they would receive the gift
of the holy ghost and enjoy his guidance

52

third president smith emphasized the importance
childs
child

life

of prayer in a

he considered it a privilege for fathers and mothers to be

able to teach their children to pray and he recalled with fond memory when
he was

first taught to pray by his mother

53

to keep people on the pathway to eternal life

prayer becomes a real power
54

he emphasized and children

need to know that they can approach their heavenly father in times of need
and that he will answer them

51
1I

oct

he said

1917 pp
ap 43
44
4344

during this same conference he said
admonish you 0 israel search the scriptures read them in

CR

your homes teach your families what the lord has said and let us spend
less of our time reading the unimportant and often harmful literature of the
day and go to the fountain of truth and read the word of the lord
ibid
P 41
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now fathers and mothers appreciate your children dont
don
torn them over to somebody else to train and educate in regard to
turn
matters of eternal life this is your privilege and it is a privilege teach them to pray and walk uprightly before the lord and
then in time of need they can go to him and he will answer their
prayers it will be astonishing to you the great happiness that will
come into your home that you theretofore have not enjoyed if you
55
will follow this counsel

another teaching elder smith learned in his home was the importance
of obeying the law of the sabbath day

he admonished parents to teach their

children a fundamental rule pertaining to happiness that is by keeping the
sabbath day holy children would enjoy happiness

if they broke this sacred

commandment they would experience unhappiness in their lives

he

admonished

brethren it is not an insignificant thing to violate the sabbath day 1I want to say that you lose every time you violate the
sabbath day you lose more than you can gain no matter what
you may think you are going to gain but your boys and girls
sometimes do not understand that teach it to them teach
them that their homes may be the abiding place of prayer
1I remember when 1I was a child
living right across the
street from here and the boys would come over to our place
on sunday after sunday school and 1I was like the boys 1I thought
it would be lots of fun to play ball and to play other games but
1I had a wonderful mother
ou cannot do it
she did not say you
son you will be happier if you do not do that
but she did say
jou
6
06
let the boys go home and read a good book
11

cc
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CR
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it might be noted here that george al
bert smithy
smithb
smiths teachings pertaining to obedience to the laws of god reflect the
CR

oct

1948 p

188

tt
when
principle of christ
he annunciated 1 I am come that they might have
hae
life and that more abundantly tl hence president smiths theology
theolo gry is a
positive one pertaining to the fulness
falness of joy or happiness through keeping
the commandments

120

fifth he taught the importance of christian morality

during elder

smithy
smithb
smiths age there was much talk about the necessity of teaching sex education
in schools

57

president smith did not agree with this idea but stressed

instead that virtue and the proper role of sex were to be taught in the home

he strongly felt that it was not safe to leave this kind of teaching to schools

or any other secular institution outside the home

58

again he was practical

in that he did not merely give counsel but showed how this counsel could be

carried out and he indicated that parents should explain the lordis
lord
marital relationships to their children

plan for

he said

do not take it for granted that they understand but in their
years explain to them the purpose of life and guide them
tender years
that they may feel that it is a blessing from the lord to be mem59
bers of the church and to be sons and daughters of the living god

summarizing his position on the importance of parents teaching their
children principles of morality president smith warned them that in the final
judgment they would be justified only if they taught their children the sacred-

ness of their bodies inspired in them a desire to build a character beyond
reproach and impressed upon them the dangers that would confront them in

their contact with the evils that afflict mankind

he advised

57

see for example education index edited by dorothy ross carpen
1941
W wilson co
ter new york the HHW
194177 under sex education for
11

numerous articles
CO
58
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we should stress the necessity of morality among the rising
generation it is not safe for us to leave to our public schools and
to other institutions outside of our homes the training of our boys
and girls with reference to a proper conduct in life if we do not
teach them the sacredness of these bodies of ours if we do not
inspire in them a desire to build character that is beyond reproach
if we fail to impress upon them the danger that confronts them in
their contact with the evils that afflict mankind we will not be
60
justified by saying that we did not realize how serious it was
sixth president smith stressed the necessity of teaching children

he was concerned with the growing tendency in the

the importance of work

world toward rapid living and in the increase of pleasure seeking

referring

to his childhood again he recalled how he felt favored if he could attend two
movies a season or attend the park once a year

today

11

many of our young people are devoted to light amusements

he observed
arl
ral
1161
figl
figi

elder smith reminded parents of the prophecy made

by

paul the

apostle when he said that in the last days perilous times
timas would come when
r9
62
ra

people would be lovers of pleasures more than lovers of god

and indi-

cated that it would be sad if the evil of laziness were to happen in the homes
o
63
0

of the

latter

day saints

he also admonished parents to teach their chil-

dren industry and an appreciation for the guidance of the lord

60
61
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he said

122

feel very much concerned when 1I think of the temptations
that are everywhere present the very fact that so much wealth
has been made available to many people gives the youth in some
instances the feeling that because their parents are well to do
honest toil is not necessary or desirable and yet 1I am satisfied
that no people have ever lived upon the earth who have failed to
earn their livelihood by integrity and industry but have gone to
decay
1I wish there were some way of inculcating into the minds of
our boys and girls a greater feeling of appreciation for the advice
64
and counsel of our heavenly father and a desire to benefit by it
1I

seventh george albert smith taught the importance of the word of
wisdom

another of the many social changes in his day concerned the

loosening of liquor regulations

elder smith raised his voice frequently in

opposing the changes of such legislation

he consistently advised members

of the church to obey the word of wisdom and he admonished parents to

teach this commandment in their homes

he said

oh how 1I wish the sons and daughters of the latter day
saints could understand the importance of this law how 1I
wish that the fathers and mothers who tamper with these things
and offer excuses for themselves might understand that
65
they are bringing humiliation and distress upon their children

elder smith gave the following promise to those parents

who would

live this commandment and teach it to their children

fathers

and mothers if they will keep the word of wisdom
may transmit to their offspring virtues and strength that they
could not otherwise give to them 1I believe that the companion

ed
64
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ship of the spirit of our father will be in the hearts and
homes of those who keep this law and their desire to be
66
obedient will be transmitted to their children

admonitions
A

TO CHILDREN

warning to youth

not only did president smith recognize the important role of
parents in the home he also recognized the need for children to be respon
sponsive
sive to their parents and to the commandments of the

lord he said

rr
66

ibid p 21 it might be of interest to note here that elder
smith frequently stressed the importance of the word of wisdom he
looked upon it as a test of obedience for the saints in 1932 he said

our heavenly father knowing the calamities that would exist in
the hearts of conspiring men gave us the word of wisdom by revelation
and warned us and forewarned us of what would come to pass it does seem
that every attempt of the adversary has been made to neutralize the advice
of our heavenly father 1I hope there are no members of the church who
have been honored with the priesthood who would in any way weaken the
power of god to bless his children by seeking to place temptation in their
way or who would think it an insignificant thing to try to break down the
barriers god has raised for the protection of his children CR oct
1932 pp
ap 27
28
2728
TT

on another occasion he said
1 I firmly believe that by reason of neglect of this simple requirement faith has diminished in the hearts of some of our people that by a
more general observance of the word of wisdom faith will be increased
among the latter day saints and greater knowledge will fflow
low to us as a
result for by obedience to it there will come a disposition to obey other
laws of our father and compliance with each insures a blessing if this
law that is adapted to the capacity of the weakest of us is obeyed it will
be a foundation upon which may be added many great blessings that our father
will be pleased to bestow that otherwise we would not be entitled to and could
not receive how can any of us feel justified in ignoring a simple law of god
that he by his own voice has said any of us can obey can we expect to be
able to keep a higher law and be able to attain great exaltation if we fail to
keep this simple requirement CR oct 1908 p 84
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so 1I raise my warning voice this day to the youth of zion
be not deceived when storms of persecution break over your
heads there will be unkind things said in the future as there
have been in the past see that your feet are planted upon the
rock see that you leam
learn the desires of the master toward you
and knowing those desires see to it that you keep his laws and
commands see to it that the purity of your lives shall entitle
you to the companionship of the holy spirit because if you are
pure and virtuous and upright the evil one will have no power
to destroy you bear in mind my young friends that this is
a serious matter this life is not given to us as a pastime
there was a solemn purpose in our creation in the life that
god has given to us let us study what that purpose is that we
may progress and obtain eternal life 67

counselled
selled the saints by use of experiences
counseller
here again elder smith coun
from his own life

this particular story

had a marked influence on his life

and he used it repeatedly to encourage young people to honor their father

and mother

he said

number of years ago 1I was seriously ill in fact 1I think
everyone gave me up but my wife with my family 1I went to st
george utah to see if it would improve my health we went
as far as we could by train and then continued the journey in a
wagon in the bottom of which a bed had been made for me
in st george we arranged for a tent for my health and comin floor raised about a foot above the ground
fort with a built
builtin
and we could roll up the south side of the test to make the sunshine and fresh air available 1I became so weak as to be scarcely
able to move it was a slow and exhausting effort for me even to
turn over in bed
one day under these conditions 1I lost consciousness of my
surroundings and thought 1I had passed to the other side 1I found
myself standing with my back to a large and beautiful lake facing
a great forest of trees there was no one in sight and there
was no boat upon the lake or any other visible means to indicate
how 1I might have arrived there 1I realized or seemed to realize
that 1I had finished my work in mortality and had gone home 1I
A

67
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began to look around to see if 1I could not find someone there
anyone living there just those great beauti
was no evidence of anyones
ful trees in front of me and the wonderful lake behind me
1I began to explore and soon 1I found a trail through the woods
which seemed to have been used very little and which was almost
obscured by grass 1I followed this trail and after 1I had walked
for some time and had traveled a considerable distance through
the forest 1I saw a man coming towards me 1I became aware that
he was a very large man and 1I hurried my steps to reach him
because 1I recognized him as my grandfather in mortality he
weighed over three hundred pounds so you may know he was a
large man 1I remember how happy 1I was to see him coming 1I
had been given his name and had always been proud of it
my grandfather came within a few feet of me he stopped
his stopping was an invitation for me to stop then and this 1I
would like the boys and girls and young people never to forget
he looked at me very earnestly and said
11
I would like to know what you have done with my name
everything 1I had done passed before me as though it were a
flying picture on a screen everything 1I had done quickly this
vivid retrospect came down to the very time 1I was standing there
my whole life had passed before me 1I smiled and looked at my
grandfather and said
1 1I have never done anything with your name of which you need
be ashamed
he stepped forward and took me in his arms and as he did
so 1I became conscious again of my earthly surroundings my
pillow was wet as though water had been poured on it wet with
tears of gratitude that 1I could answer unashamed
1I have thought of this many times
and 1I want to tell you that
1I have been trying more than ever since that time
to take care
of that name so 1I want to say to the boys and girls to the young
men and women to the youth of the church and all the world
honor your fathers and your mothers honor the names that you
bear because some day you will have the privilege and the obligation of reporting to them and to your father in heaven what you
68
have done with their name
TT

11

it was elder smiths plea that youth honor their parents and it was
his promise that if youth did this they would be blessed with a testimony of

68

IE1 march 1947 p
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the gospel

he said

now to those who are younger in this congregation let me
say not very many years hence your fathers and mothers will
go back to receive the reward of their faithful labors 1I plead
with you boys and girls of isarel to honor the names that you
bear love and revere the parents god has given you and so conduct your lives that day by day you will give them joy in their
declining years if you will do this the same firm testimony that
has been given to them will be bestowed upon you and your sons
and daughters in due time will be found numbered with the saints
of god valiant for the cause of truth and the dissemination of the
69
gospel in the nations of the earth v

SUMMARY

in his instructions on the role of the family george albert smiths

style of teaching involved the sharing of those experiences that were of deep

personal meaning to him

his teachings were full of love and they expressed

the joy that he learned from his own father and mother

the path to this

kind

of joyful family experience was expressed to the saints primarily through a

sharing of the fond memories of his youth

his experience of being taught

by his own mother and father had a profound impact upon his life and he en-

couraged
raged all parents to treat their children as their most important responsicou
bility

this teaching formed
A

the core of president smiths views on the family

detailed analysis cannot be found in elder smiths discourses and

writings of such doctrines as the nature of the family unit in the celestial
kingdom the role of the temple in the patriarchal order or the doctrine of

gio
69
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the holy spirit of promise

however his practical emphasis on the family

was crucial to the period of time he served as a general authority

times demanded a message that was clear simple and definite
the message of george albert smith on the family

hard
such was

chapter

7

CHARITY

let us

love one another
if there ever was a time when we
needed to be kind it is now if there was a time when we needed
to be patient it is now and if we would keep one of the commandments of god that he said was second to the greatest we will love

our neighbors as ourselves

these words of george albert smith convey the meaning of his
ministry more clearly perhaps more urgently than any others

his life

and teachings were based completely on the two great commandments given
by

christ love

of god and love of neighbor

president smiths utter devo-

tion to these two commandments can be seen throughout his life and through
out the pages of this thesis
THE PRINCIPLE OF CHARITY

A

key phrase for the saints
fT
president smith felt that the phrase love
ove thy neighbor as thyselft
thyself
iove
thysel

was a key phrase for the

lord

2

latter

day saints in bringing them

his frequent plea to the saints was
1

IE

nearer to the

he
your
our
abound
arts
in
love
iny
hearts
et
let
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elder smith believed that true love or charity began in the home
and this subject found frequent mention in his discourses

he often encour-

aged the saints to make their homes abiding places of love prayer and
the spirit of the

lord

4

prece eding chapter that he
it was pointed out in the proceeding

consistently encouraged husbands and wives to love one another through kind

ness and righteous living

5

he admonished parents to love their children by

teaching them the gospel and by being proper examples

r6

he encouraged

children to love their parents by being obedient to them and to the commandments of the lord
A

light to others
once the saints had begun to practice charity within their homes

they could then turn to their fel
fellowmen
lowmen

elder smith taught that

no member

fellowmen
of the church could avoid the responsibility of being a light to his fel
lowmen

this light

he said was the light of righteousness the light of faith the

light of honesty the light of generosity and the light of truthfulness

it is stressed in chapter

8

7

that elder smith encouraged the saints to

member friends
nonmember
share the gospel with their non

he suggested that the major

4
4it
ait

it might be noted here that president smith frequently used the
phrase abiding places when referring to love prayer and the spirit of
the lord in latter day saint homes

bcrR oct
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6cr
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183
184
183184

see also chapter

8

missionary work
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motive in sharing the gospel should be a love for others

he said

pray that the love of the gospel will burn in our souls to
enrich our lives that it will cause husbands to be kinder to
wives and wives to be kinder to husbands parents to children
and children to parents because of the gospel of jesus christ
which is a gospel of love and kindness it will cause us if we
are living as we should to love our neighbors as ourselves and
go out of our way if possible to help them understand better
8
the purpose of life
1I

forgiving
givin
forgivin
the need to be For
president smith indicated that one of the best ways to love others
sincerely was through forgiveness

he emphasized in his first discourse

as president of the church that the saints should learn to forgive one
another as christ forgave and that they should call to the attention of

gods other children that anger
ness

9
fig
119
TT

and hatred do not bring peace and happi

As early as 1905 he said

the spirit of forgiveness is something that the latter

day

saints might with profit exhibit more fully among themselves
sometimes a brother in authority has offended in some way
one of the members of the church probably unknown to himself and that child of our fathers silently continues to feel
hurt instead of doing as the lord has commanded going to the
offending man and stating to him in kindness the feelings of
his heart and giving that brother an opportunity to say to him
1 I am sorry 1I have offended you and 1I desire that you shall
forgive me
the result is that in some instances we find
11

8

8cr
bcr
CR oct
9gie

nov

ap
1948 pp

167
168
167168

1945 p 716 it is to be noted here that
consistently referred to non members of the church as our

IE

children

11

elder smith

fathers other
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a resentful feeling existing that has been instigated by satan
now we must get into a condition where we can forgive our

brethren

10

he expressed the wish in 1934 that the saints be less prone to
find fault with each other and indicated the difference between constructive
and destructive criticism

this morning not in criticism

not in a spirit of faultfinding 1I plead with you my brethren and my sisters let us be
generous with one another let us be as patient with one
another as we would like others to be with us let us see the
virtues of our neighbors and our friends and speak of those
virtues not find fault and criticize twe
if we will do that we will
radiate sunshine and those who know us best will love us
aren
arent we rather prone to see the limitations and the weaknesses of our neighbors yet that is contrary to the teachings
of the gospel of jesus christ there is a class of people who
find fault and criticize always in a destructive way there is
a difference in criticism if we can criticize constructively under the influence of the spirit of the lord we may change beneficially
fici ally and properly some of the things that are being done
but if we have the spirit of fault finding of pointing out the

10

CR

oct

at times

1905 p 27

at this same conference

he said

we find little difficulties arising among us and we forget the patience our father in heaven exercises towards us and we magnify
in our hearts some trivial thing that our brother or sister may have done or
said concerning us we do not always live that law which the lord desires
us to observe in regard to these matters we forget the commandment he
gave to the apostles in the words of the prayer wherein they were told to
pray that they might be forgiven their debts even as they forgive their
debtors 1I feel that we have to learn a great deal in this regard we have
not complied as completely as we should with the requirements of our

heavenly father

TT
11
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failings of others in a destructive manner that
weaknesses and fallings
never comes as a result of the compansionship of the spirit of
11
our heavenly father and is always harmful

from the above remarks the reader can sense president smiths
deep understanding that hatred begets
begats hatred and that only love begats
begets love

president smith believed that another way to show love was through
material generosity

he therefore encouraged the saints to support the

churchs welfare program

perhaps no program adopted by the latter day

saint church in the twentieth century has received such universal recognition as its welfare program

begun in 1936 in response to problems brought

about by the depression of 1930 it has become a permanent program of the

church

authorities of the church felt the need to develop a system which

george albert smith felt that it was
necessary
spirit of forgiveness if one was to be worthy to partake
of the sacrament he indicated in 1908
when 1I remember these words that have been given to us as the
revelation of our fathers will 1I rejoice when 1I find our brethren and sisters
coming to the sanctuary and partaking of these emblems as indicated worthily but 1I desire to call your attention to the fact that there is danger if we
do it unworthily before partaking of this sacrament our hearts should be
pure our hands should be clean we should be divested of all enmity toward
our associates we should be at peace with our fellow men and we should
have in our hearts a desire to do the will of our father and to keep all of
his commandments if we do this partaking of the sacrament will be a
blessing to us and will renew our spiritual strength
may the lord bless us may his spirit continue to be poured out
upon us may we love each other as our father commanded that we should
do if we can partake of the sacrament worthily we can love each other
even as our father has ordained remembering that he has said unto us
if ye are not one ye are not mine may we be one may we be his in very
deed exemplars of his cause and his truth ever ready to teach and expound
it in kindness and love to the convincing of his children who know not of it
CR oct
to have a

1934 p 50

I
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TT
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would encourage the saints to become self sufficient and able to stay off

government relief rolls

george albert smith was an apostle during the

formation of the welfare program and following world war 1n
II1 as president
of the church he witnessed a partial fruition of this program when the

church shipped train carloads of welfare supplies to stricken families in
europe

the first presidency

when the welfare program was announced

in 1936 indicated that it was a system under which the curse of idleness
could be eliminated

work was then re enthroned as an important prin

ciple in the lives of membership of the church

12

elder smith felt that each

member of the church had a great responsibility in this area and that par
ticipation in this program was one way to love thy neighbor as thyself

13
jt13
TT

how could each member of the church support the welfare program

president smith encouraged the saints to be industrious
12
13

14

heber J grant
CR

april

CR

oct

CR

1947 p

oct
162

76
ap 75
1936 pp
7576

14

to stay out of

193
19366 p 3

see also CR oct

1921 p 42

here elder smith

who rejoiced

in the fact that he had always been able to earn his own living stressed the
necessity of the saints learning to be self sufficient so that they would not
have to ttleantt
lean on their neighbors for support he said further one of the
greatest curses that could come to humanity would be to lose the powers of
work and yet many seem not to appreciate that fact it

134

debt

15

16

yearns supply of food
to maintain a years

commandments of god

members of the church following this advice

would be blessed by the

15

and to be obedient to the

lord

and would be in a stronger position to help

president smith held that extravagance
was the basis of many financial problems he encouraged the saints to live
within their incomes to be lenders instead of borrowers to avoid adding
mortgages simply for purchasing new conveniences to sew their own clothes
to save money by patronizing local businesses and to avoid useless spending
by not catering to the whims of fashion
fourteen years later in 1929 he expressed the fear that even the
latter day saints were in many cases blinded by their own vanity by
their desire to be what the world is
elder smith offered a solemn warning
to those who were thus blinded he said
those who desire to be like the
35
ap 30
world cannot have the spirit of the lord
CR april 1929 pp
3035
CR

april

1915 p 97

TT
11

TT
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16

the membership of the church since the announcement of the
years
welfare program in 1936 has been encouraged to keep on hand a yeas
supply of food and clothing george albert smith continued to stress this
counsel and suggested three reasons as to why the saints should follow it
1 to assist families through difficult financial periods 2 to teach the saints
the importance of obedience to those whom the lord has called to lead the
church and 3 to permit the saints to accumulate enough food that in times
of misfortune they might be able to share with others he said tt1 I am sure
the lord loves those humble faithful souls who are willing to reach out and
touch those who are in need whether it be with food or clothing or bedding or
CR april
kindness because that is a part of the gospel of jesus christ
1947 p 162 see also CR oct
1921 p 38 here elder smith suggested
a solution to food shortage
there is no reason why all the children of men
should not be provided with the necessities of life if the products of the earth
were equitably distributed and they could be more evenly divided if men
would turn to the lord and keep his commandments
11
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others materially

17

A LIVING EXAMPLE OF CHARITY

the principle
ex
expressed
cressed
eressed

charity
of cha

george albert smithy
smithb
smiths living example of charity inspired those
around him to bring love into their lives

those close to president smith

saw this clearly and movingly as presented in the quotes to follow

presi-

dent joseph fielding smith said of him

he kept the second great commandment as faithfully as any
man 1I ever knew his thoughts were constantly employed in the
interest of the wayward whom he tried to bring into a better way
of life he never spoke evil of any man although he deplored the
actions of the wicked he was ever ready to extend the hand of forgi
veness to them if they would repent 18
giveness

17

ap 41
42 elder smith believed that when
CR oct 1921 pp
4142
people live the commandments of god they are blessed financially it might
be noted here that one of president smiths favorite scripture references
see appendix A see also CCR
was seek ye first the kingdom of god
ap 4 166 and for christs words matthew 333
april 1947 pp
he offered the promise as president of the church that god
will not permit those who do their best to suffer for the necessities of life
n
among the people who are the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ap 170
171 he indicated on another occasion how the
1949 pp
CR oct
170171
lord might bless these people he said there is no necessity for any man
woman or child in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints to go without for the church is organized to help those who lack the necessities of life
there is plenty for all and to spare IE nov 1949 p 787
TT
11

TT

TT
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elder smith exemplified not only in word but also in deed his love
for mankind

19

we find in his words such expressions as

one who loves you

brethren

brethren as

with love in my heart for every one of you

and 1 I bear

20
it20
you my witness of the gospel of love

tt
1I

love my

throughout

his discourses can be found many examples of his charity and kindness
toward his fel
fellowmen
lowmen

for example

his expressions of gratitude to the

choirs who participated in the conference sessions

19

said

21

to the gardeners who

perhaps president J reuben mark
clank
clark
dark best expressed this when he

throughout our association together which has been close and intimate and under various and trying circumstances 1I have never known him
even to indicate that he was impatient that he had lost his temper or even
that he was under the necessity of controlling it
evil slunk away from him at all times it could not abide the presence of his righteous living 1I do not know what more 1I can say in tribute
to him than that
he was one of those few people of whom you can say that he lived as
he taught that was george albert smith tt IE june 1951 p 405
20
184
IE
jE
184je

oct
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may 1950 p 363

CR
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ap 163
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clr april 1948 pp

21

gr

CR oct
1948 p 4 IE

1947 p 166 see also CB
CR april 1947 p 166 CR
nov 1945 p 676 it might be noted here that presioct
dent smith frequently praised the tabernacle choir and he exemplified a

special affection for this choir

he said the following
this morning we have enjoyed this marvelous tabernacle choir
do you realize what it is doing 1I wonder if you know how many people
appreciate the members of the choir these singers interest them in the
gospel of jesus christ in a way that none of the rest of us can because they
have the facility of the great organ and the combination of their tuneful voices
inspired with a desire to bless mankind
some time ago 1fI received a request from a fine catholic man in northern california who was injured in the world war he said 11 wish you
would have the tabernacle choir sing something for me on a certain sunday
he explained that he had to go on the operating table the next day to have his
leg taken off and wanted to have the tabernacle choir sing for him he men
T

T
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took such good care of the temple grounds
23

seating the saints at conference

sessions so successful

24

22

to the ushers who assisted in

and to all who had made the conference

he also showed concern for all of the visitors who

came to conference by asking the saints to make sure that these visitors

were welcomed and made comfortable

25

tioned the song he desired to have sung 1I telephoned to the choir leader
tinned
and asked if it were possible he said no the program is already prepared but say to that good man that if he will listen in we will sing something
that will be pleasing to him
1I wrote him that they were going to sing and that it would be something
he would enjoy he asked the hospital attendant if he could have the privilege of bringing a radio into his room but was told that radios were not allowed enthat
in
that hospital he was greatly disappointed then he sent for the
inthat
superintendent and finally convinced him that he was entitled to a radio he
told him he was going to lose his leg that he was an ex soldier in a government hospital and that the radio would not bother anyone else and so he
gained permission to have the radio in his room then he sent for his folks
who lived sixty or seventy miles north they came down and sat around his
bed and enjoyed the music when this great choir was singing he listened
with genuine satisfaction the result of which was that the next morning when
I
the doctor examined him he said there is no necessity of taking you into the
operating room man your leg is getting all right we will not take it off
in a few days my friend wrote to me and said 11 wonder if other
I
1
people would think what I think inferring that he had been healed by hearing
the hymns of praise that the lord loves to hear
1I want to say to this tabernacle choir that is only one of the many
blessings that we could trace to them if we had time for others have come to
my attention
CR oct
1941 pp
ap 98
99
9899
1I

1
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it might also be noted here that president
smiths birthday was near the time of the annual april conferences and he
consistently thanked those who had sent him birthday wishes

april

1947 p

6
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see also CR april 1948 p 182 CR
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elder smiths concern was not only for the members of the church
r

for the early pioneers who sacrificed so much
fulfilled their role in the church

27

26

or for those who actively

but also for those outside the church

28

on one occasion he called on a non
member of the church whose grandfather
nonmember
had assisted the early saints to speak in conference

29

he also had the

sensitivity to express his love and appreciation for such non members of
the church as government officials and leaders of other churches

the principle

30

charity
of cha

exemplified

president smiths personal secretary

D

arthur haycock re-

counted some examples of his active love for all classes and types of people

he said
he loved people all kinds of people on many occasions we
would be driving around salt lake city and he would say arthur
lets go visit the elderly folks he also had a great love for little
children and visited the primary childrens hospital at christmas
I1

26
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he would visit every bed and pat each child on the hand and give
each a book those who wanted a blessing got one no one ever
31
met george albert smith without coming away feeling better

mr haycock in writing of president smithy
smithw
smiths dedication to the deaf
sang in sign language
and blind told how a whole congregation 11sang1

thank thee 0 god for a prophet

to show their appreciation for george

albert smith and the love he had shown to them
how a blind woman

we

and on another occasion

expressed her love for elder smith

she wrote

when life beats hard with stormy hands
and bitter teardrops fall
when friendless winter chills my soul
and empty echoes call
then 1I turn with eager steps
my steps though spent and lame
to find an understanding heart
where burns a friendly flame
A heart where gentle wisdom dwells
compassionate and kind
whose faith in god and man has taught
A like faith to the blind
1I lay my troubles at his feet
each trial each bitter loss
the burdens of a hundred morehe helps us bear the cross
consecrated by our lord
with apostolic light
consecrated in his soul
he makes our darkness bright
A loving radiance he sheds
that comes from god to man
ilfe
life long night
and we who walk in lifes
can see as others can
although his tender loving face

tis

31

arthur haycock personal interview august 5 1972 it
might be of interest to note here that president smith had a great love for the
D

indian people and it was under his direction that projects and programs were
instituted in the church to bless and aid them see IE april 1950 p 292
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from us is shut apart

we see the gracious wisdom
of his understanding heart
we feel the peace within his soul
and know a peace of our own
we hear his silent prayer
and know we do not walk alone
his faith in us will give us strength
As unseen paths we plod
our souls uplifted by this man
32
in partnership with god

just prior to george albert smiths death he made a statement
that represents his own personal philosophy of the principle of charity

he

wrote
in these eighty years 1I have traveled more than a million
miles in the world in the interest of the gospel of jesus christ
1I have been in many climes and in many lands and in many
nations and from my childhood people have been kind and helpful to me members of the church and non members as well
wherever 1I have gone 1I have found noble men and women
1I do not have an enemy that 1
I know of and there is no one
in the world that 1I have any enmity towards all men and all
women are my fathers children and 1I have sought during my
life to observe the wise direction of the redeemer of mankind
33
my
to love
neighbor as myself
32

IE april 1950 p 288 in this same article mr haycock
shared another experience that exemplified president smiths love and sensi
tivity
tivitt for people he wrote

on a recent trip to the middle west he was rushing to catch a train
when a mother with four small youngsters stopped him so that her children
might have the opportunity of shaking hands with him someone took a picture of the incident and a copy was sent to president smith with this notation
I am sending you this picture because it is a graphic illustration of the man
we believe you are the reason we treasure it so is because as busy as
you were in spite of the fact you were being hurried to your car and then to
your waiting train you still took time out to shake the hand of each child in
this family
1

1

33

TT
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george albert smith gave of his boundless energy in freely dedicating his time to such interdenominational organizations as the boy scouts

farm organizations and historic societies

and while we might list numer-

ous other examples of his charity toward the poor the afflicted the blind
34

the deaf and the ccrippled
rippled

perhaps the clearest example of his feelings

can be found in his personal creed by which he strove to pattern his life
would be a friend to the friendless and find joy in ministering
to the needs of the poor
1I would visit the sick and afflicted and inspire in them a desire
for faith to be healed
1I would teach the truth to the understanding and blessing of all
mankind
1I would seek out the erring one and try to bring him back to a
righteous and a happy life
1I would not seek to force people to live up to my ideals but
rather love them into doing the thing that is right
1I

34

president henry D moyle said for example
1 1I was greatly impressed when president smith became president
of this church one of his early responsibilities as president was to attend
a welfare meeting of the general committee on friday morning his conduct there was indicative of the life that he had lived the service that he had
rendered his people the knowledge that he had of the individual members of
this church that first morning a case came before us for his consideration
it was the application for assistance of a humble saint he had come from
a country in europe had not been here long unknown to most of us although
some of us had labored as missionaries in that same country in the presentation of his case we were just a little impersonal and had not particularly
emphasized his name but the mere mention of it caused president smith to
ask if that man was not a former resident of berlin and when we told him
ow can we refrain from giving consideration to his
that he was he said how
case his generosity in the church deserves our help it was my privilege
to eat at that mans
mas table we found out later that he and his family had
saved of their earnings for a week and had little or nothing to eat for that
week practically fasted in order that they might have the means with which
to spread what they thought was an appropriate dinner before a servant of
god who had been sent into their midst one of the quorum of the twelve
george albert smith 1I tell you his interest in the people of this church individually can hardly be excelled he was interested in the smallest detail n
LE june 1951 p 453
IE
I1
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would live with the masses and help to solve their problems that
their earth life may be happy
1I would avoid the publicity of high positions and discourage the
flattery of thoughtless friends
1I would not knowingly wound the feeling of any not even one who
may have wronged me but would seek to do him good and
make him my friend
1I would overcome the tendency to selfishness and jealousy and rejoice in the successes of all the children of my heavenly father
1I would not be an enemy to any living soul
knowing that the redeemer of mankind has offered to the world the
only plan that will fully develop us and make us really happy
here and hereafter 1I feel it is not only a duty but also a blessed
35
privilege to disseminate this truth

1I

creed such as this could not help but be translated into action

A

charity for george albert smith was more than an attitude it was extending
a helping hand to all the children of god

with love for all people he said

our eternal happiness will be in proportion to the way we devote

in 1936

ourselves to helping others

off
36
11
TT

SUMMARY

the spirit

of george

in his dealings with everyone

albert smiths love and charity was expressed
he made the love of christ live through simple

gestures kind words and a continual readiness to forgive

elder smith

looked on each human being as a child of god and was sensitive to the feel-

ings and comfort of all those with whom he came in contact

35

IE march 1932 p 265

D

the best

arthur haycock indicated that

president smith was a living example of every statement in this creed
Q

36

CR

oct

1936 p 71
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example of his depth of feeling was his own personal creed written in 1914

as a set of ideals those who knew him personally said that he epitomized
this creed and that it was a fitting epitaph to his life
viewed in light of the contribution of other prophets president

smith did not add much new theology in verbalizing the principle of charity

elder smith simply adapted them to his time

tumultuous
tumult ous years
the tumultous

of his

term as a general authority witnessed much hatred and sorrow

his charity

for all mankind was the perfect response to the needs of his day

the love of

george albert smith was the love of jesus christ made manifest

chapter
chapte
chacter 8

missionary WORK
remember that in revelation after revelation given just
before the church was organized and in its early day that
men came to the man whom god had chosen as his prophet and
asked that he inquire of the lord what was the most important
labor for them to perform uniformly the answer came that
the greatest and most profitable labor in which they could en1I
gage was to bring souls to a knowledge of the gospel
1I

missionary work has been a major responsibility of the church since
the first missionary of the church samuel smith took up his labors

20

joseph smith consistently advised early members of the church that mission

ary work was the most important work they could engage in

30

this theme

was continued by president george albert smith as he taught the need for

members of the church to discharge this responsibility

evidence of this is

found in the emphasis he placed on missionary work during his administration

as president of the church

ICR oct

the following chart indicates the growth of

1916 p 32

2for
ifor
for further details

smith essentials
q

on this missionary journey see
104
pp 103
ap
103104
in church history
his

3d&c
dac 156

see also d&c
dac 166
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joseph fielding

145

missionary activity between 1945 and 1950

total missionaries

missions in
the church

year
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950

4

in missions

38
38
42
42
44
43

4957
5929

592

3213
4132
4759
41477
4477
5313

to understand

convert
baptisms

10471
11356
16261
14700

the relationship between president smithy
smithb theology
smiths

and the emphasis he placed on missionary work in the church it is necessary

to examine his teachings on

pel with non members
3

2

1

the importance of members sharing the gos-

the blessings that result from missionary service

the problems encountered in missionary work and some prophecies per-

taining to it and 4 the ways by which members may participate in missionary

programs
THE

A

importance

OF

missionary

WORK

major
mjor responsibility
responsib
one year after becoming an apostle george albert smith stated

ianequivocably
unequivocably
unequivocally that the mission of the church was to save souls to bless

4
4these

these statistics are from the annual statistical report of the
C
church
hureh of jesus christ of latter day saints found in the april conference
hurch
report for the years 1945 to 1950
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them and to prepare them to go back into the presence of god

5c

conse-

quent
ly he taught that members of the church had two major responsibilities
quently

the first was to keep the commandments of god

and the second was to teach

the commandments to those who did not understand them

he said

now 1I do not understand that we are serving god with all
our might if we forsake his children or if we spend so much of
our time selfishly building up ourselves accumulating things of
this life and leave his children in darkness when we could bring
them into the light my understanding is that the most important
mission that 1I have in this life is first to keep the commandments of god as they have been taught to me and next to teach
them to my fathers children who do not understand them it makes
little difference when 1I go to the other side whether 1I have been
a man of wealth in this world or not unless 1I have used that wealth
to bless my fellow men though 1I be a wanderer in this world and
sunner
suffer for the necessities of life if by reason of the knowledge that
my father has given me 1I devote myself to the instruction of his
children to planting faith in their hearts to dissipating the errors
that have come to them by tradition 1I believe when 1I go to the other
side that 1I will find there a bank account that will be beyond compare
6
with what 1I would have if 1I lived for the things of this earth alone

he stressed this theme in his first conference address as president of the church
divide with our

our most important obligation

fathers children all the

11

he said

fundamental truths and regulations

which prepare us for eternal life known as the gospel of jesus

5

R

oct

1904 p

66

6cr
bcr oct

51
ap 50
1916 pp
5051

7cr
bcr oct

1945 p 119

is to

christ

7
117
TT
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george albert looked upon his membership in the church as a bles
Q

8

sing which had brought him peace happiness and joy

he consistently

referred to church meetings and assignments as a privilege and oppor
timity

9
11

but with this privilege

he taught there came the obligation for

the saints to let their light shine before men

11

10

this reference

to the

command that jesus christ gave to his disciples was a frequent theme in

president smithy
smithb
smiths discourses

11

he admonished the saints on a number of

do not hide your candle under a bushel

occasions

do not conceal the

knowledge god has bestowed upon you from your fellows
A

11

12

warning to the saints

elder smiths teachings

on the importance of missionary work

were based on his view of the purpose of life

because the gospel brings

such joy and happiness it needs to be shared in this life with others so they
can experience the same joy

he saw this as a responsibility that members

Q

8sharing
sharing the gospel
pp 214
gosnel with oth
215
214215
others ap
9asee
9see

see for example CR oct

1948 p 8 IE

may 1944 p 274

3366
IE may 1943 p 33
10

ap 183
CR april 1948 pp
184 citing matthew 516 for further
183184
reference to elder smithy
smithb
smiths use of the scripture let your light shine see

appendix A
11
II

p

29

CR
12

see for example CR april 1905 p

april

1914 p

63

CR

april

1913

13

51
pp 50
oct 1916 ap
5051
16
see matthew 515
51516

note this parallel with

christs teachings
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needed to fulfill if they were to be truly happy both now and in eternity

he reminded members of

the church

13

we will attain our exhaltation

in the celestial kingdom only on the condition that we divide with our

fathers other children the blessings
saints as early as 1916

of the gospel

TT
11

14

he warned the

the lord holds us responsible to call his chil-

dren to repentance and for the promulgation of his truth

11

ampha
he further empha

sized that if members failed to share the gospel with their friends and
neighbors the

lord would require at their hands

veil what they had failed to do

15

on the other side of the

six months later at the next general confer-

ence he repeated a similar warning and said that unless the members in-

creased their missionary zeal they would be condemned in the next life by
thein friends and neighbors for failing to share the truth of the gospel
their

he

warned

it is my firm conviction my brethren and sisters that unless
we stir ourselves more than we are doing that when we go to the
other side of the veil we will meet there men and women who have
been our neighbors and associates and lived among us that will
condemn us because we have been so inconsiderate of them in not
16
telling them of the truth of the gospel of our lord
george albert smith taught that the saints were under obligation
because of their membership in the church to share the gospel with their

13

14
15
16

ibid

pp
ap 49
50
4950

R
CR

oct

CR

april

CR

oct

see also CR april 1922 p

1930 p 31
1916 p 48
50
ap 49
1916 pp
4950

53
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friends and neighbors and stressed this as their most important duty next to
keeping the commandments

17

THE BLESSING OF

missionary

SERVICE

elder smith equated the receiving of blessings from god as being in
proportion to the degree that people were involved in missionary work

10
18

these blessings he indicated brought peace and happiness beyond all understanding

he referred specifically to the next life and centered his theology

around the joy that would be experienced between those who had shared the
gospel and those who had accepted it

he said

what a joy it will be on the other side of the veil to find these
good men and women who are living up to such light as they have
trying to do their duty to god and by reason of our contact by
reason of our anxiety and willingness to share with them they will
receive other information about the gospel of our lord and accept
the ordinances of his holy house and be prepared for membership

17

president henry D moyle explained how elder smith practiced
what he preached he said
n president smith was a great missionary As we were going over
to hawaii on the boat on the night of the captains dinner president smith
felt that he should do something for the captain and not merely be the recipient of some favor from him and so as we went to the dining room that evening president smith had in his hand one of his favorite copies of the improvement era it was of course a formal affair at the captains
captain table the ladies
and the men were dressed in formal attire it took a man of the courage of
president smith to do what he did because before that dinner was over he had
gone to the captain of that ship and given to him the improvement era and
paid his respects to him and his guests
henry D moyle A tribute to
president smith the imzrov
improvement
pmq4t era june 1951 p 454
TT
11

TT

18

CR

oct

1929 p 25

see also jcr
CR oct

1945 p 119
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in the celestial kingdom how happy it will make you if when
that times comes when you stand in the presence of the great
judge to give an account of the few years of life that have been
spent in mortality if these our fathers children that he loves
as much as he loves us standing by us say heavenly father
it was this man who first brought to me the information of thy
glorious truth that provoked in me a desire to seek after thee
more fervently than 1I had done before it was this man or this
women who did this blessed thing for me 19

george albert smith taught that two major blessings resulted from
missionary service

they were peace and happiness in this life and eternal

joy with those that were brought to a knowledge of the truth
PROBLEMS AND

prophecies

the problem of prejudice
president smith indicated that prejudice was the major problem confronting members of the church

he pointed out that the source of this pre-

judice against the church was the adversary who wielded his strongest efforts
to prevent the spread of the gospel

it was therefore the duty of each

member through tact faith and brotherly love to overcome this prejudice
and to teach the gospel of

19

jesus christ to all those

who would accept it

sharing the gospel with others pp
ap 214215
214 215 note the parallel
with the teachings of joseph smith and if it so be that you should labor all
your days in crying repentance unto this people and bring save it be one
soul unto me how great shall be your joy with him in the kingdom of my
father
father
and now if your joy will be great with one soul that you have
brought unto me into the kingdom of my father how great will be your joy
mea
mer
if you should bring many souls unto me
1815 16 see also CR
me1 d&c
dac 181516

oct

ap 49
50
1916 pp
4950
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here again elder smith shared his belief in the triumph of god over the adversary

prophecied that the lord would level the conditions of the world
he prophesied

and humble the children of men until they are repentant and willing to listen
A

20
n

es
prophec
series of prophecies
prophet

president smith gave three other prophecies with regards to the
spread of the gospel

first

the time for the jews to hear the gospel was rapidly approach-

ing

the gospel has been offered to the gentiles for almost a hundred years the time is rapidly approaching when it will be preached

to the jews who are gathering in from their long dispersion upon
the land of their inheritance palestine is to be inhabited as a city
without walls and the glory of the lord will rest upon his chosen
21
people when they repent of their sins and turn unto him

second that all parts of the world were to receive the gospel

we must preach the gospel to the south american countries
which we have scarcely touched we must preach the gospel to
every african section that we havent
haven been in yet we must preach
the gospel in asia and 1I might go on and say in all parts of the
world where we have not yet been permitted to go 1I look upon
russia as one of the most fruitful fields for teaching of the gospel
of jesus christ and if 1I am not mistaken it will not be long

20

83
ap 82
8283
clr april 1917 p 36 see also CRR april 1927 pp
pp 37
and CR oct 1921 ap
38
3738
the adversary is determined that the gospel of jesus christ shall
not be taught in its purity we have the truth and he knows that we have it
and he knows that millions of our fathers children would accept it gladly if
tt
they could hear it with unprejudicial minds
CJR
CR

11

george albert smith new years
yeas greeting
Mil
lenial star LXXXIII
millenial
saints millennial
LMMII january 1921 2
21

TT

the latter

day
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before the people who are there will desire to know something about
this work which has reformed the lives of so many people we have
some few from that land who belong to the church fine capable
individuals who may be called to go when the time comes back to
the homeland of their parents and deliver the message that is so
necessary to all mankind 22

third the lord would adjust conditions in the world

to permit the

spread of the gospel
it will not be long now until in every part of this world the gospel may be heard through the servants of the lord proclaiming it in
power our heavenly father will adjust conditions in the world so
that the gospel may be preached the great world war has readjusted the boundary lines and changed conditions in some nations
and the conflict that is now on in china and the earthquakes and
other disturbances that are afflicting mankind will be in prepara3repara
2
tion of the further promulgation of the word of the lord

satans greatest efforts would be exerted
elder smith taught that gatans
stop missionary work

to

he believed however that the lord would prepare

the way for the spread of the gospel

22

note that the first part of this state
ment pertaining to the mission fields of south america africa and asia
may not at first appear to be prophetic but rather exhortative however
at the time elder smith made this statement these mission fields were somewhat neglected following this time more and more missionaries were sent
into these continents
23

CR

oct

CR

april

1945 p 119

83
ap 82
1927 pp
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HOW MEMBERS CAN BE

missionaries

aEy program
missionary
the neighborhood Mission

the

keynote of president smithy
smithb theology as indicated previously
smiths

was its practicality

24

he not only enunciated the teaching of missionary

work but he also presented practical ways by which members of the church

one way was for all of the saints to share the

could be involved in this work

gospel with their neighbors

elder smith said

it is not necessary for you to be called to go into the mission
field in order to proclaim the truth begin on the man who lives
next door by inspiring confidence in him by inspiring love in him
our righteousness and your missionary work
for you because of your
N
has already begun
one of elder smithes
smiths main concerns was that members of the church
have the proper motivation when sharing the gospel

he indicated

we do not need to annoy people but let us make them feel
and understand that we are interested not in making them mem
24
25

see chapter

3

the

godhead

TT
11

p 2

oct 1916 p 51 it might be interesting to note here that
elder smith felt that salt lake city was the greatest mission field in the world
he said
do you realize brethren and sisters that in this city the headquarters of the church there are approximately fifty thousand people who
know very little about the gospel of jesus christ
they are our neighbors
they are our fathers
father children they are identified with the other churches
or else they do not belong to any church but 1I think 1I am safe in saying that
ninety percent of them have no idea what the gospel of jesus christ really is
1I believe that the greatest mission field in all the world is in the valleys of
these great mountains ff CR oct 1916 p 49 elder spencer W kimball
in april of 1975 announced that a mission was to be opened in utah with salt
lake city as the headquarters
CR

11
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bers of the church for membership but in bringing them into the
26
church that they may enjoy the same blessings that we enjoy

the preparation
mor
for

of children

missions
members of the church could also participate in missionary service

by preparing their sons and daughters for this important work

president

smith stated that it was not sufficient for a boy to signify his desire to enter
the mission field merely to please his parents or to answer a call

necessary that he qualify for the work

this a young man could

ing the scriptures and by learning what the

namely that he was doing our

do by study-

lord would have him

fathers work

TT
11

27

it was

know

elder smith felt that it

was a major responsibility of parents to help their children do this

stated
if 1I as a father in israel fail to impress my children with
to go into
the importance of this work and later they are called
calledto
calletto
the world to teach it seems to me that 1I will regret that 1I have
not done my full part if 1I have neglected to properly instruct
them A dozen men qualified for the work are worth more in the
mission field than a hundred who are ignorant of the truth and
who themselves have to be taught before they are capable of
explaining it to others the opportunity to teach the gospel will

26
97
27

DNCS

CR
CE

april

oct

17

1948

1907 p 39

he
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increase after the war and preachers of the true gospel will be in
demand 1I know of no better field in which to qualify than right
28
here at home
but how could the saints participate in missionary work if they had
no sons to go into the mission fieldy
field
fielde

to his question president smith

gave practical advice by telling such individuals that they could look around

their neighborhood for some faithful boy whom they could help support financially in the mission field

to these people

he said

if you will provide means whereby that man may go into the
world and proclaim the truths of the gospel of our lord and have
his faith planted securely in a knowledge of the divinity of jesus
christ and this latter day work 1I think the means expended in
that way will bring an abundant blessing to you your compensation
29
will be adequate in the souls brought to christ
SUMMARY

george albert smith believed that next to keeping the commandments the most important responsibility of the saints was to share the
28

let

1916 p 48 see also CR oct
1948 p 166
don11
don
donitt
your children grow up without teaching them the principles of the gospel
CR

oct

of jesus christ dont wait to send them into the mission field to learn what
the gospel means ff we might also note how frequently elder smith was given
to prophesying
prophecying
ing when he is speaking of the missions of the church he pro
prophecy
phecied in 1916 that the opportunity to preach the gospel would increase after
the war and that preachers of the true gospel would be in demand he said
brethren and sisters let us do the missionary work that is at our
doors preparing our sons and daughters for missionary work that will be
theirs when this awful war is over it will not be long until there will be a
demand for capable men and women in this church to teach the truth in porCR oct 1916
tions of the earth where heretofore we have been excluded
11

f

TT
11

51
p 51
OQ
29

CR

oct

1907 p 39
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gospel with others

that our

his life and teachings were punctuated

fathers other children

by his concern

might receive an opportunity to hear and

accept the gospel

the years of his apostleship
ly were years of turmoil

and presidency as indicated previous-

president smiths solution to world problems

was the teaching and the implementation of the gospel of jesus

lives of men

christ in the

here the responsibility of the saints was to be a light to their

fellowmen
fel
lowmen that the gospel might be spread throughout the world

filling this responsibility

in ful-

elder smith stressed three areas the sharing of

the gospel with friends and neighbors the preparation of children to be

missionaries and the financial support of boys who could not afford to go

chapter

9

THE SAINTS AND THE UNITED STATES

government

hope that the membership of this church will not be deceived into thinking that other plans other forms of government
other systems of direction whatsoever are desirable 1I want to
say without hesitation that no form of government in the world
1I
can be compared favorably with the government god gave us
1I

george albert smith deeply appreciated the opportunities of religious
freedom in america and he re echoed the statement made by joseph smith
riwe believe in being subject to kings presiden
we
tiwe
tsy
presidents
tst rulers and magistrates

in obeying honoring and sustaining the law

3
112

his patriotism and love of

country were demonstrated by the activities of his life

served in the utah national guard as a

first

As a young man he

sergeant

during world war 1I

he was a member of the state council of defense
Defens6 and chairman of the

at various other times

armenian and syrian relief committee

local state and national committees in patriotic service

he served on

reference has

ommund
already been made to his active involvement in such ccommunity
ommuni ty minded

efforts as the boy scout organization the international dry farm congress
and the international irrigation

1I

lle
ile
IE

22ch

congress

smithfs deep
elder smiths

may 1947 p 267

ach
R oct

1917 p 45 citing HC
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541
4535
4535541

love for his

158

american heritage was reflected by his membership in the sons of the
american revolution and the mayflower society
throughout his life president smith sought to uphold and to pre-

serve the country and its religious freedom by encouraging the saints to
give all possible support to the nation its laws and its leaders

his deep

feeling is evident in his statement to the saints in 1947

if the people of this nation will turn to the lord and keep his
commandments they will enjoy happiness and our heavenly father
will continue to bless them but on the other hand if we and all
other people who dwell upon this favored continent refuse to obey
the commandments of our heavenly father it will be only a question of time until the nations now existing and the people who dwell
3
here will suffer destruction
in this chapter consideration will be given to george albert smiths

teachings in two main areas

first the special significance

of the constitu-

tion of the united states and second the responsibility of the members of

the church to the preservation of democracy
THE

constitution OF THE UNITED STATES

much of george albert smithy
smithb
smiths teachings on government dealt with
the importance of the constitution of the united states

it is evident from a

study of his discourses that he loved this document and considered it to be

sacred

the drafting of the constitution
31e
3ie
aie

feb

1947

pp
ap 75 126

he said like the discovery of

159

america

4

our heavenly father

was no accident

knew what would be

needed and so he paved the way to give us the constitution

it came under

the influence of prayer and he guided those who framed that wonderful docu

ment

c
115
TT

following

when speaking of the constitution he used such expressions as the
the greatest palladium of human rights

a rule of life

cleave to the constitution

pray for and sustain the constitution

11

and

is just as much from my heavenly father as the ten

the constitution

commandments

11

TT

11

y
6

george albert smith felt that the american form of government was
the best possible form because it was based on a divinely inspired constitution

he therefore felt that efforts to change this inspired government were wrong
he said

4
4speaking

speaking on this subject he said

think of the blessings that came to america how columbus was
inspired to go out upon the great waters and find his way to this western land
then the settlers of jamestown the pilgrim fathers and all those early pioneers who came to america because they desired to serve god according to
the dictates of their conscience the lord blessed them and finally raised
up a nation that is the wonder and the admiration of the earth those men
who framed the constitution of the united states were not only wise in the
things of this world but they were inspired by our heavenly father who raised
them up for that very purpose this marvelous government that we enjoy in
this favored land of liberty was given to man that it might be a blessing to
him here men and women are permitted to worship god according to the dictates of their conscience
CR oct 1928 p 92
11

bcr
5cr
CR april

no
see also IE dec 1950 p 964
nation in the world has a constitution that was given to it by our heavenly
father except the united states of america and IE may 1949 p 303
1947 p

163

11

GR
CR

oct

1936 p 73

6ibid
bibid
id
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we have people who would like to change that and bring some
of those forms of government that have failed absolutely to make
peace and happiness and comfort any other place in the world and
exchange what god has given to us the fulness
falness of the earth and
the riches of liberty and happiness yet there are those who go
around whispering and talking and saying let us change this
tt
1I am saying to you that to me the constitution of the united
thing
states of america is just as much from my heavenly father as the
ten commandments when that is my feeling 1I am not going to
go very far away from the constitution and 1I am going to try to
keep it where the lord started it and not let anti christs come
7
country
into this
that began because people wanted to serve god
11

president smith taught that there were at least three reasons why
the

lord inspired the drafting of the constitution the first was that god

has always intended or desired that his children live in a climate of freedom
which permitted them to exercise their agency

the second was that the

american nation was to stand as an example to other nations of the world

the third was that the american nation with its freedoms was
as the lords
lord

to be used

base of operation to spread the gospel and prepare the people

of the world for the second coming of jesus

christ outlining this important

doctrine he said in 1918

7

7cr
bcr
CR april

1948 p 182

see also IE may 1947 p 267

hope that the membership of this church will not be deceived into
thinking that other plans other forms of government other systems of direction whatsoever are desirable 1I want to say to you without hesitation that
no form of government in the world can be compared favorably with the government god gave us
it is to be noted that while george albert smith is thinking primarily in terms of the united states his teachings are also applicable
to other countries where democracy is a cherished form of government
1I
TT

TT
11
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when our father in heaven inspired men to write the constitution and give unto us the great charter that vouchsafed to us the
liberty we enjoy he did it in order that menmight
men might develop and be
free as the gospel of jesus christ intends that all men shall be
so the government of the united states was begun under the direction of our father in heaven as declared by his own word of mouth
to be an ensample unto the nations of the earth and the liberties
that we enjoy are pointed out in a most forceful way to the children
of men the fact that we were a free people that we were not a
military nation brought upon us the contempt and ridicule of some
of the great armed powers because they thought we were helpless
they did not understand that underlying this apparent peacefulness
in this great land there was a fixed determination that men should
be free that god himself had written it as it were by his own
finger in the constitution of our great government but that was
the case and then when the time came he inspired his sons to
rally around old glory and if need be give their lives that liberty
might be perpetuated in the earth
today this wonderful land is not only a land of liberty and hope
to us but there goes out from these shores across the mighty ocean
to other people encouragement in the struggle that they are making
that they may have something to do with the government that directs
their destinies
the signs of the times point to the fact that the second coming of the son of god is not far distant preparation must be made
before that time for the proclamation of his truth men and women
everywhere must be called to repentance the obligation is upon
this people that they do that work because our heavenly father has
so placed it while our boys are going away and our girls in the
service of our nation rendering if need be the very highest and
most perfect gift that they can offer that of life itself in the
interest of humanity we must keep in mind the fact that the master
has determined that his gospel shall be preached in all the world
there is absolutely no doubt in my mind nor has there been in the
outcome of the war because liberty must triumph in order that the
8
gospel may be proclaimed

from the above presentation the reader may feel that george albert
smith was provincial

on the contrary his love and respect for the people

of other nations was evident throughout his discourses

H sept
JH

15

1918 p 4

though he taught
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that the american form of government was inspired and was to be an example
to the world elder smith realized that it could only be such on conditions of

righteousness

his constant plea was for the american people to sustain the

constitutional law of the land through prayer service and righteousness
THE

responsibility OF THE SAINTS
FREE government

TO

in his typical manner of not merely expounding objective theology
but of stressing the practical role which members of the church should take
in living their beliefs george albert smith gave five main directives as to
how the saints could help in the

preservation of free government

first

he

coun
counselled
selled the saints to uphold and sustain the united states constitution and
counseller

the laws of the land

elder smith taught that it was the duty of every person

in the church to sustain the constitution

does not mean that he desired war

iff need be with life itself

119
tig9
TT

this

on the contrary he desired peace but

he taught that citizens should be willing to fight to preserve their freedom

he said
am not a pacifist in the sense in which that word is being used
and 1I cannot be as long as there are those in the world who seek by
brute force to compel their fellows to become subserviant
subservient to them
As long as there are vicious irresponsible men in the world who
seek to dominate their fellows 1I am heartily in favor of an orderly
police force either locally nationally or worldwide
world wide that will
under the direction of sane and thoughtful men protect the weak
1I

9cr
bcrR oct

1940 p 65

see also CR oct

1935 p

122
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against the strong 1I am the kind of a pacifist who desires peace
and 1I desire it so much that if absolutely necessary 1I am willing
to fight for it during the last great war seventy six of my blood
relatives were in the ranks to help to preserve liberty to mankind
some of them never returned to their homes they gave their all
that we might enjoy the blessing of liberty and peace 1I am proud
of the fine men who are in the united states army and who by
10
their conduct are truly representative of the ideals of america

elder smith
snith declared in an editorial to the membership of the
no man is a faithful member of this church in good standing who

church

refuses to sustain the constitutional law of the land and who lends himself
in any way to break down that organized system of laws that has been pre-

pared for the good of the community

tt

1I

the second area of concern was the need for members
to support local governmental authorities

of the church

when speaking on this subject

he dealt with it positively rather than negatively

ean
cail
call
eail
his basic approach can

be seen in his belief that the saints should stand by the lawmakers encour
enczur

10

GASC

box 104

1
fd
fd1

11

as
theology
of
part
was
his
p
1949
429
theme
july
IE
this
JE
early as 1911 when he plead with the membership of the church to raise
their voices in interest of law as it had been established he warned the
saints not to be among those who encouraged the spirit of anarchy for our
to enjoy peace and liberty in this land is in standing by the
only hope
CR oct
constitution that god has inspired to direct this government
any man
mma
1921 p 162 where he said
1911 p 45 see also CR oct
1Iland
an d
the
law
of
who refuses to assist in earr
ying into effect the constitutional
carrying
carr
not only is he a lawbreaker in the sense that he consents to things that are
evil but 1I want to say that he is in opposition to the will of our heavenly
TT

TT

athe r
father
IT

I1ffI1
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aging them to do right rather than to criticize and tear down

12

while recognizing the evil of lawlessness in the land he offered a

practical solution by encouraging people to support their local police

he

said

there is

in our land today a spirit of lawlessness that is
alarming to all thoughtful people it is not our duty to go and
make arrests it is not our duty to carry into effect the laws by
acting as peace officers but 1I take it that it is the duty of every
man and every woman who is worthy of the name latter day
saint to give such information to the officers of the land as will
enable them to enforce the law 13

elder smith pointed out further that this kind of support would require individual service

12

ibid

we not only believe in honoring the law

11

ut we
but

he said

this belief was also exemplified during world war

1I

while there were those who criticized the leaders of the united states for
entering the war george albert smith said

there is

one church whose members cannot remain in good fellowship in it if they criticize and find fault and tear down and oppose the legal
action of the constituted authorities of the land with reference to going into
this war and why because we have been trained by the gospel in a knowledge
of the purpose of this government we have been taught by inspired men
who have pointed the way and all israel to a man comes forward in the
if my country recrucial hour and says iff 1I am needed lord here am 1I
quires it my all is on the altar and my life is need be god help us to be
worthy of our heritage help us to sustain the government that has been so
n
good to us that has made it possible for the establishment of this work
1917 p 45 see also CR
CB oct 1945 p 174 he indicated at
CR oct
this time it will be our responsibility with the added information that has
been bestowed upon us to carry the message to them government leaders
in love not in criticism and faultfinding but with love in our hearts
1948 p 184
CR oct
1

11

11

13

JH june 6 1924
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believe in sustaining the law and that can only be obtained by individual

service

TT
11

14

third
voting

he coun
counselled
selled the saints to seek the lords
counseller
lord

guidance in

gift from god
elder smith believed that the franchise to vote was a giftfrom

and that people should seek his help in making the best possible choices at

election time
campaign

TT
11

brothers

and

sisters you are approaching a political

he coun
counselled
selled in 1950
counseller

go to the lord in prayer

seek his

we do not want to turn this nation over to the folly of the teachings

guidance

15
115
of other nations that have failed n

fourth he admonished the saints to pray for their national leaders
president smith had a strong faith in the power of prayer and he believed
that the prayers of the saints could influence and help the elected leaders

he advised

it is your duty and mine to remember in our prayers the president of the united states of america to remember the men who
represent us in the congress of the united states to remember the
executives of the states of the nation and to pray for them that they
may have divine aid they are god
gods sons every one of them and

he wants them saved and exalted 16
14
15
1 f
16

ibid
IE dec

1950 p 964

oct

1945 p 174

he pointed out in 1933
today the world is confused there never has been a time within
my memory when there was so much uncertainty as to what we should do
reference has been made to the president of the united states that he is the
leader of this nation and 1I am sure that as members of this church we ought
to pray for the president of the united states we ought to ask the lord to
inspire and bless him we ought to be what the lord would have us be rreal
eal
eai
helpers in a great nation such as the one in which we live tt CR oct 1933
1I
nov 1950 pp
p 25 see also jfe
ap 869
JLE
870
869870
ife
CR

11
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again he said
no loyal member of this church will raise his voice against
the constitutional law of the land but he will be found praying for
those who make the laws under the constitution he will petition
father in heaven for all those who are chosen from time to time
to administer the laws that are calculated to continue unto us our
17
may
be wise and just exemplars to the people
liberty that they

finally he talked about the need for the people to live righteously
and to take a stand against evil

latter

day saint theology teaches that

freedom can be enjoyed only when people are righteous

george albert smith

reaffirmed this doctrine and returned to his favorite theme that of obedience

he taught
happiness is a result of ofobedience
obedience to righteous laws that are
inspired by the father of us all if america is to continue to be
the land of the free and the home of the brave we must bequeath
18
to posterity the determination to live righteously

elder smith further taught that the saints should take a positive stand
against evil and in particular against the encroachment of the anti
christ
antichrist
philosophy on the american form of government

17

IE nov
benov
ienov

while in his address of

pp 869
870 he indicated in this same talk the
1950 ap
869870
on the members of the church

obligation that rests
upon you men of israel to whom the priesthood of the holy one
has been given there rests an obligation you must serve the lord and keep
his commandments it matters not what others may do but for you there is
only one course and that is to sustain the constitution of this great land and
to sustain those influences and powers whatever they may be that are calcuuplife the human family
lated to upline
there should go forth from this great church an influence intended to
leaven the whole lump it
TT

to
18

OASC
GASC

box 104

fd
fd11
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april

1948

he did not specifically mention the communists

instead he

referred to those people across the sea and stressed the danger of anti

christs

he said that while it was not the business of the church to criti-

cize these people it was the duty of the church to see that they did not bring

their policies and falsehoods and wickedness into america to pervert the
government inspired by god

he admonished

in our own country we are in danger of anti christs we are
in danger of those who prefer to have their own way regardless of
whether it is right or wrong and 1I want to say that there are in
our own community men and women who are looking with toleration and with some anxiety that we do not say anything unkind about
those people across the sea who are just as wicked as they can be
it is not our business to criticize them but it is our business to
see that they do not bring into our community the policies and
falsehoods and wickedness that control them in their own land
the newspapers give us a little information now and again
not very much and there comes in through the mails to many
of us magazines of various kinds 1I wonder if we are paying
attention to what is going on as a people and realizing that if we
do not prevent anti christs from controlling our government of
the united states we have got to take a stand on the side of the
savior we cannot be on the other side of the fence

after exhorting the saints to take

an active role in the preservation

of democracy george albert smith made an important prophecy in which he

also summarized his beliefs on government and the special role america
was to have in the plan of god

he said

it is important that our liberties be preserved and all should
be interested and it seems to me that we can be consistent church
members
nienibers and take part in politics while we accord to others the
privileges we claim for ourselves we should be deeply concerned
in the welfare of the nation and sustain good and great men as the
lord has commanded us in order that we may continue to enjoy
freedom

remember that after the great political nations of this world
have crumbled and fallen to decay the church of jesus christ

168

with which you are identified will be in existence and the master
himself will continue to be its head let us not become so worked
up in our feelings that we shut our eyes to the greater blessings
to the most important thing the salvation of our souls let us not
ally ourselves with bodies of men who would tear down and break in
pieces this government that was founded under the inspiration of
god the eternal father we cannot belong to any political party
that is opposed to this free government and be consistent latter day
20
saints

SUMMARY

president george albert smith was a devoted patriot

he believed

in the constitutional law of the united states as the basis of true freedom

he further believed that gods gift of a free land to the people of america
was one to be cherished and preserved at all costs and that no sacrifice
one life was too great for the preservation of freeeven the sacrifice of ones

dom

president smithy
smithw
smiths teachings to the saints often followed a definite
ppattern
attern

he would first emphasize the importance of a specific blessing

given by god to the saints then explain that such a wonderful blessing could
only be preserved through righteousness and obedience

freedom he followed this same pattern

in his teachings on

he first outlined the privilege of the

saints to live in a free land established under divine inspiration

he then

emphasized that this freedom could only be preserved by the saints and the
people of america sustaining the constitutional laws of the land supporting

20

CR

april

1914 p

11
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govermnental authorities seeking for inspiration as they voted praying
governmental
prayino for
national leaders and living righteous lives

he also warned against the

dangers of false ideologies destructive of freedom

chapter

10

THE LATTER DAYS

if men are thinking seriously if they are reading the scriptures they must know the happenings that the lord said would
occur in the last days are occurring
in order to reveal george albert smiths teachings on the latter days

it was important to emphasize
2

1

what elder smith meant by the latter days

his perception as to the cause of world problems

3 how

he differed in

his proposed solution to peace from the majority of world leaders and 4
his special teachings to the people of america and to the membership of
the church

these four points viewed in proper relationship to each other

enable the reader to understand the teachings of elder smith on the latter
days
lays

prophecies ABOUT

THE LATTER DAYS

while some old testament prophets refer to the latter days

2

jesus christ gave the clearest picture of the events that would precede the
ICR april 1932 p 44
2

see for example joel 315 joel prophecied
prophesied that before the
second coming the moon would be darkened and the stars would withdraw
their shining see also zacharias 143 and malachi 31 malachi indicates
that before the second coming a messenger will be sent to prepare the way
and then the lord will appear suddenly in his temple
170

171

some of these events were that false prophets would arise

end of the world

that there would be wars and rumors of wars that nation would rise against
nation and kingdoms would be against kingdoms that catastrophes would

occur such as pestilences famines and earthquakes that the followers of

christ would be afflicted
and before

christs

moon turned to blood

and killed because the love of men would wax cold

appearance in glory the sun would be darkened and the

though christ represented the latter days as a time

of trial and persecution he gave hope that those who endured to the end
would be saved

he added further hope by stating that his gospel would be

preached to the whole world as a witness to all nations before the end of the
world

30

in the doctrine and covenants joseph smith characterized the last

days as a time when peace would be taken from the earth and the devil would
have power over his own dominion

4

president george albert smith referred

to this statement in the doctrine and covenants and said that the time when

peace would be taken from the earth was dangerously near

general conference of october 1945

he stated in the

we are living in the latter days we are

approaching a time if we are not already in that time when peace shall be

taken from the earth and the devil shall have power over his own

3

matthew

36
luke 215
21536
4

1429
246791011131429
24679101113

4516 75
dac 135 see also d&c
dac 451675

see also mark 131
37 and
13137

where joseph smith added
further light to these passages concerning the second coming he indicated
that there would be other signs such as mens
mes hearts failing them and a
desolating sickness to cover the land for further references see d&c
dac

88101133

172
115
ft

dominion

however by 1948 he not only was convinced that the time was

dangerously near but was present

he described the world at this time as

being in the same degraded state that it was in immediately prior to the flood
and in the days of sodom and gomorrah

he stated

it seems to me that the world never could have been in any
flood or
nood
worse condition than it is now even at the time of the good
at the time of the destruction of sodom and gomorrah or the
6
time of the destruction of other places in the world
george albert smith added two major prophecies concerning the
future state of the world

the first prophecy concerned calamities

said would be much worse than the world war that had just occurred

which he
id
sald
said
he sa

fear that the time is coming unless we can find some way
not only to prevent this destruction of human life by careless acci1I

dents but also unless we can call the people of this world to repent
5

R

oct

6cr
bcr
CR april

1945 p 117

see also CR april 1949 ap
168
pp 116
116168

george albert smith frequently compared the wickedness of the past peoples and nations to that of his own day
often he referred to the wickedness in the days of noah and felt that current
society was equally wicked it is interesting to note that one of the specific
signs mentioned by christ was that society at that time of his second coming
would be as wicked as it was in the days of noah see matthew 243741
2437 41
for further references on the wickedness of sodom and gomorrah see the
new
genesis
19
18
and
the
testament matthew 1015
old testament
testame
testate
romans 929 2 peter 26 and jude 7 joseph fielding smith eleventh
president of the church said in a talk to the brigham young student body
in 1967 that d&c
dac 135 had been fulfilled and that peace had been taken from
the earth see BYU speeches of the year march 21 1967 p 6 As early
as 1935 elder smith expressed the following view about the state of the world
if we only understood how near we are to the judgment day there are
men and women in the various communities of this world who would now be on
their knees in sackcloth and ashes but they think that time is so far off that
n
repentance
1935 p 121
CR oct
they procrastinate the day of
1948 p

179

173

of their sins and turn from the error of their ways that the
great war that has just passed will be an insignificant thing
as far as calamity is concerned compared to that which is
7
before us

the second prophecy indicated that the time was coming when
people would die by the millions if they did not repent

he declared

it will not be long until calamities will overtake the human
family unless there is speedy repentance it will not be long
before those who are scattered over the face of the earth by
8
millions will die like flies because of what will come

A TIME OF TURMOIL

the period

of his administration

the years

1903 to 1951 when george

albert smith was a general

authority of the church were among the most trying times in

these times were characterized

by the outbreak of world

war

U S
1I

history

the turmoil

20
the crash of 1929 and the ensuing depression which was
of the roaring 20s
II
relieved only the advent of world war 11

not only was this age marked by

war but by various forms of pestilences and social ills such as labor

strikes rising divorce rates flu epidemics increased crime during the

7cr
bcrR oct

1946 p

149

Q

ate
8te
IE may

some may feel that the present state of
the world wars intrigues scandals in government with the prevalence of
birth control measures abortions and soaring divorce rates fulfills these

prophecies

1950 p 412

174

time of prohibition food shortages and rampant inflation

9Q

yet with so

many problems facing the nations of the earth the world was filled with the

false hope of a universal peace established through international cooperation
and legislation

even before the outbreak of world war 1I hopes and plans for peace
were centered in the belief that the nations of the world were fast becoming
a community of uniform ideas and ideals

it was felt that this was being

accomplished through improved communication and economic interdependence
among nations

proponents of this philosophy saw a tendency toward world

cooperation and solidarity through the establishment of organizations which

crossed national boundaries such as the rotary club the boy scout movement
and

the international postal service

the establishment of the hague court

in 1899 was felt by some to be a major step toward the prevention of inter-

national disputes

but even this proved to be purely idealistic as russia and

japan resorted to war in 1904 to settle their differences

italy also waged

1912
war against turkey to gain colonial territory in northern africa 1911
19111912

the balkan states rose
99goldman

in arms against the sultan to advance their nationalist

goldman eric F the crucial decade and after america 1945
see also brunn geoffrey
1960 vintage books new york 1960 p 155
and
DC
century
heath
edition
boston
cantu
centu
twentieth
in
the
third
world
the
company 1957 pp
233 251 and wish harvey society and thought in
ap 233251
inc
II second edition new york david mckay co
modern america vol 11
t1962
962
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program 1912
1913
19121913

war

1I

began in 1914

and after a

ententes
series of dual and triple en
tentes world

10

worlds solution for peace
the world

following the great war hopes for universal peace again ran high
with the organization of the paris peace conference in 1919 and the estabment of the league of nations
lishment
lish

As a consequence winston

as the end of world crisis

1920s
characterized the 1920

11

churchill

shortly after this

pronouncement however came the depression of 1929 and world war 11
II
beginning in 1939

it was at the conclusion of this war that george albert

smith was called to assume the heavy burden of the presidency of the church
of jesus christ of

latter

day saints

II
if once again
the era following world war 11

for world peace

saw the renewal of hopes

one of the main plans for establishing peace in the world

was initiated by the atlantic charter 1941 which was devised by president

franklin

D

roosevelt and prime minister winston churchill

they stressed

as their first point that there would be no territorial aggrandizement at the
conclusion of the war

however joseph stalin was brought into the negotia-

tions at a later time and as early as the yalta conference stalin announced
his policy of aggrandizement which included the absorption of estonia latvia

10

benns F

lee europe since

edition new york appleton century
11

1914 in its world setting seventh
ap 3366
crofts inc 1949 pp

chambers frank P this age of conflict third edition new
york harcourt brace and world inc 1962 p 314
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and lithuania as well as the destruction of the polish government in exile

this he proposed

in order that the communist party might control poland

which britain and france had declared war to save

at the time

of the

atlantic charter and the series of conferences that followed at yalta potsdam and san francisco in which the structure of the united nations was

established men still believed that legislation would bring peace

president harry

S

perhaps

wide hope when he
truman best summarized this world
worldwide

stated in reference to americas
america

ratification of the united nations charter

this charter points down the only road to enduring peace
there is no other let us not hesitate to join hands with peace
loving peoples of the earth and start down the road with firm
12
resolve that we can and will reach our goal

men still believed that the failure of the league of nations would not
be duplicated in the case of the united nations because the united states

was a part of the latter organization and in place of the ineffective embargo
of the league of nations the united nations had established its own army to

ensure peace in the world

before long however the world realized that the

united nations could not bring peace to the world

one reason for this was

that russia had the power of veto which she used repeatedly to frustrate
some of the altruistic objectives of the

U N

added to this was the issue in

the united nations of the republic of china in taiwan versus the newly

formed communist government in peking which while controlling the major

12

craven avery and johnson walter the
glim and co 1950 p 826
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U
V 8
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ex
ortment in
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chinese people did not have a seat in the

portion
ortlon of the
ortion
P

U N

the failure

of this world organization was soon apparent in the outbreak of the korean

war which was followed by other wars in vietnam and the middle east

the true situation

A

spiritual

sickness
Q

though world leaders placed their hopes in peace through legislation george

albert smith did not

he consistently taught that legislation
13

by itself could never be an effective means of establishing peace

he be-

lieved that the problems of society were more deeply rooted than was under-

stood by world leaders and that they included not only the problem of war
but the problem of a universal spiritual sickness which had its roots in the

corruption which men allowed to come into their hearts

14

president smith held that there were two prime influences in the

there was the influence of god our heavenly father

world

ence of satan the adversary

15

and the influ-

he maintained that those who apply the

principles of the kingdom of god find happiness peace and joy

repeatedly
r
16
1

he preached that man must keep the commandments of the

13

14

time it

april

ap
1950 pp

CR
CB

oct
oct

1949 p

699

CR oct
1943 p 382

1945 p

117

16

CR

by this

5169

1949 p 167
see also IE
has been sick
15

june

CR

lord

the world is sick it is

oct

1945 p

not the

first

697

see also CB
CR oct

IE
1936 p 75 LE
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he meant not only to pray but to apply the teachings of

christs

gospel

what about america 1I was in a meeting not very long ago
where a group of boy scouts stood and sang god bless america
and they sang it beautifully and all the time they were singing 1I
asked myself the question how can he bless america until
every great blessing that we desire is proamerica repents
mised by our heavenly father on condition that we honor him and
only
keep his commandments praying is not sufficient not oni
must we pray but we must live to be worthy of the blessing

elder smith saw mans life
relationships

10
18

first

n

on earth as having to do with four major

he taught that man as an individual was a child of

god and therefore he preached the necessity of individual prayer and study
of the gospel and stressed also obedience to the word of god and purity of

heart
second man is a member of the family unit

as indicated in chapter

5

here president smith

stressed the family as the foundation of all social

harmony and consequently both fathers and mothers must set an example for

their children both in righteous living and in teaching

seldom did he end a

sermon or a talk without stressing the importance of parents teaching their

to the youth in the family he preached the joy of obedience

children

17

nov

CR

oct

1948 p

184

the

see also IE april 1943 p 336 IE

1944 p 659
10
18

lonely
though riesman glazer and denney in their work the 10
lo
cr
seemed to present a parallel division for mankind in their traditional
crowd
directed types inner directed types and other directed types they did not
present a solution for the perfecting of man in society through obedience to
the laws of god see david riesman nathan glazer reuel
beuel denney the
lonely crowd doubleday and company inc garden city new york 1953
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joy of studying the word of god and the joy of following our heavenly

commandments

fathers

19

third man is a member

of the church

again he stressed re-

edly the two words gratitude and privilege in relation to mans
peat
peatedly

membership in the church that man should be grateful for the privilege of
living in the age when the church had been restored

this privilege

involved

a tremendous responsibility of which he said

you who are here today must know that it is your duty first
of all to learn what the lord wants and then by the power and
strength of his holy priesthood to magnify your calling in the
presence of your fellows in such a way that the people will be
20
glad to follow you

fourth president smith emphasized the role of man as a member
of society

it followed that after man had purified his heart and had studied

the word and plan of god that he needed to live a

like life
christ
christlike

this im-

plied an obligation on the part of members of the church not to hide their

light under a bushel

21

but to love their neighbors as themselves and to

fathers plan for world peace

preach the

and world happiness

22

president smith also held that the major cause of world disorder
and unhappiness was that man followed his own narrow views

or that of the

19Q
1

april

IE may 1944 p 321 see also IE may 1949 p 304 CR
1906 p 48
CE oct
1904 P 65 CR
20
i

21

22

CIR
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april
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reference to his use of this scripture see appendix

IE

may 1942 pp
ap 287321

1942 p

14
A

see also IE june 1943 p 383
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adversary

he maintained that the fruits of the adversarys
adversary

rule were blind-

ness selfishness covetousness and sensuality as manifested in so many
ways in contemporary society
not be found in legislation alone

he taught that the cures for these ills could
H
commenting on the effects of world war n

he stated
doubt that the people of the world realize that the reason they
are in the predicament they are in today is because they have neglected to follow the advice of our heavenly father the uncertainty
the distress the anguish that is prevalent in so many parts OQ
of the
23
world is traceable directly to violating his commandments
1I

the four major causes

of

world sickness
president smith spoke of four major causes of the universal sickness of the world
world

the first was the lack of humility

and charity in the

he said

what is our trouble it is that we have sought the creature
comforts we have sought the honors of men we have sought
those things that selfishness puts into our souls we have sought
to set ourselves up and have preferred ourselves to our fathers
other children 1I am speaking now of the world we have ignored
the commandments that we should honor god and keep his comments that we should love our neighbor we have failed to
mand
mandments
pray in the way we were taught to pray and men and women have
set their judgment up against the deachin
teachings
teachin s of an all wise father
2
and of course we are paying the price

the second stemmed from the failure
purpose of life

00
23

24

he stated

CR

april

1941 p 25

CR

april

ap 44
1932 pp
45
4445

of man to understand the true
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fear that the condition of the world is due to a lack of understanding of the purpose of our being they do not know about pre
existence there are so many that seem to have no conception of
it and have no desire to know where we are going when our mortal
25
life is ended
1I

the third cause for world sorrow was the breaking of the commandment to keep the sabbath day holy

he declared

this very

day upon which we meet here to worship viz the
play day of this great nation the day set
sabbath has become the playday
apart by thousands to violate the commandment that god gave long
tong
long ago and 1I am persuaded that much of the sorrow and distress
that is afflicting and will continue to afflict mankind is traceable to
the fact that they have ignored his admonition to keep the sabbath
26
day holy

the fourth was a failure
moral law of

on the

christ he warned

part of men and women to keep the

thou shalt not commit adultery

tl

do you believe that the lord said that do you believe that
he meant what he said 1I say to you that this world is suffering
from the very fact that they ignore gods loving kind advice
and there is sorrow and disaster abroad in the land because men
and women refuse to observe the moral law and earn the blessings
97
27
that result from obedience to the same

president smith sincerely believed that if mankind could overcome
its selfishness and disobedience to the commandments of god world strife
and suffering could be solved

25
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THE DIVINE SOLUTION

gospel1I as the answer
the gosp

president smith was no pessimist
00
28

umph of god over the adversary
1942

he firmly believed in the tri

this is clearly seen in his talk of april

wherein he said
no matter whether the clouds may gather no matter how the
war drums may beat no matter what conditions may arise in the
world here in the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
wherever we are honoring and keeping the commandments of god
there will be protection from the powers of evil and men and
women will be permitted to live upon the earth until their lives
are finished in honor and glory if they will keep the commandments of our heavenly father 29

he felt strongly that there was a way and only one way to solve
the problems of the world

he said for instance

we can legislate until doomsday but that will not make men
righteous it will be necessary for people who are in the dark
to repent of their sins correct their lives and live in a right0
30
eous way that they can enjoy the spirit of our heavenly father

safey obedience
the path of safety
throughout his discourses elder smith stressed that the basic
solution for the ills of the world could be found only by men turning to god
by faith and repentance

in this way they could receive the influence of the

holy ghost which would inspire them to love one another
28
OQ
29

30

CR

oct

CR

april

CR

oct

1948 p
1942

8

p 15

1949 p

6

he outlined his
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unequivocal stand as early as 1934

there is

much confusion in the world and there seems to be no
way
wm to remove it except byy the power of our heavenly father
ather the
wisdom of the world is failing the scripture is fulfilled and today
the wisest of all men are seeking by means of legislation to bring
about a better condition and a more wholesome life among the
human family they may strive in that way but unless men have
faith in god unless they understand the purpose of life they will
not go very far the people of the world must repent of their sins
before the lord can give to them the peace and happiness desired
1
31
no other plan will succeed

to show the absolute

importance of man obeying the command-

ments of god president smith used what to some might have been a trite

this incident was

example

not based as usual on the scriptures but on a

casual conversation between the governor of utah and his children involving
obedience to the state traffic law

governor
made a pact with his children to set a universal
the
example for the state of utah by both he and his family promising to obey

while this conversation was a mere incident it was vital

the speed laws

to president smithy
smithb entire philosophy
smiths

just as children can be saved from

car accidents only by the citizens obeying traffic laws so the world could be
saved from universal catastrophe by mans obedience to the universal laws

31

CR

april

1934 p 27

underlining added

he added the follow-

ing in 1949

if the people of this world were keeping the ten commandments
honoring them there would be no war there could be no sorrow and distress to afflict mankind but because there are so many who cannot put themselves in a frame of mind to live righteously they are in confusion and they
CR oct 1949 p 6
are in distress
TT

184

of god

32

TO THE PEOPLE OF AMERICA

the promises

of god condi-

righteousness
ousness
ausness
tioned on right

latter

day saints believe that the american nation with all of its

freedoms rights and constitutional guarantees came into being and must
continue to exist so that a proper climate of freedom could prevail for the

restoration and spread of the gospel

33

the saints also believe that the

land

of america will remain free only as long as the people serve the god of the
land who is jesus

christ

freedom for america as well as for the rest of

the world is conditioned upon righteousness

34

president smith continually stressed this doctrine

35

he stated

further that should large numbers of people on this land turn their backs

on

god and become immoral and wicked it would only be a question of time until

misery and destruction would follow

oc
36

he declared in 1949 that america was in danger of losing her
freedom because of wickedness
00
32

33

34
QC

35

36

CR

oct

here he said

1946 p 148

mormon doctrine p 32
B of M 3 nephi 21 1 nephi 1

ether 212

for further information see chapter 9
IE

feb

pp 75
1947 ap

126
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if the people of this nation will turn to the lord and keep
his commandments they will enjoy happiness and our heavenly
father will continue to bless them but on the other hand if we
and all other people who dwell upon this favored continent refuse
to obey the commandments of our heavenly father it will only
be a question of time until the nations now existing and the people
who dwell here will suffer destruction the promises of the lord
peace
upon
concerning
and
are
happiness
always
rightconditioned
concerninjeace
37
eousness

the people

of america therefore had a responsibility above all

other nations to set their lives in order because of the blessings of god to
them

this was uppermost in his

mind as early as 1922 when he said

the lord has watched over this

land he directed columbus
to these shores he led the pilgrims here he established the conution of the united states and through the prophet joseph
stitution
stit
smith restored the everlasting gospel to bless the children of
men and if they will accept it and obey it it will be the salvation
of the human family
there is no other remedy for the ills of this world but repentance there is no preservation from the evils that will overtake
mankind but on the score of righteousness unless men turn to
the lord history will repeat itself and destruction overtake the
38
wicked

elder smith was fearless in his teaching that america was a choice
land and would remain free only as long as the people who inhabited it were

righteous

president smith did not feel that membership in the church alone
was a guarantee of protection from the calamities to come in the latter
days

in order to qualify for this protection during the perilous times ahead
37
07
OQ
38

CR

oct

1949 p

CR

oct

1922

167

p 97
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only those who were worthy to be called saints could hope to be protected

he said
when 1I think of the condition of the world and realize that the
only place where there is any semblance of peace is the land that
we live in and with the promise of god that he will be with not
the members of the church 1I dont interpret it that way not the
men who hold the priesthood necessarily 1I dont interpret it that
way he will be with his saints who are worthy to be called saints
and his power and protection will be over them until their lifes
39
labors are completed
OQ
39

elder

IE june 1943 p 383
smith when in 1950 he said

the gospel

this theme

was amplified further by

jesus christ is the only means

by which we may hope
to find a place in the celestial kingdom sometimes we feel that we are sure
of it because we have membership in the church 1I take this occasion to call
to the attention of the older members of the church who have lived a part of
their lives and feel quite secure the fact that nobody is secure unless he is on
the lords side of the line
all temptation and evil are on the devils
devils side if 1I had time 1I could
tell you of an experience of a man who was magnified and was a great preacher
of the gospel and because of his failure to stay on the lords side of the line
he went into the dark and died a bitter apostate none of us are secure except
we keep the commandments of our heavenly father IE may 1950 p 410
smithes grandit might be noted here the influence a statement of george albert smiths
father had on him throughout his life he referred on numerous occasions to

of

this statement
have many times repeated what my grandfather said he too
talked from this stand and it was he who gave me his name in advising his
family he said there is a line of demarcation well defined on one side of
the line if the lords territory on the other side of the line is the devils
I
and he said if you will stay on the lords side of the line you
territory
are perfectly safe because the adversary of all righteousness cannot cross
that line
what does that mean it means to me that those who are living
righteous lives keeping all of the commandments of our heavenly father
are perfectly safe but not those who trifle with his advice and counsel IE
nov 1949 pp
ap 699 784 see also IE may 1949 p 302 CR ap
april
ri 1
1948 p 188
1945 p 185 CR oct
1I

1

1I
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he expressed the fear in 1929 that the members of the church
chuoc
church
40

were becoming too much like the world

he continued this theme in 1941

and gave the following challenge to the church
of jesus christ can only be a benefit and blessing
to us if we keep the commandments of the lord we cannot live
like the world and hope to have the favor of our heavenly father
we must live as the lord indicates that we should live it is true
that he has said that if we will keep his commandments if we will
be worthy of his blessings he will exalt us and when the final test
comes when satan and his cohorts will be trying in every way to
destroy the world the lord says 1 I will come down from heaven
tt
my
people
for the preservation of
are we going to be worthy of that preservation because only
those who are worthy will be preserved and after all he has given
us and he has bestowed upon us everything that he has given
to usand
anybody that ever lived in the world that is worthwhile he has said
that unless we keep his commandments we will forfeit our blessings
and the calamities that are already abroad in the earth and are
spreading day by day will find us
now brethren the storm is on not the snowstorm but the
storm of malice and hatefulness and disagreeable feeling and
bitterness in the hearts of the children of men let us not partake of it no matter what group we may have belonged to in the
past let us come into the sanctuary of the house of the lord and
a tune ourselves to the spirit that is always present when he is
there then when we go out we can resist the temptations that
41
sometimes threaten to destroy us and in turn destroy our families

the gospel

11

A

message to the membership
members
of the church

joseph smith declared in 1830 that the purpose of the gospel was to
avert world calamity
40
41

42

CR

april

CR

oct

42

george albert smith continued this theme and he

1929 p 3
101
ap 99
1941 pp
99101

18
11718
dac 117

underlining added

188

stressed that the special mission of the church and its membership was to
set the proper example for the world

43

he also emphasized that this was

a sacred trust that could not be taken lightly and that the

lord would

hold

the membership of the church responsible for how they fulfilled this obliga-

tion

he said
looking back through the experience of those who have lived
upon the earth and remembering the privations and afflictions of
those nations that have turned away from our heavenly father let
us not be among those who unwisely and foolishly set our judgment
up against the wisdom of the lord let us acknowledge his wisdom let us set our hands to the work that he has entrusted to our
care let us bless our fathers children wherever they may be
and our lives will be enriched and this world will be made happier
this is the mission that has been placed upon our shoulders our
heavenly father will hold us responsible for the manner in which
we fulfill it god grant that in the humility of our souls we will go
about with the desire in our hearts to do good to all people wherever they may be and bring to them the joy that can only come
through observing his laws and keeping the commandments
that peace may abide in our hearts and in our homes that we may
radiate sunshine and cheer wherever we may go that we may prove
to the world that we do know that god lives by the lives that we
lead and receive his blessings therefore 1I humbly pray in the
44
amen
name of jesus christ

he further explained the duties of the saints in 1947

but the promises of the lord can be relied upon in the future
as they have been in the past each passing year brings us nearer the date of his coming in power and glory true the hour and
the day no man knoweth but the duty of the latter day saints is
to watch and pray being valiant for the truth and abounding in good
works despite the discontent in the world and the apparent growth
of the power of evil those who continue to stand in holy places can

43

44

CR

oct

CR

april

1946 p 153
1932 p 45
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discern through it all the handiwork of the lord in the consummation
of his own purposes the almighty reigns and will continue to reign 45
SUMMARY

one who is familiar with the outpouring of love in the writings of

george albert smith might be surprised to find such a straightforward and
blunt presentation of the latter days as was just presented

love however

would be less than true if it simply presented a comfortable picture and ig-

nored the facts

it has been the responsibility of every prophet to cry re-

pentance
pen
tance and george albert smith was no exception
on the

we find in his teachings

latter days that the basic theme of obedience was once again stressed

not only as a source of happiness but also as a source of protection from the

evils to come

this point is also forcefully stated

in the negative that dis-

obedience is the root cause of the evils of the latter days

45

IE dec

1947 p 797
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FINAL THESIS SUMMARY

this chapter consists

of a study of the frequency of the several

doctrinal teachings of president george albert smith and a final summary
of these doctrines with a concentration in the following areas
man the purpose of earth life

the godhead

lucifer the agency of man the fall and the

atonement the gospel of jesus christ the kingdom of god accountability
and judgment and salvation and exaltation
THE FREQUENCY OF HIS BASIC DOCTRINES

in order to facilitate this study the writer has made use of a guide
which was used by the church education system and which reflects the basic

doctrines currently taught in the church

A thorough

reading of all of george

albert smithes
smiths one hundred conference addresses was completed and a record
kept of the number of times he stressed the several doctrines of the church
A

given doctrine was counted as being stressed more than once in the same

discourse if it was mentioned or emphasized after a change of subject

how-

ever the same doctrine from a given discourse was not counted more than
twice

the basis for evaluating the frequency

of his doctrinal teachings in

all of his conference addresses was arbitrarily designated as follows
190

191

very frequently

31

or more times mentioned

frequently

30 times
20
2030

moderately

11
19
1119

times

10 times
110

infrequently

1

no emphasis

0

table

1

the frequency of george albert smiths emphasis
of the basic doctrines of the church

emphasis

doctrine
1I

doctrine on the godhead
1

the gods

who preside over this universe

are our heavenly father his son jesus
christ and the holy ghost
2

3

4

infrequently

our heavenly father is sovereign and

supreme in this universe god our
son jesus
heavenly father and his sop
christ are immortal glorified and
exalted each has an eternal spirit
inseparably connected with a body of
flesh and bones

infrequently

the son and the holy ghost
have all knowledge virtue and power
their influence is everywhere present as
they operate through the principles of
eternal law

very
ve
ry frequently

the father

and the glory of the godhead
is to bring to pass the immortality and

the work

eternal life of man

infrequently

192

table 1I continued
emphasis

doctrine
5

our heavenly father god the father
a

b

god is the greatest intelligence he
understands and lives in harmony
with celestial law

our heavenly father is the father of
the spirit body of jesus christ and of
the spirit bodies of all mankind and he
is also the father of the physical body
of jesus

c

christ

our heavenly father presides over and

administers the work of the godhead
6

very frequently

very frequently
no emphasis

jesus christ god the son
a

b

c

d

e

jesus christ is the firstborn
First born son of
god in the spirit and is the only begotten son in the flesh

infrequently

jehovah the creator known in mortality as jesus christ was the lawgiver
to moses and other old testament
prophets

infrequently

jesus christ was foreordained
fore ordained to become
the savior and redeemer of mankind

infrequently

because of his divine sonship and his
perfect sinless life jesus christ was
able to redeem mankind from spiritual
death upon the condition of repentance by
the individual sinner

infrequently

because of his great love for us and because he wanted to be obedient to all the
commandments of god jesus christ was
willing to redeem mankind from both the
physical and spiritual deaths which re-

193

table 1I continued
emphasis

doctrine
suited from the fall of adam this
act of love is called the atonement
f

infrequently

jesus christ is the mediator between

god the father and mankind no man
can come unto the father except through

christ

7

the holy ghost god the testator or witness
a

the holy ghost is a personage of spirit

and is the witness and messenger of the
father and the son
b

c

infrequently

through the holy ghost revelations are
given

11
II

infrequently

moderately

the holy ghost is a cleansing

and purifying agent to all who receive him his
gifts and blessings

infrequently

doctrines on man
1

all mankind were as intelligences in the

beginning with god
2

3

4

no emphasis

all mankind are literal spirit sons

and
daughters of heavenly parents and dwelt
with them before coming to this earth
all mankind are spirit brothers and sisters

very frequently

every individual born on this earth comes
into a lineage according to a pre earth
life determination

infrequently

mankind may become exalted sons and
daughters unto god as they learn celestial laws and ordinances and live in perfect harmony with them

infrequently

194

table

1

continued

emphasis

doctrine

lii doctrines on the purpose of earth life
111
III

1

2

3

this earth was organized

so that each man
could obtain a body of flesh and bones with
the power or procreation each resurrected person will have his body forever

infrequently

men come on earth to gain experience
and to be tested

infrequently

men are that they might have joy eternal
happiness is the object and design of mans

existence
4

mas

all things on earth have a purpose in their
c rea
creation
creatlon
tion
reation

infrequently

doctrines on lucifer satan

irv
IV
1

2

one of gods spirit sons having high status in the first estate when
he and his followers rebelled against god
he became satan

lucifer was

no emphasis

the rebellious spirits were cast out of
heaven to this earth they are allowed
to tempt man thus providing for opposition in all things

V

infrequently

frequently

doctrines on the agency of man
1

2

all beings are subject to divine law
obedience to which brings blessings
disobedience results in suffering and
damnation

very frequently

man has the divine gift of agency to choose
good or evil he may worship how where
or what he may but only by learning and
obeying celestial laws can man be exalted

moderately

195

table

1

continued

doctrine
3

VI

man can choose and act for himself only
as he gains knowledge of good and evil
and is influenced by one or the other

emphasis

infrequently

doctrines on the fall and the atonement
1

2

3

4

5

adam was the first man and eve the first
woman on this earth they were created
in the image of god with bodies of flesh
bones and spirit capable of falling and
being redeemed

infrequently

adam and eve were placed on earth in a
state of innocence they the earth and
all things in it were pronounced very good
and without transgression would have remained in that state forever

infrequently

when adam and eve partook of the forbidden
fruit transgressing the law given to them
by god their nature was changed and they
became subject to both spiritual and temachs
poral de
aths
deaths

infrequently

only after adam and eve became mortal
did they begin to multiply and replenish
the earth because of their transgression
they their posterity and all other things
on earth became subject to the conditions
of mortality

infrequently

an infinite atonement had to be made to
overcome the power of death and sin
thereby making possible the redemption
and resurrection of adam and eve and

their posterity

infrequently

196

table

1

continued

emphasis

doctrine
6

7

VII

jesus christ was chosen in the grand council in heaven and foreordained
fore ordained to come to
earth to perform the atoning sacrifice As
the only begotten son of god in the flesh
our savior received from his eternal father
power over death from his mortal mother
he received the capacity to die

infrequently

son of god saves all
creatures from the permanent effects of
temporal death and redeems every individual from spiritual death the lasting
penalties of his own transgressions if he
accepts and lives the gospel of jesus christ

infrequently

the atonement by the

doctrines on the gospel of jesus christ
1

the eternal principles laws

and ordinances by which mankind may obtain
immortality and eternal life through the
atonement are known as the gospel of

jesus christ
2

the first principles

and ordinances of
the gospel which must be received and
obeyed by those who are accountable are-

faith in god the father in the lord
jesus christ and in the holy ghost

very frequently

b

repentance from all sins

very
ve
ry frequently

c

baptism for the remission of sins

moderately

d

laying on hands for the gift of the
holy ghost

frequently

a

3

infrequently

man must also prove faithful in giving
willing obedience to all gospel principles
and ordinances

very frequently

197

table

1

continued

emphasis

doctrine
doctrines on the kingdom of god

VIII
1

2

3

4

the priesthood was first given to adam
he is the head of all gospel dispensations
through the priesthood the kingdom of
god the church was established on earth
in order to help man govern himself
properly

infrequently

because of mans departure from this true
order of priesthood it was necessary that
the church of jesus christ be restored
during the meridian of time again an
apostasy occurred and the church ceased
to exist on the earth

infrequently

son appeared to joseph
smith and initiated a restoration of the gospel

very
ve
ry frequently

the father and the

men must be called of god by prophecy and
by the laying on of hands by those who are in
authority to preach the gospel and administer

its ordinances
5

6

7

infrequently

the power of the priesthood through the

divine patriarchal order aids the home
in fulfilling its function as the basis of the
righteous life

very frequently

As the kingdom of god is extended through
the earth the ideal society known as zion
is developed

very frequently

the lord has provided the following guides
by which his children may be led to a zion
condition

a

the standard works of the church

very frequently
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table

1

continued

emphasis

doctrine
b

the prophet

of the church who receives revelation from the lord for
the church and for the world other
prophets seers and revelatory
revelators who
assist in teaching directing and govern-

ing the church

very frequently

individuals receive revelation for their
stewardships
steward ships

very frequently

d

the priesthood

moderately

e

the church organizations

c

qu orums
and its quorums

and

priest-

quorums
hood quorums
8

9

10

IX

through the preaching of the gospel to the
nations of the earth israel will be gathered

very frequently

preceding the second coming of jesus christ
zion must be established as a place and a
people the earth will again receive is paradisi
acal glory
disiacal

frequently

conditions of zion will prevail during the
millennial reign of the savior on earth

infrequently

doctrines on accountability and judgment
1

X

very
ve
ry frequently

individuals are judged according to the light
and knowledge received all men are held
accountable for their attitudes thoughts
and words

frequently

doctrines on salvation and exaltation
1

salvation means a mans being placed beyond all enemies including the powers of
death and hell after the death of the mortal
body the spirits of all men go into the postmortal spirit world

moderately
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table 1I continued
doctrine
2

3

4

5

6

emphasis

every person who has lived or will live
upon this earth will be resurrected and
receive a degree of glory except the sons
of perdition according to his faithfulness
in keeping the commandments of god the
order of body received will be determined
by the type of life lived upon this earth

moderately

exaltation means eternal life or godhood
the kind of life our heavenly father lives

infrequently

priesthood ordinances including celestial
marriage are essential for exaltation

moderately

those who die without hearing the gospel in
this life have the opportunity to hear the gospel in the postmortal spirit world and thus
become potential heirs of salvation and
exaltation

infrequently

ordinance work for the dead performed in
the temples of god will continue during the
millennium
millenium until every worthy soul has the
opportunity of receiving all the blessings of
the fulness
falness of the gospel

infrequently

from the above table of doctrines the following two tables are derived

these

two tables indicate the fifteen doctrines most emphasized and the ten

doctrines least emphasized by president george albert smith see tables
and 3

2
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table

2

the fifteen doctrines most frequently emphasized
by president george albert smith
doctrine
1

number of times stressed

vl

V 1l

all beings are subject to divine law
obedience to which brings blessings
disobedience results in suffering and
damnation
2

80

VII
vii33

man must prove faithful in giving willing
obedience to all gospel principles and

ordinances
3

60

133
1

the son and the holy ghost have
all knowledge virtue and power their influence is everywhere present as they operate through the principles of eternal law

the father

4

55

vm
VIII
viti 3
and the son appeared to joseph
smith and initiated a restoration of the gospel

the father
5

53

vm
VIII
vm55

the power

of the priesthood through the divine
patriarchal order aids the home in fulfilling
its function as the basis of the righteous life
6

50

VIII
vin
vin88

through the preaching of the gospel to the
nations of the earth israel will be gathered

45
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table

2

continued

number of times stressed

doctrine
7

vm
VIII

aa
7a

the standard works
8

vm

of the church

44

7b
ab

the prophet

of the church who receives
revelation from the lord for the church
and for the world other prophets seers
and revelatory
revelators who assist in teaching
directing and governing the church
9

VIH
7e
vin ae

the church organizations

and priesthood

programs
10

43

37

1122
11

all mankind are literal spirit sons and

daughters of heavenly parents and dwelt
with them before coming to this earth all
mankind are spirit brothers and sisters
11

35

VIH 6
VIII

gos extended through

As the kingdom of G

SI

the earth the ideal society known as zion
is developed
12

1I

35

5b
ab

our heavenly father is the father of the
spirit body of jesus christ and of the spirit
bodies of all mankind and he Is also the
father of the physical body of jesus christ

34

202

table

2

continued

doctrine
13

1I

aa
5a

god is the greatest intelligence he
understands and lives in harmony with
celestial law
14

155

32

vn
VII
2a
vil aa
faith in god the father in the lord
jesus christ and in the holy ghost

1

number of times stressed

31

VII 2b
ab

repentance from all sins

31

203

table

3

the ten doctrines least emphasized

by

president george albert smith

doctrine
1

number of times stressed

our heavenly father presides over

and administers the work of the god-

head
2

0

all mankind were intelligences in the
beginning

0

3

lucifer rebelled in pre earth life

0

4

when adam and eve partook of the
fruit they became subject to both
spiritual and temporal death

0

5

6

7

jesus christ was fore
ordained to beforeordained
come the savior

1

only after adam and eve became mortal
did they have children

1

jesus was chosen in the grand council in
heaven to be the savior

8

9

10

1

the eternal principles laws

and ordinances by which mankind may obtain
immortality and eternal life through the
atonement are known as the gospel of

jesus christ

1

men must be called of god by prophecy
and laying on of hands by those who are in
authority to preach the gospel

1

ordinance work for the dead will continue
during the millennium
millenium

2
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SUMMARY STATEMENT

we can see an over all view of the doctrinal

from the above tables

emphasis of george albert smith

it is perhaps evident to the reader by now

that president smith emphasized certain doctrines as a means to the end that
all who heard his messages would be inspired to live the christ
like life
christlike
in his teachings he was not therefore primarily philosophical or theo-

logical

his major concern was the practical application of the gospel in

to achieve

the lives of people

this goal he constantly and consistently em-

pha
phasized
sized those doctrines that would enable the saints and all people to gain a

deeper love for god and for their fel
fellowmen
lowmen

the fact that he

did not empha-

size certain theological doctrines tends to strengthen this conclusion

president george albert smith was a prophet for his time a man of
inspiration and love

he saw clearly that obedience and charity were funda-

mental steps along the pathway of happiness and salvation

the reading of

his discourses inspires and motivates one to renewed desires of christian
love and service

the tribute

given at his passing by the presiding bishopric

of the church is a fitting conclusion to this thesis

centuries will pass into

oblivion we will pay but little heed to the fleeting millenniums of time but
while these pass and multiply themselves into eternities the influence of the

life of president george albert smith will go about lifting and blessing mens

souls forever

1

lleE april
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1950 p 304
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APPENDIX A

table

4

favorite scripture references of
president george albert smith
number of times quoted
in general conference
1950
19041950
addresses 1904

scripture

main content

matt 22523
52 3

well done good and
faithful servant

19

matt 516

let your light so

17

shine

before men
matt 2237
39
223739

love thy neighbor

12

romans 1116
16

the gospel

12

is the
power of god unto salvation

john 1334
1334

love one another

12

matt 633
63 3

seek ye first the kingdom
of god

11

matt 1820
1820

where two or three are gathered
together in my name there
am 1I in the midst of them

dac

peace shall be taken from
the eearth
arth

1

9

amos 37

surely the lord god will do
nothing but he reve
aleth his
revealeth
secrets unto his servants the
prophets

7

ev
R
rev

come out of her meaning the
world

8

184
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table 4 continued
number of times quoted
in general conference
1950
19041950
addresses 1904

scripture

main content

james 15

if any of ye lack wisdom
let him ask of god

8

dac

reference to particular pas-

5

1

89

sam 31
3177

sage on word of wisdom

here am

1I

referring to the

5

willingness of the saints to
accept calls from the lord

john 143
46
14346

come and see

4

matt 721
72 1

not everyone that saith unto

4

me

lord lord

matt 619
20
61920

lay up treasures in heaven

4

dac 6825

inasmuch as parents have
children in zion

4

isaiah 2914

wisdom of wise men to perish

4

job 328

there is a spirit in man

4

joshua 2415

As for me and my house we

3

will serve the

lord

matt 22540
54 0

inasmuch as ye have done it
unto one of the least

3

galatians 67

god will not be mocked

3

john 539
53 9

search the scriptures

3
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table

5

total number of times george albert smith made
reference to each of the standard works

standard work

times quoted

new testament

151

old testament

53

from

quotations 23 were in reference
the 10 commandments
53

doctrine and covenants
book of mormon

pearl of great price

48

20
3
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table

6

most often quoted stories from scripture

story

times referred to

joseph smiths

first vision

26

noah

14

pioneers who crossed plains

13

moses

12

martyrdom of joseph and hyrum smith

10

daniel

10

sodom and gomorrah

8

lehi coming to america

7

three hebrew children

in

fiery furnace

5

abraham

5

jaredites
Jared ites

5

jonah

4

joseph

sold into egypt

4
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APPENDIX B

epitaph on the tombstone of the
grave of george albert smith

GEORGE ABLERT SMITH

president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
born april
bom

1951
1945
19451951
4 1870 died

april

4

1951

lake city utah
son of john henry and sarah farr smith
in salt

married may 25 1892 to
lucy emily woodruff
attended salt lake city schools brigham young academy
university of utah
ordained an apostle october 8 1903
mission president church worker in many capacities
particularly young mens
mes mutual improvement association

missionary

businessman executive and corporation director
public servant in city state and nation
patriot and leader in social service and public welfare organizations
including international farm congress boy scouts of america sons of
american revolution mayflower descendants utah pioneer trails and landmarks association sons of utah pioneers utah society for aid to the sight-

less
he understood and disseminated the teachings of christ and was uncommonly successful in putting them into practice he was kindly patient wise
tolerant and understanding
he went about doing good
he loved utah and america but was not provincial he had faith without reservation in the need for and in the power of love for his church and
his family he had unbounded affection and served them passionately yet his
love was not limited it included all men regardless of race faith or station
tl
to them and of he frequently said WE ARE ALL OUR FATHERS CHILDREN
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APPENDIX C

highlights in the life of george albert smith
1870

1951

age
aze

born in salt lake city utah april 4 1870

45

his father john henry smith serves a mission in britain

7

death of president brigham young 1877

10

his father is ordained an apostle

13

begins work in ZCMI overall factory 1883

14

receives his patriarchal blessing which foretells his future calling

4 5

1874
1875
18741875

1880

to the quorum of the twelve 1884

17

death of president john taylor 1887

21

mission to southern utah in the interests of the YMMIA 1891

22

married lucy emily woodruff 1892

22
24
2224

1894
18921894
mission to southern states 1892

28

appointed receiver of the U S land office and special disbursing
agent for utah by president mckinley death of president wilford
woo
98
1898
druff 18
woodruff

31

death of president lorenzo snow 1901

33

sustained a member of the quorum of the twelve 1903

39 42

1912
19091912
illness prevents him from being active in the quorum 1909

46

elected president of international irrigation congress 1916

47

elected president of international dry farm congress 1917

48

death of president joseph F smith 1918
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age
aee
51
49
4951

president of european mission 19191921
1919 1921

51

appointed general superintendent of YMMIA 1921

52

vice president of national society of the sons of
elected vicepresident
the american revolution 1922

61

elected member of national executive board of boy scouts
of america 1931

68

tour of missions

73

set apart as president of the quorum of the twelve 1943

75

sustained as president of the church 1945

77

utah centennial 1947

81

dies at salt lake city april

of the church in the south pacific 1938

4
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APPENDIX E

overview of the ancestry of
george albert smith

president george albert smiths great grandfather john smith
was converted to the church in the summer of 1830

as a result of a visit made by joseph smith sr

his conversion came

to his father asael

throughout his life john smith remained a faithful follower of the prophet

joseph smith
george alberts grandfather george
summer of 1817

A

smith was born the

he first became acquainted with mormonism during the

before mentioned visit of joseph

sr to his father asael george

A

read

the golden bible with his mother and after some objection joined the

church

he was later called to the apostleship in 1839
john henry smith george

firmed by his father george

A

fellowmen
devotion to his fel
lowmen and god

alberts father

in 1856

was baptized and con-

his life was one of service and

it is probable that his personality was a

factor influencing his oldest son george albert smith to become the great

leader that he was
when he signed his

an example of the guidance he gave george albert was

sons autograph book he wrote in october

1882

my dear son guard thine honor as thy life be charitable
virtuous just honest and truthful and lifes stream will be a
continual scene of happiness and success your loving father

john henry smith

1

1paper
paper and collections of emily smith stewart church historians
office
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his mothers line is equally as impressive as his fathers

farr smith

farr were children of converts

lorins parents

fancy
when

george albert smiths mother was born of goodly parents

and nancy

lorin

in the churchs early in-

winslow and olive were converted to the church

lorin was eleven years

1832

sarah

of age

they first heard the gospel in may

from two missionaries orson pratt and lyman E johnson who had

walked about eight hundred miles from ohio to vermont

lorin stated that his family was prepared for the gospel before the
missionaries arrived for he had often heard his grandfather freeman say
that the true church of jesus christ was not on the earth
six years after his conversion lorin and his brother aaron left
on foot for

far

west missouri

with the prophet joseph smith

most of the persecutions

upon their arrival

lorin was

in

lorin made his

home

far west with joseph during

20

shortly after returning to nauvoo the family decided lorin should

marry

A few weeks

after this discussion lorin swung a bucket over his

arm and went to the well to obtain fresh water for the night
at the well he saw a girl who caused his heart to beat harder
old met

As he arrived
As jacob of

rachael at the well of haran as he came to draw water for her

father so lorin

9

farr assisted

nancy B chase to carry some buckets of

2edward
bedward
edward tullidge history of northern utah and southern idaho
176
pp 174
85 11
II ap
174176
188185
salt lake city star printing co 1881
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water

they were

he knew instantly that she was the one to be his wife

married new years day 1845 by brigham young

30

to this wonderful couple was born a choice

daughter who was to

become the mother of president george albert smith

born october 30 1849

sarah

farr was

she passed through the experience of pioneer life

in such a manner as to develop many important qualities
with a strong physique and cheerful disposition

she began life

because of her pioneer

training she developed traits of frugality and economy

4

As a young girl

she took active part in the tabernacle choir of ogden until her marriage at
the age of 17 to john henry smith

5

due to poor financial circumstances of the time her training in
frugality proved to be an asset to the marriage

john henry made their

furniture and they began married life in a log house with a mud roof

sarah was a very industrious woman being the first to rise in the morning
and the

last to retire at night

eight to man and womanhood

she gave birth to eleven children rearing
she was a strict disciplinarian and the

children always knew that when she told them to do something she expected
m to obey
the
them
0

3thomas
bthomas
thomas romney the gospel in action salt lake city deseret
61
ap 59
sunday school union board 1949 pp
5961
4
cgeorge
4george
george albert smith mothers of our leaders
ap 313
society magazine VI june 1919 pp
314
313314

n

the relief

5james
ajames
james T jakeman daughters of the utah pioneers and their
mothers the western album publishing co p 63
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her children in later years commented
keeper she was

far as anyone

on what a wonderful house-

she loved beautiful things and could make a dollar go as

sarah retained her youth to the extent that when her son

george albert smith was a young man many thought they were brother and

sister

she always had a good word for people and it was a rare thing to
when john henry

hear her speak of anyone except in a complementary way

wanted to take josephine as his second wife sarah gave her consent and the
two women were loyal to and affectionate with each other

6c

after the death of john henry the family met together
estate

to decide his

george albert being the eldest son took charge of the meeting

he reminded the family that aunt josephine had no claim to the george

A

smith estate under the law because she was a second wife and not recognized by the law

share alike

11

at that point sarah stood

and said

we will share and

george albert smith then stated that that was what he had

hoped and he felt that all of the children had the same idea

sarah gave birth on april
named for his grandfather

4

1870 to a baby boy

7

george albert

this young baby received a rich heritage

in the

church because of his noble ancestry and his own desire to serve and honor
his heavenly father

6ibid
bibid
id

bedith elliott personal interview aug
7edith

12

1972
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APPENDIX F

three occasions when george albert smiths
life was preserved
you children have been so patient and good

you have waited a

long time to have me tell you the story that 1I have promised you
1I

will tell you three stores

my life

believe

three short ones of very important events in

each of them was an occasion when 1I feel certain the lord blessed

me and spared my life

myself

1I

1I

1I

would like you to hear me tell the experiences

lord will take care

want to impress on you that the

of you in times

of danger if you will give him the opportunity

the first story 1I am going to tell you is an experience
mission field
southern states

1I

1I

had in the

was just a young man when 1I went on my mission to the

your grandmother and 1I both labored in tennessee

most

of the time she stayed at the mission home while 1I went out into the country

sections

on this particular occasion 1I was traveling with president J golden

1qmball
hmball
emball

we were in a wooded rural area

during the day we had held meet-

ings with the people in the neighborhood who were very friendly and very

receptive to our message

one of the local saints had invited us to accept

the hospitality of his home for the night

logs

it was a humble home built of split

to
it consisted of two rooms and a small log lean
leanto

there were six

missionaries in the group so it strained the capacity of the little house to be

there
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about midnight we were awakened with a terrible shouting and
yelling from the outside

foul language greeted our ears as we sat up in

bed to acquaint ourselves with the circumstances
night and we would see many people on the outside
up and started to

dress

the men pounded

it was a bright moonlight

president kimball jumped

on the door and used filthy language

mormons to come out that they were going to shoot them
ordering the cormons

presi-

wasn going to get up and dress and 1I told him
dent kimball asked me if 1I gasn
wasnt
no 1I was going to stay in bed that 1I was sure the
us

lord would take care

in just a few seconds the room was filled with shots

of

apparently the mob

had divided itself into four groups and were shooting into the corners of the

house

splinters were flying over our heads in every direction

there were

a few moments of quiet then another volley of shots was fired and more

splinters flew

1I

felt absolutely no terror

1I

was very calm as 1I lay there

experiencing one of the most horrible events of my life but 1I was sure that

as long as 1I was preaching the word of god and following his teachings that
the

lord would protect

me and he did

the next morn-

apparently the mob became discouraged and left

ing when we opened the door there was a huge bundle of heavy hickory sticks

such as the mob used to beat the missionaries in the south

the scene of my second story is also laid
during my first mission there

late

in the southern states

one evening in a pitch dark night

tra velling along a high precipice
elder stout and 1I were travelling

our little walk was
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narrow on one side was the wall of the mountain on the other side the deep
deep river

us

we had no light and there were no stars and no moon to guide

we had been traveling all day and we knew that we would have hospitality

extended to us if we could reach the mckelvin home which was on the other

side of a high valley

we had to cross this little mountain in order to reach

the home of mr mckelvin

our mode of travel of necessity was very halting

we walked almost with a shuffle feeling each foot of ground as we advanced
with one hand extended toward the wall of the mountain

elder stout was

ahead of me and as 1I walked along 1I felt the hard surface of the trail under my

feet

in doing so 1I left the wall of the mountain which had acted as a guide and

a steadying force

after 1I had taken a

few steps away from the mountain wall

itself 1I felt impressed to stop immediately that something was wrong
called to elder stout and he answered me

1I

the direction from which his

voice came indicated 1I was on the wrong trail so 1I backed up until 1I reached

the wall of the mountain and again proceeded forward

he was just a few steps

in front of me and as 1I reached him we came to a fence piling
we carefully explored it with our hands and feet to see whether

safe for us to climb over

effort

in the dark

it would be

we decided that it would be secure and made the

while 1I was on the top of this big pile of logs my little suitcase

popped open and the contents were scattered around

in the dark 1I felt around

for them and was quite convinced that 1I had recovered practically everything
clock
we arrived safely at our destination about eleven 0 elock
lock at night
loek

1I

soon

discovered 1I had lost my comb and brush and the next morning we returned
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to the scene of my accident

1I

recovered my property and while there my

curiosity was stimulated and aroused to see what had happened the night
before when 1I had lost my way in the dark

As

missionaries we wore hob

nails in the bottom of our shoes to make them last longer so that 1I could

easily follow our tracks in the soft dirt

1I

retraced my steps to the point

where my tracks left the mountainside and discovered that in the darkness
1I

had wandered to the edge of a deep precipice

would have fallen over into the
1I

river and been drowned

realized how close 1I had come to death

heavenly father for protecting me
the lords
lord

just one more step and

1I

1I

1I

1I

felt very ill when

also was very grateful to my

have always felt that if we are doing

work and ask him for his help and protection he will guide and

take care of us

children my next story is going to be about the pacific ocean and
the wonderful swim 1I had in its beautiful blue waters off the shore of

fornia

sport

1I

cali-

enj oyed the
was considered a very good swimmer and thoroughly benj

this particular day the tide was very high and very swift

As 1I left

the shore and swam out into the ocean 1I dived through the big breakers as
they would crest and spray over me

my objective was the large swells

beyond the breakers where 1I could lie on my back and ride the big swells
up and down

while engaging in this interesting sport one very huge wave

crested and broke before 1I could right myself following the dive through the
previous one

the second

one caught me and threw me to the floor of the
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ocean

1I

could feel myself being dragged out by the undertow

at this par-

ticular time many waves came in rapid succession and 1I was not able to
right myself before 1I had to dive from one into another

1I

realized that my

strength was rapidly leaving me that it was going to be necessary for me to
find some means of help

As 1I rode to the

crest of one huge wave

1I

saw the

underpilings
underpilings of a pier close at hand and 1I thought if with super
human effort
superhuman
1I

could reach the security of the pilings that 1I would be able to save my life

1I

silently asked my heavenly father to give me the strength to reach my

objective

As 1I was washed into

arms length of the pier 1I reached out and

put my arms around one of the posts

they were covered with sharp dark

blue barnacles
barnacled
barn acles and as 1I wound my leg and arms around its security they cut
my chest legs and thighs

1I

hung on as long as 1I could stand the pain and

watched for a big friendly swell to come my way that 1I might throw myself
on it and travel to a piling closer to shore

each time with a prayer in my

heart 1I would make the effort of traveling from one pile to another with the
aid of the rolling swell

slowly but surely and with great difficulty 1I made

my way to the shore where the water was shallow enough for me to walk to

the beach

when 1I reached the safety of the warm sand 1I fell exhausted

I was so weak so nearly drowned 1I was unable to walk home until 1I had
iwas
1

rested for some time

lying on the sand with its warmth and security

1I

was
heartwas
thought of the harrowing experience that 1I had just endured and my heart
heartwas

filled with gratitude and humility that the

lord had again spared
GASC

my life

sak 1I
box 124 sbk
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APPENDIX

G

george albert smithy
smithw
smiths feelings at the time of his call to
the council of the twelve apostles

all the brethren spoke briefly in turn expressing words of love
good fellowship and confidence in

brother george

A

into the quorum as their associate and fellow apostle

and welcoming him

and on being asked

to express his own feelings he said
tt

brethren you doubtless have all experienced the sensations 1I have

been feeling while listening to you and which 1I now feel in addressing you

the sentiments of affection voiced

by you can be reciprocated in

part only

by one who is ungrateful but 1I feel to reciprocate every kind word and

especially the words of welcome to this quorum extended to me by all of you
1I

need not say to you that this position has come to me entirely unsought in

fact 1I have not given it any thought whatever and therefore it has come to
me as a total surprise

1I

may say however that when 1I was blessed it was

predicted upon my head that 1I should be one of the quorum of the twelve

apostles and when 1I have read that blessing 1I have sometimes wondered if

it ever could be fulfilled but not having read it for a number of years it had
ind and 1I may say further that the
become but a vague impression in my mind
only idea 1I ever had about it was that possibly 1I might be counted worthy to

succeed my father in the quorum

1I

have thought too that these things are

regulated by our heavenly father and that perhaps this blessing might be

realized by me in the flesh and possibly not

when 1I was sick with typhoid
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fever 1I said to the lord that if he would spare my life and provide for my
family 1I would devote the balance of my life to his work

part and 1I hope to

do mine

1I

he has done his

feel weak and lack judgment compared with

men of maturer years but my heart is right and 1I desire sincerely the
onward progress of the work of the

lord the statement made that the

duties of my office are my first duties is responded to with every sentiment
of my heart and corresponds with the instruction given to me from my boyhood and it will be my pleasure to receive this instruction in the

which it is given with all that that implies

1I

spirit in

have a living testimony of the

divinity of this work 1I know that the gospel has come to earth under the

direction and guidance of the lord himself and that those chosen to preside
were and are his servants in very deed

1I

desire and pray that 1I may live

pure and humble so that 1I may be entitled to the prompting and admonitions
of the
1I

spirit to guide me throughout my life and when the end shall come that

may say that 1I have acted my part well and when my eyes shall be closed

in death that 1I may go to my grandfather and those of my kindred taking

with me the honor that is due to their name and that too with a conscious-

ness of having done no injustice to any of our fathers children

1I

desire to

do all the good 1I can to keep the faith and do the will of my heavenly

and to

father

assist you my brethren in every way possible in carrying on this

work that 1I may feel worthy of your association and confidence

1I

feel

honored in being called to this position but without the assurance of your

faith and prayers your love and confidence 1I shall be weak

however with
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that aid together with the assistance and favor of the lord 1I feel that 1I
may be able to merit your fellowship and the continued blessings of my

heavenly father
GASC

box 104
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APPENDIX H

george albert smiths feelings at the time of his call as
president of the quorum of twelve apostles

president grant and brethren
association with this body of men
1I

1I

1I

have always been grateful for my

have felt my limitations many times and

have known that 1I needed the faith and prayers of the

order to carry on

1I

latter

day saints in

have never sought the position to which 1I have been

called 1I have been glad to labor in any place that 1I have been required to

labor

from the time 1I was ordained a deacon until the present time 1I have

never failed to do my duty in any calling that has come to me
lords
that it was the londs
lord
ito
to

carry on

1I

1I

have felt

work and 1I was but a humble servant in his hands

have appreciated the love and kindness of president grant

ever since 1I came into the council of the twelve

1I

have rejoiced in the fact

that the lord has prolonged his life not once but several times to complete
the work that was assigned to him long long ago

with all my heart 1I pray

that he may retain his faculties and his physical strength to carry on in his

leadership in this church until he himself shall feel that he has done all that
ile
lle
lie
he

desires to
1I

do and that the

lord is ready to receive him

home

do not think a group of men could have worked with

than this group

1I

greater harmony

realize that we are individual entities we all have our own

on
ideas we are expected to express ourselves fearlessly and patiently and con-

tely on all matters
siderately
sidera

1I

have appreciated the kindness of my brethren
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of the presidency and the quorum of the twelve during the years 1I have been

permitted to associate with you

it was a great anxiety to me to see presi-

dent clawson gradually fail in his ability to carry on

it was marvelous to

me how he took care of himself almost to the end and 1I tried to be helpful
to him
1I

know that this is

gods work

1I

know that each of us is directly

responsible to our heavenly father for our own conduct

1I

realize that we

should not have selfish ambitions such as do not come from the

from the other source

1I

lord but

feel as your associate brethren as your fellow

servant to say to you with all my heart god bless you and give each of you
wisdom that you may continue faithful and 1I pray that patience love and

charity may always prevail with the presidency and with the quorum of the

twelve as a council and as individuals that in all important matters we may
be one because he has said we should be one and he has warned us that if
we were not one we were not

his

1I

pray that we may be his and that the

love that is in our hearts may not diminish but increase for one another
and that from day to day our love for our fellows may be enlarged and that
we may have spiritual guidance and physical power and mentality to

to the acceptance of our

lord in this

day of uncertainty and doubt

carry on
may we

be an example of righteousness to the church and to all people and discharge

our responsibility in such a way that we may know every day that the favor of
our heavenly father rests upon us because of our devotion and because of our

determination to do right
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with all my heart 1I thank you my brethren for your kindness for
your helpfulness and for your patience with me in the years that have passed
1I

assure you that as far as

1I

know how 1I shall

try to be worthy of you to be

worthy of the cause that we represent to be worthy of our heavenly father
and his beloved son

jesus christ

who gives us all that we enjoy

1I

pray

that our meetings together in the future may continue not only to be delightful as they have been in the past but that we may if possible be drawn

to the

lord that we may indeed

have the inspiration of the almighty on all

occasions and be real servants of the living god
name of jesus christ our

nearer

this

1I

humbly ask in the

lord amen
GASC

box 104

fd
fd22
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APPENDIX 1I

blessing by president heber J grant upon the head of
elder george albert smith setting him apart as
president of the council of the twelve apostles
july 8 1943

brother george albert smith

As the

president of the church of

jesus christ of latter day saints 1I lay my hands upon your head and 1I bless
you and set you apart to be the president of the quorum of the twelve

apostles and 1I bestow upon you this blessing and pray that the spirit of the
living god may be and abide with you during your administration as the president of the twelve apostles
1I

bless you for your devotion

no more devoted and splendid

worker has ever been among the leaders of the church than yourself excep
ting of course the prophet joseph smith
cepting
1I

bless you for blessing me upon two occasions when 1I was nigh

unto death and 1I was immediately touched with healing power and restored

to my wonted strength
1I

bless you for your many travels

1I

bless you for the many com-

forting sermons you have preached to those who have lost their loved ones
you have been particularly willing to go and come and to preach
1I

bless you that your life has been spared and 1I pray that you may

have better strength of body in the future of your life notwithstanding your
age than you have had for years past

your body was capable of doing

you have been doing more work than

you have overdone in preaching and working
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for other people and 1I bless you that you may have wisdom to take care of
yourself and to prolong your life

1I

do not forget that you went to st george

for nearly if not quite a year and 1I feel that brother joseph F smith and
some of the others of the quorum lacked the faith that you would return to

health

lord that 1I felt that you would return

1I

thank the

1I

feel that you will magnify this office

1I

and you did

bless you with every gift

grace and power necessary to be in a very deed one of the strong presidents
of the quorum of the twelve apostles

1I

bless you with vigor of body and of

mind and with all the blessings that you need to continue your labor but do
so with wisdom and not overdo yourself
1I

christ

bestow these blessings upon you in the name of the

lord jesus

and by the power and authority that 1I hold as the prophet of god in

arld
and 1I do it in the name of jesus
the last days arid

christ amen
GASC MSS 610
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APPENDIX

table

J

6

favorite key words of
george albert smith

words

times used in general
1950
19041950
conference address 1904

heavenly father or father

1101

lord

897

church

823

jesusbor
jesus christ or jesus
jesusor
or christ

608

brethren or brothers

451

gospel

444

latter

day saint

269

sisters

229

love

208

grateful

192

joseph smith

160

spirit or lords spirit or spirit of god

153

privilege

113
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APPENDIX K
A

1

april

listing of some of the prophecies of
george albert smith from 1904
1950
19041950

strife in world to continue unless repentance

1918

want to tell you that this war will not cease and the strife
in this world will not end until the children of men repent of their
sins and turn to god and serve him and keep his commandments
and in the words of patrick henry men may cry peace peace
but there is not peace until the children of men conform their
lives to the teachings of the father of us all who gave us our
being and who placed within our reach wholesome advice and
counsel from the creation until now and has said to us this is
the path walk ye in it
C
CR april 1918 p 41
1I

TT
11

2

january 1921

the gospel

to be preached to jews

the gospel has been offered to the gentiles for almost a
hundred years the time is rapidly approaching when it will

be preached to the jews who are to gather in from their long
dispersion upon the land of their inheritance palestine is to
be inhabited as a city without walls and the glory of the lord will
rest upon his chosen people when they repent of their sins and
turn unto him
MS

3

october

1921

832

history repeats itself

unless men turn to the lord history will repeat itself
and destruction overtake the wicked
CR

4

april

1923

oct

1921

p 97

if church members disobey sabbath they will lose
their faith

some people appear to think that if they have attended religious
meetings or performed some portion of the service required of
ball games picture
them on sunday they are then at liberty to go to ballgames
shows or resorts of various kinds and still continue to enjoy the
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favor of the master 1I say to you that if they persist in doing
things of that kind members of the church will lose their faith
and the spirit of our heavenly father will withdraw from them

5

april

the gospel will

1927

be taught in every

part of the world

it will not be long now until in every part of this world the
gospel may be heard through the servants of the lord proclaiming
it in power our heavenly father will adjust conditions in the
world so that the gospel may be preached the great world war
has readjusted the boundary lines and changed conditions in some
nations and the conflict that is now on in china and the earthquakes and other disturbances that are afflicting mankind will be
in preparation of the further promulgation of the word of the lord
CR

6

april

1937

the world will

april

1927 p

83

be devastated unless people repent

god has spoken the gospel of jesus christ our lord is
upon the earth with power and authority we live in the evening
of the fulness
falness of times the world will soon be devastated with
war and carnage with plague and all the distresses that the lord
has promised unless they repent but he has indicated that they
will not repent and distress must come
CR

7

april

1940

april

1937 p 36

prophecy about president heber J grant and
those who were critical of him
A

and so it has been to our day there are among us today
some misguided men 1I have no anger in my heart for them
1I pity them because they do not know better
they are finding
fault with the leadership of the church particularly the president
of the church and 1I stand here to say that no president that we
have had has been more loyal to the gospel of jesus christ than
president heber J grant no president that we have had has
been more willing to give his all that the truth might be known
among the nations of the earth and yet there are those who are
influenced by the adversary of all righteousness who would be
little him and destroy his influence 1I say unto you that his name
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will continue to be held in honor as a servant of the living god
while those who traduce him and misrepresent him will disappear from the earth and the lord has said their sins will be
visited upon their children unless they repent
CR

8

april

1946

april

1940 p 86

statement about those who belittle the prophet
joseph smith
A

there have been some who

have belittled him joseph
smith but 1I would like to say that those who have done so
will be forgotten and their remains will go back to mother
earth if they have not already gone and the odor of their
infamy will never die while the glory and honor and
majesty and courage and fidelity manifested by the prophet
joseph smith will attach to his name forever
CR

9

august 1946

A

april

1946 p 182

promise to those who seek out their genealogy

if we do our part our genealogies will be unfolded to us
sometimes in one way sometimes in another
LE
IE aug 1946 p 541
10

april

1947

the church will continue to

grow

want to say that this church will continue to grow and expand and instead of approximately a million souls as we have
now if we shall do our duty the membership of this church
will continue to increase and the good men and women those
who are seeking god will get the inspiration and accept the
truth as some of your forebears did
1I

11

october 1948
1I

A

prophecy about jerusalem

am thinking of jerusalem today

after all these years

and experience after experience it is a battleground and one
of the most undesirable places to be living that you can think
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of in all the world but this will change repentance will come
and when that repentance comes and is accepted by the lord
jerusalem will be redeemed
CR

12

september 1949

oct

1948 p

1821

Lama nites will increase
the work with the lamanites

say to brother kimball and those who work with him
their work has just begun and the opportunities for these people
to understand will multiply because we have the history of their
forebears
fo re
behears
rehears
bears the lord gave to the church of jesus christ of
hears
latter day saints the history of the ancestors of the american
indian when they find out that they are descendants of a prophet
of god and are entitled to blessings that they cannot enjoy other
than as members of the church their hearts will be filled with
1I

joy

IE

sept

1949 p 605
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